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Abstract
Today the need for mass produced items is ever growing with the demand for
reproducible parts to be of a high precision. The introduction of co-ordinate measuring
machines (CMM) has seen the ability to inspect produced 3D parts at faster speeds
combined with high precision. The measurements with a CMM are carried out by a touch
trigger probe at the interface between the produced part and machine. The probe
system includes a stylus tip which makes contact with the workpiece and a probe head
where the sensing technology is housed. The probe head and tip are connected by a
shaft, typically constructed from steel or graphite fibre. The registration of a touch must
be achieved in a minimal time in order to promote sensitivity of the probe.
This thesis investigated the current touch trigger technology and found that a
piezoelectric sensor may be incorporated into the shaft section. Piezoelectric material is
of interest as it is widely used in sensing technology and can be manufactured into small
cylindrical structures. This research has investigated the structures required for a sensor
that would be applied to a touch trigger probe. An interdigitated electrode or IDE was
developed and optimised with the use of computational finite element analysis (FE) and
laboratory

experiments.

From

this

an

understanding

of

the

piezoelectric

electromechanical behaviour with respect to the influence of the cylinder and IDE
geometry on the electric field distribution and the resulting resonating characteristics was
achieved.

Optimised IDE electrode, cylinder geometries and piezoelectric materials

allowed for the manufacture of prototype piezoelectric touch trigger probes. This was
achieved by using a novel laser ablation process to manufacture IDE electrodes on the 3D
piezoceramic surface. Analysis of the resonance response of the prototype piezoceramic
probes showed good relation to developed FE models.

Additionally, the prototype

piezoceramic probes gave a good response to a mechanical contact. This thesis presents
a working prototype which future work can develop it into a working CMM system.
This work describes a novel approach to predict the effects of electric field on
piezoelectric materials and the resulting dynamic behaviour in a multi-physics model.
This was used to design, manufacture and characterise a working prototype which
increases the sensitivity of a touch trigger probe.
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Nomenclature
A

Area

(m2)

D

Dielectric displacement

(C/m2)

d

Diameter

(m)

dij

strain per unit electric field coefficient

(m/V)

E

Electric field

(V/m)

Ecoer

Coercive field

(V/m)

ew

Electrode width

(m)

F

Force

(N)

f

Frequency

(Hz)

fr or fm

Resonant frequency

(Hz)

fa or fn

Anti-resonant frequency

(Hz)

gij

Field per unit stress coefficient

(Vm/N)

ir

Inside radius

(m)

keff

Effective electromechanical
coupling factor

L or l

Length

(m)

m

Mass

(kg)

or

Outside radius

(m)

Q

Mechanical quality factor

r

Radius

(m)

S or ε

Strain

(m/m)

s

Compliance

(m2/N)

sw

Substrate width

(m)

t

Thickness

(m)

T or σ

Stress

(Pa or N/m2)

Tc

Curie temperature

(C)

Z

Impedance

(Ω)

εS

Permittivity at constant strain

(F/m)

εT

Permittivity at constant stress
iii

(F/m)

ε0

Permittivity of free space

(F/m)

ρ

Density

(g/m3)

σcoer

Coercive stress

(Pa)
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Abbreviations
APDL

Ansys Parametric Design Language

BaTiO3 or BT

Barium titanate

CMM

Co-ordinate Measuring Machine

FEA/FE

Finite Element Analysis

FOM

Figure of Merit

IDE

Interdigitated electrode

Plong

Polarised in the longitudinal direction

Prad

Polarised in the radial direction

Pu

Unpoled volume

PKM

Parallel Kinematic Machine

PZT

Lead zirconium titanate

RVE

Representative Volume Element

XRD

X-Ray Diffraction
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Motivation: Innovation in metrology

Significant landmarks in history have required the standardisation of measurement, from
the building of the pyramids of Egypt, to putting man into space. All have needed the use
of measured components in relation to a specific standard which are found to be in
relation to each other; the modern definition of a metre is a good example. The metre is
found to be commonplace in today’s society and it allows for the design and
manufacturing of any component in any part of the world, lending to interchange-ability.
Given the importance of such a standard there is a need for a clear definition of
measuring the metre that it is realised through the wavelength of radiation from an
iodine-stabilised He-Ne laser for the United Kingdom [1], and was defined by the
Convention of the Metre in 1875, which is today maintained by the Bureau International
des Poids et Mesurers (BIPM) [2].

With advances in technology, notably due to war and the industrial revolution, standards
in measurements allowed for the manufacturing of components anywhere and by
anybody in the world. The world of the craftsman with one off parts has been left
behind, and the world of repeatable production with little room for error has been
embraced. The use of measurement is dependent on the establishment of the standard,
but the methods in which to determine and record measurements at a satisfactory level is
empirical. Callipers, micrometers, rulers are just a few examples of the tools that are
used in measuring components to a tolerable accuracy. However, industry has advanced
since the onset of the industrial revolution and mass production which is dictated by
limited timescales has seen the need for rapid manufacturing processes, whilst
maintaining very high precisions. Sophisticated machine tools have seen the introduction
of equally complex measuring devices. The evolution of the Numerical Control (NC) to
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) manufacturing equipment has seen the machining of
complex products faster than the inspection times necessary for each product. This in
turn has seen the introduction of the Co-ordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) [3]. The
1

CMM has become an established method for the inspection in the mass production
market.

With the advent of new production technologies, the need for the development of novel
measuring systems is always at the forefront of industrial evolution. This project will
further develop a specific CMM device tool, known as the touch trigger probe, by
integration of a piezoelectric sensor. This will in turn promote greater precision in the
technology. Advanced piezoelectric ceramics are becoming commonplace in sensors and
actuators, and are found in SONAR, medical devices, aerospace and automobile
applications [4,5]. Any innovation of a machine or product must increase its working
scope and capabilities, and not hinder its operation. A full understanding of the touch
trigger probe and piezoceramic structures must be established to develop an innovative
design.

This work aims to further increase the capabilities of the touch trigger system by
developing a novel piezoceramic touch sensor. The overall structure will be constrained
by the geometry of the touch trigger probe and must be taken into consideration. The
development of a piezoceramic element has the potential to decrease the response time
of a recorded touch event of the mechanical system. This will allow for greater accuracy
in CMM measurements. Taking an understanding of piezoceramic materials and using it
to develop and build prototype structures with novel electrode geometries is motivation
of this PhD.

1.2

Thesis structure

An overview of the current products and materials is presented in Chapter 2. This
involves a review of the current literature regarding touch trigger probe systems and
piezoelectric materials. Innovations in both technologies is given, with the strengths and
weaknesses discussed in the concluding remarks. Objectives of this thesis are outlined on
the basis of the literature review.

2

Chapter 3 investigates the effect of varying the geometry of piezoceramic tubes in
relation to their resonance behaviour. This is carried out using practical experimentation
along with computational finite element modelling for the prediction of resonance modes
and frequencies without the need for the manufacturing large numbers of precision
ceramics. Similarly, a powerful developed computational model is presented for the
analysis of novel structures.

Chapter 4 investigates the effect of both low and high mechanical stresses on
piezoceramic tubes. This provides an understanding of the resonant behaviour of small
piezoceramic tubes at low stresses, where touch trigger probe technology operates, and
also at higher, detrimental stresses. This work also illustrates the limitations of current
electrode arrangements of piezoceramic tubes.

In Chapter 5 a finite element model for predicting the effect of the electric field on the
polarisation of piezoceramic structures is developed. This understanding is core to the
development of ceramic structures with unique electrode patterns. Work carried out has
been compared to experimental data, where it has been thought that poor polarisation
attributes to the degradation of piezoelectric performance.

The developed understanding and tools for prediction the piezoelectric behaviour is
applied in Chapter 6 to design a piezoceramic tube for the use in touch trigger probe
technology. Material selection, electrode arrangement and geometries are all applied to
computational modelling to calculate optimum structures that are best suited to the end
application.

The application of the device design is applied to the manufacture of a prototype
piezoceramic device in Chapter 7. The device is evaluated by the use of mechanical
testing to simulate applied loads that current touch trigger probe technologies are
subjected to. The manufacture of a prototype allows for the evaluation of the techniques
used to predict and optimise piezoceramic structures. This is discussed further in the
concluding remarks of Chapter 8.

In this chapter, future work is discussed as the
3

techniques established in this thesis give the opportunity to develop and manufacture
devices for the use in touch trigger probes.
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Chapter 2: Background
2.1

Introduction

This chapter provides the reader with a comprehensive overview of the research on touch
trigger technologies and piezoelectric ceramic materials, which represents the main
topics of this thesis. The most significant achievements, along with technological gaps in
the current technology are highlighted in this chapter.

2.2

Literature Review

2.2.1 Introduction
The ability to carry out rapid measurements on a manufacturing production line has been
enhanced with the introduction of the touch trigger probe system. With the increasing
needs to developing new capabilities, a clear understanding must first be established of
the trigger probe, and the typical co-ordinate measuring machine (CMM) which it is
commonly integrated within.

The inspection of a workpiece during the manufacturing process is traditionally referred
to as the post process inspection; this involves the measurement of workpiece
dimensions after manufacture resulting in an acceptance or rejection of the workpiece. A
feedback control allows for the reduction in waste and measurement during the
manufacturing process, referred to as in-process gauging [1], where a CMM is an ideal
device for performing this style of operation. For a CMM the mode of measurement can
be achieved with the utilisation of a probe. The touch trigger probe system is used to
generate an electronic signal during mechanical contact of a probe with a workpiece
surface. This results in a known measurement from a pre-defined scale on the CMM.
Current mechanical machines use piezoceramic technology in an attempt to improve its
function [2], therefore the fundamentals of piezoelectric materials, notably ceramics will
be discussed. Approaches in driving piezoelectrics as well as the manufacturing processes
that can be used for developing novel piezoceramic structures will also be investigated,
and the means to apply a novel arrangement of electrodes will be examined.
6

2.3

Co-ordinate measuring machine

CMM machines enable the user for a rapid inspection of complex manufactured products,
where Gilheany and Treywin [3] outline the requirements as:
i)

Accuracy of measurement,

ii)

Ease and speed of measurement,

iii)

Short recording times of recording measurements particularly with respect to
machine time,

iv)

Short recording times of analysis.

As a result of the high demand for produced components to a high engineering standard,
CMM’s have become an integral tool in manufacturing. Such equipment has allowed
traceability and confidence in the manufacturing routine, while maintaining
manufacturing to national and international standards [4].

Geometrical quantities on a workpiece can be measured by a CMM device by comparing a
distance of two points; the real surface with a standard length. It is therefore necessary
to probe two given points with a sensing element physically or non-contact. Physical
contact may involve the use of a stylus component. Measurements are typically referred
to a precisely defined reference point or datum, thus enabling repeatability in the
operation [2]

A one-dimensional and a three-dimensional probing system is illustrated in Figure 2-1.
The one-dimensional probing system allows for the recording of a touch event in the zaxis direction. A three-dimensional probing system allows for the measurement with a
touch trigger in all three dimensions, x, y and z-axis.

7

(a)
(b)
Figure 2-1 – Probing systems, (a) one-dimensional, and (b) three-dimensional [1].

The mechanical interaction between the CMM and workpiece requires the ability to
measure in more than one direction [1], with the probe system tasks for a onedimensional system as being:
i)

Measurement of the length or height of the workpiece,

ii)

Measurement of the difference between the dimensions of the workpiece from a
given standard, or by rotating or translating the workpiece or probing system from
the deviation of an ideal shape,

iii)

The relationship between a given surface point and, or external length measuring
systems, such as height.

The summary of the mechanical interactions of a one dimensional system and tasks are
illustrated in Figure 2-2.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2-2 – A one-dimensional probing system, with (a) complete measurement of height, (b)
measurement of differences or deviations, and (c) linkage with length or height measuring system
[1].

8

2.3.1 Touch trigger probe system
A method of measurement with a CMM system involves the use of a touch trigger probe.
With this attachment to a CMM provides the capability of an active measurement system.

The concept of a touch trigger probe is to allow the measurement on contact with a
workpiece, with reference to a co-ordinate formed from the vector of the probing point
of the device; leading to a resulting measurement (Figure 2-3). The displacement of the
probe at contact is used to determine the touch event. A fundamental model of a touch
trigger probe can be illustrated simply as an electric circuit, which opens or closes at the
moment of probing (Figure 2-3) by mechanical contact.

Figure 2-3 – Basic touch trigger probe circuitry [1].

The contact of a stylus tip with a workpiece will result in an initial trigger which may be a
short pulse, a voltage step change, or as outlined in Figure 2-4 a continuously changing
voltage waveform, where Figure 2-3 illustrates a simplified diagram of the activation of
the touch trigger probe switch. This output signal is used with reference to a measuring
scale control system, thus generating and recording the co-ordinates for the location on
the workpiece surface. In practice it is observed that there is no instantaneous moment
where the resistance in the circuit switches from zero to infinity. A trigger threshold is
required so that a definite touch contact may be defined and an activation signal is
generated [1].

9

Figure 2-4 – Touch trigger probe response characteristics with threshold [1]. Pretravel will vary
with respect to touch trigger probe type. Values given are for a Renishaw TP20 touch trigger
module.

The touch trigger probe system consists of two main parts, the probe body and the stylus
(Figure 2-5). The probe body contains the switching and location mechanisms, and the
stylus element is secured to this body. The stylus element is the point of contact of the
probe with a workpiece surface [2]. The dimensions of the stylus section of the probe are
illustrated in Figure 2-6 with the main dimensioned parts highlighted (A-D) and are
defined BS EN ISO 10360-1:2001 [5].

Figure 2-5 – Fundamental parts of a touch trigger probe [2,3].

10

A. Ball diameter
B. Overall length
C. Stem diameter
D. Effective working
length

Figure 2-6 – Typical touch trigger probe stylus end [5].

For the system to achieve high precision the stylus must firstly be kept short as possible
(small B) to minimise bending or deflection. Secondly, the stylus ball must be of the
largest possible size (large A). A larger ball reduces the chance of false triggering in the
system, and reduces the effect of the surface finish of the workpiece on the
measurement scan [6,7]. For a typical touch trigger probe the effective working length
will be from 10mm to 50mm with a ball diameter of 0.3mm to 6mm [7].

Figure 2-7 – Naming of points on probe head (a) to (h) [5].

The naming of the points of the probe head given in Figure 2-7 are specified as:

a) Indicated measured point -- specified point of a probing system for which the coordinates are indicated at the instant probing occurs (typically at the centre of the
probe head);
b) Tip correction vector, the vector used to translate an indicated measuring point to a
corrected measuring point;
11

c) Corrected measured point, the estimated point on a workpiece based on the
indicated measured point;
d) Target contact point, the point of contact on a nominal integral feature (a theoretical
exact surface);
e) Actual contact point, point of real contact between the workpiece or real feature and
stylus;
f) Real feature, feature which is being measured, such as a workpiece;
g) Nominal feature, target scan line;
h) Positional error.

Knowing the points of reference of the probe stylus, which is the point of contact
between the CMM and workpiece, the overall co-ordinate system can be found. Thus a
probing system in co-ordinate metrology may be formed (Figure 2-8).

Figure 2-8 – Probing system in co-ordinate metrology [1].

The tip correction vector (Figure 2-8) is illustrated in the CMM system at point b, where
the position vector rm of the probe point is also illustrated. This point is found to be the
summation of the probing system’s reference points, rr, the probing system’s position
12

vector rp to the centre point of the ball and the vector b from the centre point to the
actual contact point [1].

The machine co-ordinate system may be Cartesian or Spherical. A three dimensional coordinate system applied to the workpiece (xw, yw, zw) may be measured to give the output
as rw in Figure 2-8. This multidimensional measurement of the defined reference point
can be successfully achieved by a CMM device.

Gauging of the measurement of a workpiece to a suitable engineering standard relies on
the configuration of the CMM system. The accuracy of the machine is crucial to its
operation. The set-up of the contact point, the stylus, is of importance to precision of
measurement [1,2,6].

The requirements for a precise system must consist of the

following:
i)

A contact point such as a stylus ball,

ii)

A device to transfer information of the contact point such as a stylus shaft,

iii)

A spring device to produce a defined probing force,

iv)

A sensor or electric switch to sense the interaction of the contact point and
workpiece surface,

v)

A transmission of the output information to a scale or post processing.

2.3.2 Touch trigger probe system and piezoelectric ceramics
Pre-travel variations in touch trigger probes are detrimental to the accuracy, and are seen
in the response switch time in Figure 2-4. Occurrences of pre-travel are when there is
machine travel after an initial contact with the workpiece surface, without contact
recognition [1], one such source is a result of machine vibration leading to a false switch
signal [2]. One recent development of the probe trigger was the introduction of a
piezoelectric sensor which allowed for the recognition of a probe contact with a
workpiece surface. Piezoelectric sensors allow for the use of heavier styli for longer
period of times without degradation of the measurement process, with a schematic
diagram of the system seen in Figure 2-9. Although the probe serves well in validating or
rejecting a measurement for the purpose of operation, the incorporation of the
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piezoelectric sensor within the body of the touch probe tends to increase the size of the
device. The consequence of this is that the dynamic properties of the sensing module
(Figure 2-5) are adversely affected [8], such as false triggering occurring due to pendulum
motion of the stylus during movement.
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Figure 2-9 – Touch trigger probe with incorporated piezoelectric technology allowing for the
vibration of the stylus, lending to the probe ‘hearing’ the workpiece [1].

The introduction of a simple piezoelectric sensing element to the touch trigger probe
system has seen the increase in greater accuracy [2]. The use of piezoceramic structures
such as hollow cylinders combined with the operated resonant actuation from
interdigitated electrodes (discussed further in section 2.5) will lead to increased sensing
capabilities of the touch probe trigger by operating at resonance. Similarly, the use of a
piezoelectric element directly on the stylus will promote inter-changeability of the
commercial stylus section and reduce the sensing module size as there will be reduced
need for a sensing module. A touch trigger from a piezoelectric stylus shaft will decrease
the need for mechanical parts. This would reduce unwanted behaviour such as false
triggering during movement of the probe. Such concepts are illustrated in Figure 2-10
and serve as the basis of this thesis.
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Touch Probe
Trigger
Stylus

Interdigitated
Electrode Pattern on
Piezoceramic Tube
Figure 2-10 – Piezoelectric stylus touch probe trigger concept with a resonating piezoceramic
stylus adopting a Interdigitated Electrode (IDE) for actuation and sensing.

For the development of the concept of incorporating a piezoelectric stylus, knowledge of
piezoceramics with respect to resonant behaviour, mechanical performance, and existing
material must be first gathered. Further experimentation into specific characteristics
needed for the successful operation, and to ascertain the limits of the concept must also
be carried out. Thus, in summary, the advantages of the piezoceramic stylus over the
current piezoelectric and strain gauge system (Figure 2-9) are seen to be:
i) Greater accuracy with respect to pre-travel,
ii) Inter-changeability of the novel piezoelectric stylus,
iii) Smaller touch probe body leading to greater workpiece accessibility.

In addition to the development of a simple on/off (digital) trigger switch, as seen in Figure
2-4, the use of an interdigitated electrode pattern on a piezoceramic stylus can achieve an
analogue response, which may lead to a different approach to the CMM investigation of
the topography of a workpiece. Isolation of the sensing element with the use of a
piezoelectric element near to the workpiece surface can decrease the effects of the CMM
on the touch response. A piezoceramic element also decreases the need for mechanical
parts for the touch switch event.
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Now that CMM devices have been discussed and the potential benefits of integrating a
piezoelectric material into the device described, the following section will discuss
piezoelectric materials.

2.4

Piezoelectricity

This section will investigate the piezoelectric materials available, and provide an overview
of piezoelectric ceramic behaviour.

For a greater understanding, this section will

investigate the methods of characterising piezoceramics, such as microstructure,
hysteresis loops, longitudinal strain curves, and the use of chemical constituents to tailor
the properties of a piezoelectric.

Since the discovery of the piezoelectric effect by the Curie brothers two centuries ago,
the interest and research into this phenomenon has progressed to provide not only a
deeper understanding in the material, but to the wider use of applications.

The

piezoelectric effect is the ability of some materials to generate an electrical potential
from an applied stress, and vice versa and will be discussed further in this thesis. This
work is not a historical overview of the material, but a review of current materials which
are available today, in the early part of the 21st century.

Notably, not much has

progressed since the discovery of barium titanate (BaTiO 3) and lead zirconate titanate
based (PZT) piezoelectrics of the mid 1900’s.

These types of materials feature a

spontaneous polarisation which is of importance for the resulting behaviour; this
transforms the material from a ferroelectric to a piezoelectric.

2.4.1 Piezoelectric ceramics
An investigation into Barium Titanate (BaTiO3) in the 1940’s led to the discovery of the
material having piezoelectric properties; this discovery was the first for a ceramic material
[9-12]. Many ferroelectric ceramics crystallise in the ABO3 perovskite cubic unit cell
structure; BaTiO3 and PZT have this crystalline structure. This is simplified in Figure 2-11,
where a corner linked network of negatively charged oxygen (O 2-) octahedra with
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positively charged Zr4+ or Ti4+ ions occupying B sites within the octahedral cage. At the
interstices are situated the Pb2+ ions (A sites) created by the link octahedral. Above the
Curie temperature (Tc) the crystal structures is cubic and symmetrical. Below the Curie
temperature there is a displacement in the Ti4+ ion. The displacement of the Ti4+ ion
results in a dipole moment, with the possible movement into six stable polarisation
positions. Typically 180° polarisation reversal is used, with displacement up or down with
respect to the polarised direction (Figure 2-11).

2+

A: Pb
B: Zr

4+

or Ti

4+

O: O2-

ABO3 Unit Cell

Polarisation Up

Polarisation Down

Figure 2-11 – An illustration of a perovskite ABO3 structure as typified by PZT,
illustrating 180º polarisation reversal for two of the possible six states of
polarisation produced by a displacement of the central cation [13].

The application of an electric field to polarise the material and dipole creates a shift in
displacement of the B site ion, Ti4+, in conjunction with the direction of the field. The
constrained movement of the ion is a result of the crystallographic nature of the ceramic.
A collection of unit cells with adjacent switched B site ions are referred to as a domain
[10], illustrated in Figure 2-12. Macroscopic displacement of the B site ion may be as
significant as a few tenths of the cell or one half, be it in the direction of field or
orthogonal direction respectively. As a result of the displaced ion, a strain is produced in
the cell, and collectively, in the domains. The behaviour of a piezoelectric ceramic may be
evaluated with the use of hysteresis loops, which take into consideration the effects of
the dipole switching in the unit cell with applied electric field.
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Figure 2-12 – Simplified domain pattern [13].

The characteristics of a piezoelectric ceramic may be understood by considering a
hysteresis loop or curve (Figure 2-13). The initial randomly orientated domain pattern of
a piezoceramic results in the overall polarisation of the ceramic to be zero (O). The
application of a small electrical field sees a linear relationship between the polarisation
and electric field for the dielectric (O→A). A further increase in the electric field results in
the domain structure aligning with the electric field, hence the large increase in
polarisation (A→B). The alignment of domains increases until the maximum number of
domains which are capable of switching occurs at the saturation point (B→C). Decreasing
the electric fields sees that the strength of the polarisation does not return to zero,
therefore it may be implied that a piezoceramic material has ‘memory’ (C→D). Thus, at
zero electric field the majority of domains are still aligned with the direction of original
applied field, hence a remnant polarisation, PR (O→D). It is possible to remove the
polarised effect on the material, and reducing the polarisation to zero (O→E) by applying
an electric field in the opposite direction equal to the coercive field, EC. If the electric
field in the negative direction is increased, the domains will switch once again with the
direction of the applied field, but due to the negative field, dipoles will switch 180 (E→F).
The cycle can be completed by reversing the field direction once again (F→C) [13,14].
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Figure 2-13 – Polarisation field or hysteresis curve for a piezoelectric
material [15].

The hysteresis loop can therefore give a considerable amount of information about a
piezoelectric material (Figure 2-13) [9,13,15].
1. Remnant polarisation (Prem) characteristics can be established,
2. Coercive field (EC) is a measure of field necessary to remove polarisation or switch
domain direction, and is related to the grain size of the material, where a lower EC
is related to a larger grain size (~10m), and higher EC is indicative of a smaller
grain size (0.1m) due to the requirement of higher switching fields [15],
3. Homogeneity and uniformity can be distinguished with a higher squareness in the
shape of the loop,
4. High PR relates to the piezoceramic having a high internal polarisability, strain and
electromechanical coupling,
5. Non-symmetry or an off centre loop can be caused by aging and/or a internal
space charge,
6. Sharpness of loop indicates the electrical resistivity,
7. Slope of the loop at any point is equal to the large-signal dielectric constant,
8. A significant change in polarisation is typically the result of early dielectric
breakdown.
The type of PZT material (‘hard’ or ‘soft’ which are discussed further in this chapter) is
also seen in the hysteresis loop. This can be seen in Figure 2-14 where the electric field
required to polarise soft PZT (b) is less than that of the hard type (a), with E c=8kV/m and
20kV/m respectively.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2-14 – Hysteresis loops for both (a) hard (Ec=20kV/cm) and (b) soft type (Ec=8kV/cm) PZT [16].

In addition to the hysteresis loop, piezoceramic characteristics may be represented with
respect to the strain which is induced by an applied electric field. Such a loop is referred
to as a strain curve (Figure 2-15). Typical strain-curves are distinguished as ‘butterfly
loops’, due to the symmetry of the material having an increased strain with respect to an
increase electric field. The increased strain may be expansion or contraction depending
on if the applied field is positive or negative.

Figure 2-15 – Longitudinal strain-field (butterfly) curve for a piezoceramic
[15].

A simplified model of domain orientation in a piezoceramic in relation to before, during
and after the poling process is seen in Figure 2-16 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. This aspect
of a ceramic is important when applying them to a given application, as the desired
response from the material may differ with regards to the orientation of poling or to the
degree of comprehensive polarisation. The polarisation in a ceramic can be achieved by
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the ‘poling’ of a ceramic; allowing the material to become piezoelectric. After the
manufacture of a ceramic, the dipoles have no inclination for any uniform direction;
therefore the orientation is random (Figure 2-16(a)). Due to the irregular relation of
dipoles, the product of an applied stress will exhibit zero piezoelectric effect.

The

piezoelectric effect is therefore obtained in a ceramic by orientating the dipoles by the
process of poling, with the ceramic structure containing uniformed domains. Poling of a
ceramic is executed at a high temperature, with a strong electric field applied, preferably
at a temperature just below the Curie point (Tc). After poling, the orientation of the
domain pattern is that the dipoles are aligned to the direction of the poling electric field
(Figure 2-16(b)). After cooling and removal of the electric field, a remnant polarisation of
the material is left due to dipoles having difficulty returning to their original positions
(Figure 2-16(c)). The ceramic is now piezoelectric, and can convert an electrical charge
into a stress and vice versa [17,18]. However if the temperature is raised above Tc, the
dipoles disappear and polarisation is lost.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2-16 – Piezoelectric ceramic dipoles (a) before, (b) during and (c) after polarisation [15].

The behaviour of piezoelectric ceramics subjected to a mechanical stress, resulting in a
generated electric field is known as the ‘direct’ effect. Whereas the application of an
electric field to produce a stress (or displacement), is recognised as the ‘converse’ effect.
This may be seen in the amplified illustrations in Figure 2-17, which illustrates both the
direct and converse effects.

The effects of the smaller grain size (<1m) on the

piezoelectric is that the domain wall mobility decreases including the dielectric and
piezoelectric coefficients. Decreasing grain size increases the coercive field (Ec) and
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decreases remnant polarisation (Prem). Grain size is dependant on the manufacturing
process (section 2.4.6) whereas the use of impurities as discussed in section 2.4.5 has
greater influence over piezoelectric performance [19].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2-17 - Illustration of piezoelectric behaviour. The direct effect: application of (a)
compressive or (b) tensile force generates charge on the opposing faces and a potential
difference. The converse effect: an applied electric field either (c) equal or (d) opposite to the
material’s polarity, causes the material to strain [15].

Both of these effects are of importance to the application of piezoelectric ceramics, as the
direct effect may be implemented for the use of microphones, accelerometers and
sensing. Converse effect serves in underwater active acoustics, transducer equipment
and actuators[17].

2.4.2 Principles of piezoelectric materials
The principle theory of ferroelectric ceramics must be understood for the full exploration
of material properties to be investigated. Examinations into piezoelectric materials tell us
that under a stress an electric field is created. The applied stress generates a proportional
electric field (direct piezoelectric effect), so that the relation of the field strength E (V/m)
in terms of dielectric displacement D (C/m2) may be given as [17,18]:

D  E

Equation 2.1

where ε (F/m) is the permittivity of the medium. In addition to this, we find the converse
effect where an applied electric field produces a stress, defined by stress applied T (N/m2)
and strain S:
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S  sT

Equation 2.2

in which compliance is given as s (m/N). A linear relationship between both direct and
converse effects is given as:
 S  s ET  dE

T
 D  dT   E

T
 E   gT  D 
 S  s DT  gD


Equation 2.3

where, sE and sD are the specific elastic compliance at constant electric field and constant
electric charge density respectively, d is the strain per field coefficient (Equation 2.4), εT is
the dielectric constant at constant stress and g is the field per stress coefficient (Equation
2.5) [18,20]. The full definition of d and g are produced below.

d=

g=

Definition

Units

dielectric displacement
mechanical stress

coulombs/metre2 C
or
newtons/metre2
N

strain
field

meters/met re m
or
volts/metre
V

field generated
mechanical stress

volts/metre
V m
or
2
newtons/metre
N

strain
dielectric displacement

meters/met re
m2
or
coulombs/metre2
C

Equation 2.4

Equation 2.5

Since polarised piezoelectric materials depend on the direction of the applied electric
field, subscripts are used to define the respective axis, i.e. dij. Axial notation (Figure 2-18)
gives the direction of electric field and the direction of strain with the first and second
subscripts respectively for the coefficients of d and g.
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Figure 2-18 – Illustration of axial notation [15].

Taking axial notation into account, derivation of specific direction properties can be
calculated, for example:

gij 

dij

 composite

(piezoelectric voltage or strain constant)

(Equation 2.6)

where gij is a measure of the electric field per unit applied stress (mV-1 Pa-1).

Polarisation and electrode positioning is outlined within the respective standards as
having a resulting vibrating mode on the piezoceramic if the applied electric field is
oscillating at a specific frequency [21]. The effects of electrode positioning, and the poled
direction dictates the response of a piezoceramic device, notably that of vibration
response.

Figure 2-19 gives the fundamental modes of vibration of piezoceramic

structures.

Poling
Direction

Thickness
extension mode

Transverse
length mode

Longitudinal
length mode

Radial Mode

Thickness shear
mode

Figure 2-19 – Fundamental vibrating modes of piezoceramics [21].
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Since the aim of this research is to use piezoelectric structures, such as cylinders with
complex electrode geometries, the manufacturing of such material will now be discussed.

2.4.3 Piezoceramic materials
An aim of this work is to select an appropriate piezoelectric material for the device it is
necessary to review the potential materials that are available.

Investigations into

piezoceramics have developed the use of additives in the material so as to enhance the
characteristics for a given application [9,10,12,14]. Isovalent, donor, acceptor and double
additives are commonly used in the manufacture of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramics
so that suitable performance of the material may be achieved with respect to its
application [9,14].

Prominent ceramics used for their piezoelectric characteristics are found to be:
i)

Barium Titanate (BaTiO3)

ii)

Lead-Zirconate Titanate (PZT)

iii)

Lead Lanthanum Zirconate Titanate (PLZT)

iv)

Lead Magnesium Niobate (PMN)

PLZT or lead lanthanum zirconate titanate is commonly applied as an electro-optic
material as it can be manufactured into a transparent thin film. PMN or lead magnesium
niobate is an established relaxor material [10]. BaTiO3 characteristics are described in the
following section with a following description of PZT piezoceramics, as both are seen to
be of greater interest than of the former ceramics.

2.4.4 Barium titanate piezoceramics
Barium Titanate (BaTiO3) chronologically was the first ceramic to be developed for the
application of a piezoelectric transducer in the 1940’s [10]. Applications are commonly
found in the use of capacitors as the result of the material having:
i)

Low Curie Temperature TC (120C)

ii)

Low electromechanical coupling factor in comparison to other piezoceramics, such
as PZT
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Research into modifying BaTiO3 to tailor properties has been attempted by substituting
Pb, Sr or Ca for Ba, and Zn or Sn for Ti [13]. Additives for BaTiO3 compounds are seen in
Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 – Additives for BaTiO3 compounds.

Sr2+
Pb2+
Ca2+
Co2+

Decreases Tc
Increases Tc
Increasing temperature
range of stability of the
tetragonal phase
Decreasing the highelectric field losses

It is shown that BaTiO3 is a good piezoelectric material, but in comparison to PZT it has a
lower Tc, lower electromechanical coupling coefficients, smaller range of dielectric
constants, and is not as easy to manufacture and pole [10,12,14,22]. Berlincourt also
reports that BaTiO3 compared to PZT has lower ferroelectricity, and therefore cannot be
modified to the extent that the latter can, as BaTiO 3 would be susceptible to piezoelectric
effect loss at lower stresses [9].

2.4.5 Lead zirconate titanate ceramics
The ferroelectric lead zirconate titanate or PZT ceramic has become of greater
predominant to BaTiO3 for piezoelectric applications [9,10,12,14].

With the use of

additives in PZT compounds it allows for the use of the material in a wide range of
applications, where the manufactured piezoceramic properties are specific to a required
use. PZT is therefore commonly used with a dopant, so that an optimised ceramic is
produced [10,14]. The introduction of impurities into PZT include the substitution of ions
of the same oxidation state (isovalent), and donor and acceptors which produce electrons
or holes respectively. These impurities can all be integrated into the PZT compound, all
with eventual differences in the ceramics performance. For example, Nb substitution,
with respect to the ionic radius, would be with Ti at the B-site (Figure 2-11). The valency
for Nb is found to be +5, and Ti is +4, thus Nb is a donor additive. Whereas the
substitution of Fe, which is +3, for Ti will be a acceptor additive [9,23]. A list of typical
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additives used in lead based piezoceramics is listed in Table 2-2. Modified compositions
of PZT can be used without a weakening of the piezoelectric effect due to the stronger
ferroelectricity of the ceramic [9,14].
Table 2-2 – Typical additives for PZT ceramics.
Ag, Ba, Bi, Ca, Cr, Co, Fe, Hf, K, La, Mg, Mn, Na, Nb, Nd, Ni, Sb,
Sn, Sr, Ta, U, W, Y, Zn

Effects of the introduction of isovalent additives on the behaviour of PZT are the lowering
of Tc, and a higher permittivity [9,10,14]. Table 2-3 elucidates some of the effects of
isovalent additives. Additives used are summarised in Table 2-4.
Table 2-3 – Effects of isovalent additives in PZT ceramics.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Tc decreases
Permittivity increases
Small variance in mechanical and electrical Q
Temperature dependence poorer

Therefore isovalent additive effects on the structure may include the replacement of Pb
by Sr, giving Pb0.95Sr0.05Zr0.53Ti0.47O3, where Sr accommodates 5% of A-sites (Table 2-4)
[14]. The effects of the introduction of Sr and Ba on the Curie temperature are seen in
the respective phase diagram in Figure 2-20.
Table 2-4 – Typical isovalent additives used in PZT compounds.

Ba2+ for Pb2+
Sr2+ for Pb2+
Sn4+ for Ti4+
Sn4+ for Zr4+
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Figure 2-20 – Effects of isovalent additives with phase digram of (Pb-Ba) ZrO3
and (Pb-Sr) ZrO3 on Tc.

Substitutions with donor additives allow for the inclusion of vacancies in the ceramics
structure. These vacancies thus allow for larger strains to be attainable during poling, but
to the detriment of dielectric and mechanical factors. These types of ceramics are
commonly known as ‘soft’ PZT’s [14]. Donor additives can create vacancies both at A and
B sites, such as the replacement of Pb with La.

The compound would become

Pb0.97La0.02Zr0.53Ti0.47O3, where 2% of A sites are constituted of La leaving 1% vacant
[10,11,12,14]. Typical donor additives are summarised in Table 2-5, and the effects of
donor additives is seen in Table 2-6.
Table 2-5 – Typical donor additives used in PZT compounds.

La3+ for Pb2+
Bi3+ for Pb 2+
Sb5+ for Zr4+
Nb5+ for Zr4+
Table 2-6 – Effects of donor additives in PZT ceramics.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Little variance in Tc
Permittivity increases
Piezoelectric coupling increases
Mechanical and electrical Q significantly
decrease
5. Small variance in temperature dependence
6. Easily depolarised by mechanical stresses
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Opposite effects to that achieved with donor additives are attainable with acceptor
additives, thus lowering loss at a high mechanical and electrical drive [9,14]. Acceptor
additives allow for vacancies to be formed at the O-sites (Figure 2-11), for example
Pb0.99K0.01Zr0.53Ti0.47O2.995 will have 1% of A-sites, and 0.5% of O-sites are vacant [14]. The
solubility of an acceptor additive is poor, resulting in limited domain reorientation
producing small hysteresis loops [10]. Typical acceptor additives and effects are seen in
Table 2-7 and Table 2-8 respectively, these types of ceramics are commonly known as
‘hard’ PZT’s [12].
Table 2-7 – Typical acceptor additives used in PZT compounds.

K1+ for Pb2+
Fe3+ for Zr4+, Ti4+
Table 2-8 – Effects of acceptor additives in PZT ceramics.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Little variance in Tc
Permittivity decreases
Piezoelectric coupling decreases
Mechanical and electrical Q significantly
increases
5. Lower compliance
Valence additives, Cr, U and Mn are so called because the effective valance is not definite
and may vary with temperature and time [14].

The common acronym PZT is used frequently and is the trademark of the Clevite
Corporation (today known as Morgan ElectroCeramics) [12]. Compositions for the PZT
range are summarised in Table 2-9. With reference to the additives used and the
respective expected behaviour (Table 2-3, Table 2-6, and Table 2-8), the performance of a
PZT material can be concluded. For example, PZT-5 is a ‘soft’ piezoceramic, and PZT-8
would be a ‘hard’ piezoceramic.
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Table 2-9 – Summary of PZT compositions [10,21,22,24].
PZT–4 doped with Fe acceptor additive
PZT–5 doped with Nb donor additive
PZT–6 doped with Cr valance/acceptor additive
PZT–7 doped with La donor additive
PZT–8 doped with Fe acceptor additive

Groupings of lead zirconate titanate ceramics and barium titanate have been specified
with relation to the materials performance, such as permittivity and Curie temperature.
Thus, other than referring to a material as ‘soft’ or ‘hard’, piezoelectric ceramics may be
grouped into Navy types, or European Standards [21-26]. Naval types groupings are given
by the respective US Military Standard, and are shown in Table 2-10.
Table 2-10 – Naval type standard ceramic types, taken from DOD-STD-1376A
[26].

Type I

Type II

Type III

Type IV

Type V
Type VI

A modified lead-zirconate-titanate composition generally
recommended for medium – to high power acoustic
applications. Its “resistance” to depoling at high electric
drive and/or mechanical stress makes it suitable for deepsubmersion applications
A lead zirconate-titanate composition modified to yield
higher charge sensitivity, but one that is not suitable for
high electric drive due to dielectric heating. This material
is more suitable for passive devices such as hydrophones.
Advantages also include better time stability
Similar to type I but greatly improved for use at high
electric drive because of lower losses.
Its field
dependency of dielectric and mechanical losses is
substantially reduced. However, actually be better choice
because of greater elecro-mechanical activity
A modified barium-titanate composition for use in
moderate electric-drive applications. It is characterised
by lower piezoelectric activity and lower Curie
temperature than any of the lead zirconate-titanate
compositions
A composition intermediate to typed II and VI and thus to
be used accordingly
Similar to type II with higher charge sensitivity and
dielectric constant, at the expense of a reduced Curie
temperature

PZT-4, PZT-5 and PZT-8 may there for be also known as the equivalent naval types I, II,
and III respectively [27,28].
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European standards are similar to that of the Naval types, but are titled as type 100 to
800. Summarisation of the general properties for piezoelectric ceramics as outlined by
the European standards is found in BS 50324-1:2002 [21].

2.4.6 Manufacturing of small piezoceramic tubes/cylinder
The manufacturing of piezoceramic tubes of a small diameter of around 5mm with wall
thickness down to 0.5mm for the touch trigger must be of a high tolerance (Figure 2-21).
The typical process of manufacturing small sized tubes will be discussed in this section.
Due to the behaviour and forming process of piezoelectric ceramics, the fabrication of
tube shapes has heightened complexity.

The forming of a piezoelectric ceramic

comprises of five stages; acquiring the raw material, preparation in powder form, shaping
and pressing of powder, sintering, and finishing [29]. The shaping of a piezoceramic may
be conducted during either the shaping of the powder stage or finishing stage; with
regard to small tubes, fabrication is currently typically found during the finishing stage.

Figure 2-21 – Selection of commercially manufactured piezoceramic tubes (Boston Piezo-Optics
Inc.).

An explicit understanding is required in the fabrication of piezoceramic shapes, as the
performance and geometrical outcomes are dependent on the forming method.
Fabrication methods dictate porosity, grain size and orientation, and the chemical
equilibrium within the material [30].
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The method of ball milling is typically used to reduce particle size of the ceramic powders.
The technique involves a barrel that is partially filled with the ceramic and a grinding
medium (typically spheres), and is rotated along its axis allowing for the deluge of
material, thus permitting the application of shearing and crushing actions onto the
powder [29].

The shape forming process of a ceramic may be of several methods which is best suited to
the final application. Shaping methods are summarised in Table 2-11.
Table 2-11 – Methods of shaping ceramic structures [30].

Shaping Method

Type of feed material

Type of shape

Dry-pressing

Free-flowing granules

Small simple shapes

Isostatic pressing

Fragile granules

Larger more intricate
shapes

Calendering

Plastic mass based on elastic
polymer

Thin plates

Extrusion

Plastic mass using a viscous
polymer solution

Elongated shapes of
constant cross-section

Jiggering

Stiff mud containing clay

Large simple shapes

Injection moulding

Organic binder giving
fluidity when hot

Complex shapes

Slip-casting

Free-flowing cream

Mainly hollow shapes

Band-casting

Free-flowing cream

Thin plates and sheets

Silk-screening

Printing ink consistency

Thin layers

The need for a binder under certain circumstances will be required for the formation of
the ceramic shape. Organic binders deliver added green strength to the dry structure so
that they may be handled between stages [29].

The method of interest to this work is found to be dry-pressing and will be therefore
discussed further. Dry-pressing is executed with a die made of hardened steel, which
incorporates a moveable top and bottom as illustrated in Figure 2-22 [29,30]. The top
punch descends to compress the powder to a defined pressure, followed by the ascent of
both punches for successful ejection of the pressed sample [29]. Problems may arise due
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to worn or bent dies, excessive pressure, too much speed or trapped air within the
pressing. Cracking may result from these arising problems [30].

Figure 2-22 – Dry pressing of piezoceramic structures [30].

Uniformity throughout the geometry of the shape being pressed is important for pressing
to be effective, and for acquiring consistent density distribution. A limitation of drypressing is that the length to diameter ratio of a sample is governed by the uniform
pressure distribution found throughout the structure. Variations in pressure distributions
arise from the uneven filling of a complex die or from the escalation of wall friction during
pressing (Figure 2-23) [30].
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Figure 2-23 – Pressure distribution found in a compacted dry ceramic powder in a cylindrical die
press, where loaded compression is at 100% [30].

After pressing the ceramics are sintered at elevated temperatures to produce high
density polycrystalline ceramics. Tubes are then formed by ultrasonic drilling of the
sintered tubes.

2.4.7 Resonance behaviour of piezoceramic structures
While piezoelectric materials can be used at a low frequency, the intention of this project
is to operate the device at the resonant frequencies. It is expected that a touch probe
contact with a workpiece surface will result in a change in the resonant behaviour.
Piezoelectric ceramic structures are produced in a range of geometries and are
extensively used in a wide range of applications due to their ease of configuration and
performance.

Applications of piezoceramics include sensors, actuators and non-

destructive technologies [12,31,32] and the materials may be excited to produce a
vibrational response. The resonant mode and frequency of a piezoceramic structure is a
function of its geometry and material properties.

The resonant response and the

resulting modal shapes of the structure can be used to identify the vibration
characteristics of a piezoelectric ceramic.
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Knowledge of the vibrational modal shapes and the influence of the material property
and geometry are of interest for the further development of novel devices and selection
of the appropriate tube geometry for specific applications [31,33,35]. Radially poled
piezoceramic tubes allow for greater length structures, lower driving voltages and lower
polarisation fields and are produced in both ‘soft’ or ‘hard’ materials types. Applications
of resonating piezoelectric cylinders include micro-positioning devices, fibre optics,
hydrophonics and scanning microscopy.

The vibrational response of a piezoceramic device may be characterised by its harmonic
response and resulting modal shapes. The former can be experimentally investigated
with an impedance analysis over a swept frequency range [31,33-36].

Due to the piezoelectric effect, structures may be excited to produce mechanical
vibration and the behaviour of these devices is found to be dictated by the geometry,
forced electrical excitation and material properties [33,36]. A forced vibration of an
object close to its natural frequency is known as the resonance frequency, and is defined
for simple structure as:

fr 

C
2L

Equation 2.7

where, fr is the resonance frequency, L is the length of the device and C is the speed of
sound. The speed of sound of a material is found to be dependent on its density and
stiffness, therefore an increase in stiffness is seen to increase the resonance frequency.
Similarly, a decrease in length will also increase the resonance frequency, due to
resonance occurring when the length equals an integral of a half wavelength [37].
Tubular structures have effectively three lengths (longitudinal, radial and torsional), thus
three vibration frequency groups are associated with such structures [38].

Greater knowledge in the relationship between tube dimensions allow for improved
material and structure selection with regards to resonant frequencies and structural
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stability. As stiffness is found to increase from ‘soft’ to ‘hard’ type piezoceramics [21,27],
its effects can be further explored with comparisons of the two materials, and by the
anisotropic elastic properties of a radial polarised device. In addition to investigating the
resonance frequency, observation of the modal shapes will highlight the fundamental
mode and displacement behaviour of the vibrating structure, which can be of interest for
specific applications.

2.4.8 Mechanical behaviour of piezoceramic structures
Since the piezoelectric element is likely to experience force when is used in a touch
trigger system, it is necessary to briefly consider the influence of stress of piezoelectric
ceramics. The exertion of large forces on piezoceramic structures are seen to result in
non-linear behaviour due to re-orientation of domains, which can lead to degradation of
the device [39]. The essential factors that affect the behaviour of a ceramic under loading
are:

1. Direction of loading with respect to poled direction, i.e. parallel or perpendicular,
2. Piezoceramic material properties, i.e. ‘soft’ or ‘hard’ type PZT.

Polarised piezoceramics are found to be susceptible to non-linear deformation under
compression loads, but perpendicular loads are reported to stabilise polarisation.
Research has identified that the deformation found in piezoceramics is attributed to the
depolarisation and domain switching [39-43].

In addition to the identification of the interaction between the poled or initial domain
direction, investigations have shown that the material type, hard or soft, behaves
differently under compression loading. Other factors that are seen to contribute to the
non-linearity of piezoceramics are the observations of micro-cracking that commences
prior to the mechanical failure [39].

Cao and Evans [39] investigated the depolarisation of lead based piezoceramics with
observations of a voltage change found across a capacitor parallel to the sample. From
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this the polarisation charge could be determined, and compared to the loading force
exerted on the material, as shown in Figure 2-24. Experimentation of the non-linear
behaviour of piezoceramic structures has involved loading/unloading cycles on
compressed specimens within a small stress range (<5MPa), with maximum stresses in
excess of 500MPa [39,43].

Investigations have shown that compression forces greater than 300MPa result in
mechanical failure of PZT, where initial deformation stresses differ for hard and soft PZT.
For mechanical loads parallel to the poled direction, soft type PZT is seen to be non-linear
when the stress exceeds ~20MPa, whereas hard PZT is linear up to 60MPa [39,43].
Unloading of stress exhibits unrecoverable deformation in the soft PZT at levels of
~30MPa, unlike the hard type which is capable of recovered deformation up to 300MPa.
Stresses of >300MPa will result in the hard PZT deforming and leaving remnant strain
with the material.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-24 – Stress/strain curves from hard and soft PZT subjected to (a) stress along polar axis
and (b) stress applied normal to the polar axis [39].
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A ‘memory’ effect observed in PZT material was recognised as being the effect associated
with the presence of oriented dipolar defect in hard PZT, which facilitate the recovery of
the original domain configuration [40,43].

Compression loads perpendicular to the poled direction affect the materials differently to
that of parallel loads, as non-linearity is found to be limited [39]. Small strains applied
perpendicular to the poling direction increase the polarisation of PZT, but a further
increase of strain finds that depolarisation takes place in the material. Perpendicular
compressive stress tends to create relatively few additional domain walls and does not
drastically affect the domain alignment, with significantly less stress-induced domain reorientation [40-42].

Doping of the ceramics is therefore seen to affect the behaviour under mechanical
loading, and is seen to be responsible in the characteristics of acceptor donor PZT during
unloading with the memory effect [43].

Finally, the electrode structure to resonate the piezoelectric tubes will now be described.

2.5

Electrodes and interdigitated electrode patterns

Piezoelectric ceramic are actuated via an external conductive electrode.

Recent

developments are to the conventional electrode arrangements by using a interdigitated
electrode (IDE), Figure 2-25.

Planar actuation of piezoceramic materials by IDE’s is

achieved by creating a component of the electric field in the plane of actuation [44]
therefore resulting in a desired deformation, vibration control and sensor functionality
[45,46]. In comparison to the conventional electrodes, IDE’s do not have to be located on
opposite surfaces of the ceramic to actuate the material in a desired direction. An IDE
typically consists of a series of electrodes of opposing alternating polarity which in turn
generates an electric field in a desired direction and is illustrated in Figure 2-26.
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Figure 2-25 – Overview of some piezoceramic actuator technologies [13].

Optimisation of IDE patterns have generally been concerned with maximising the direct
effect (d33) behaviour of the ceramic. The use of IDE’s result in three identifiable zones
between electrode fingers; the active zone (between electrodes), ineffective zone (or
‘dead area’ below the electrode) and a transition zone [45].
Desired actuation direction
Electrodes

-V

+V

-V

+V

t

w

s

Figure 2-26 – 2D representation of an Interdigitated Electrode (IDE) pattern illustrating
conventional dimensioning for opposite walled electroded piezoceramic with piezoelectric fibre in
yellow, resin in blue and electrodes in black [13].
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A balance of the electrode zones with respect to the piezoceramic and electrode
geometric parameters is imperative to the successful implementation of an IDE structure
[12,15,46]. Geometric parameters that dictate the IDE design are outlined as:

1.

Substrate thickness (t),

2.

Electrode finger separation (s),

3.

Electrode width (w).

FEA investigations provide optimised ratios of the parameters to give maximum actuation
potential of the electrodes, with a minimum ‘dead zone’ beneath electrodes with
favourable relationships between the outlined parameters [13,46].

Highlighting of

potential ‘dead areas’ as a result of IDE’s is an area of interest of the optimisation of
patterns; hence enabling full actuation of the piezoceramic Figure 2-26. The optimisation
of IDE’s has investigated piezoceramic fibre composite structures, where electrodes are
found on both surfaces as seen in Figure 2-26.

The use of an IDE electrode arrangement increases the affects of the electric field
distribution. As the user wants to promote the polarisation or actuation of the structure
perpendicular to the electrode, the IDE arrangement manipulates the electric field to
travel perpendicular to the electrode. Bowen et al [46] provide an optimum relationship
between the electrode fingers and piezoelectric substrate for a fibre composite
piezoceramic systems as w/t = 0.5, and s/t > 4. Reduction in substrate thickness has been
shown to increase strain due to a minimisation of ‘dead areas’, and has been determined
with 2-D FEA modelling [13].

Historical investigations into the longitudinal actuation of piezoelectric cylinders were
carried out by Anan’eva [47]. A piezoceramic cylinder was polarised through it length
with the implementation of a helix electrode arrangement on the outer surface. This
piezoelectric element was used by the author specifically for underwater acoustic
systems. The electrode was manufactured by applying an external wire to the ceramic
surface. This formed an external double helix electrode.
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2.6

Summary

Touch trigger probe technology has been developed significantly since its advent. The
approach used is dependent on a mechanical spring switch system for the determination
of the stylus touch on a workpiece surface.

Recent development has seen the

introduction of a piezoceramic element in order to decrease the pre-travel created within
the system. The ability to manufacture small piezoceramic tubes, in similar dimensions to
that of the stem can allow for a sensor to be located significantly closer to the stylus tip
and workpiece surface.

The development of interdigitated electrode patterns has also seen the ability to improve
the use of piezoceramic structures in sensor technologies. The use of an IDE electrode
arrangement on piezoceramic tubes could provide the ability for actuation along its
length, whilst minimising the voltages needed to create a working electric field. In
addition, an IDE on a ceramic surface can resolve the issues of limited space on a touch
trigger probe stem.

It can be seen that current touch trigger probe systems can be developed further, and
that piezoceramic materials have the ability to reduce the pre-travel times further. The
objectives of this work are as follows:



The development of the understanding of small piezoceramic tubes with
electromechanical characterisation, using impedance analysis (Agilent 4294A), and
cyclic compression stress/strain analysis (Instron). The effect of tube geometry on
the

resonant

behaviour

has

included

extensive

characterisation

with

computational finite element modelling (ANSYS). This will be investigated in
Chapter 3 and the mechanical behaviour in Chapter 4.


The development of finite element modelling to predict the characteristics of
piezoceramic structures after polarisation. This allows for the optimisation of
novel IDE structures on piezoceramic tubes and is found in Chapter 5.
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The optimisation of IDE structures on piezoceramic tubes. The optimum IDE and
tube geometry take into consideration the effects of electric field distribution on
the polarised regions and orientations, and its end effects on the resonant
behaviour of novel structures.

Optimisation has taken into account the

manufacturing approach and its limitations and is carried out in Chapter 6.


To manufacture and evaluate prototype piezoceramic touch trigger stems. This
includes the evaluation of the approach developed to ablate unwanted electrode
material to create the optimum IDE pattern. The measured performance of the
prototype will be compared with the modelling results. This work is presented in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 3: Vibration modes of piezoceramic cylinders
3.1

Introduction

The work carried out in this chapter aims to establish a working computational model of
the resonating response of piezoceramic tubes, with verification from experimental work.
The natural vibration frequency or resonance frequency of a structure is typically found to
be dictated by its stiffness and distribution of mass.

The resonant frequencies of

piezoelectric structures are found to be dependent on the shape and geometry of the
cylinder, material type (‘hard’ or ‘soft’ PZT) since it relates to its stiffness and density, and
also on the means of actuation via the electrode and polarisation direction. Piezoelectric
cylinders tend to be polarised through their wall thickness, although they can also be
poled along their length. The effects of the geometry and material type of piezoceramic
tubes were investigated with respects to the resulting resonating frequencies with the aid
of both computational analysis and experimental work. A greater working understanding
into the effects of the variances in these conditions on the dynamic response could be
appreciated with the work carried out. Such computational modelling techniques are
therefore open to further development for the incorporation of the activation of IDE
electrode patterns on piezoceramic tubes for the touch sensor (chapter 6).

3.2 FEA Computational modelling of resonance behaviour
Investigations using computational finite element analysis (FEA) have successfully
investigated the behaviour of piezoceramic discs [1-3]. The versatility of such methods
allows for the analysis of a large number of dimensional variations (diameter, length and
thickness) and their effect on the vibrational characteristics of the structures. Nonsymmetrical modes of a piezoelectric device are observed to be insignificant when
symmetrical electrodes allow only for symmetrical resonating modes [2,3]. Therefore,
successful harmonic analysis of piezoceramic structure can be performed with a
simplified 2-D axis-symmetric model in the FEA program ANSYS 11.0.

Modelling

conducted used a four node 2-D coupled field element (PLANE13), capable of linear
piezoelectric effect, with the model geometry and poling direction is illustrated in Figure
3-1.
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Figure 3-1 – (a) Axis-symmetric model of a piezoceramic tube poled through wall thickness (radial).
Diagram illustrate inside diameter (ID), outside diameter (OD), length (l), radius (r), and wall
thickness (t). And, (b) electrode arrangement of radially poled piezoceramic tube with inner electrode
(blue), and outer electrode (red). Piezoceramic tube (PI Ceramic) is shown in (c) with length=30mm,
diameter=6mm and wall thickness=0.5mm.

Accuracy in defining length, diameter and wall thickness resonant frequency requires a
fine mesh. Conversion of material matrices for 2-D analysis in ANSYS allowed for the
polarisation characteristics of the tube to be directed through the wall thickness (Figure
3-1). Thus giving the following 2-D material matrices for stiffness and piezoelectric
coefficients:

c33 c13 c13 0 
c
c
c
0 
cij   13 11 12
,
c13 c12 c11 0 


0 0 c44 
0

 

Equation 3.1
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 0 e13 
0 e 
33 
eij  
 0 e13 


e15 0 

Equation 3.2

where cij is the piezoelectric stiffness matrix and eij is the piezoelectric matrix. An indepth introduction to the use of ANSYS for piezoceramic resonance analysis is found in
the Appendix (section 10). Harmonic response analysis of a hollow tube (Figure 3-1) was
carried out over a frequency (f) range of 1 kHz to 100 MHz with a voltage (V) of 500mV
and 0V applied to the outer and inner electrode respectively. From the nodal charge, Q,
on the inner and outer electrodes, impedance (Z) can be determined by the following:

Z

V
2fQ

Equation 3.3

Verification of finite element model was performed with comparison to experimental
measurements of both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ type piezoelectric materials. Finite element
analysis investigated the dynamic response of hard PZT-8 and soft PZT-5A (Table 3-1) and
tubes of similar material (BM800 and BM500) were sourced and tested for comparison
with the modelling work.
Table 3-1 - Material properties of material investigated experimentally (a and b), and material
used in ANSYS model (c and d), (Sensor Technology, Canada and Morgans Electroceramics, UK).
*Ref.[4], **Ref[5], . †Ref[6].
BM500
BM800
PZT-5A
PZT-8
(soft)
(hard)
(soft)
(hard)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
-12
-175
-60
-171
-37
d31 (10 m/V)
365
225
374
225
d33 (10-12m/V)
E
15.5
11.0
-12 2
S (10 m /N)
11

E
(10-12m2/N)
S 33

19.0

13.5

C11E (1010 N/m2)

12.1

14.9

E
(1010 N/m2)
C 33
ρ (103 g/m3)
QM

11.1

13.2

Ec (kV/cm)

7.65
80

7.6
1000

7.75
75

7.6
1000

12*

18.8**

4†

15†
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The modelling initially investigated the impedance response of piezoceramic tubes of the
industrial standard dimensions of 25.4mm×6.6mm×5.3mm (l×od×id), which were
measured with an Agilent 4294A precision impedance analyser. Evaluation with this
device is illustrated in Figure 3-2 showing how the piezoelectric tubes were connected to
the impedance analyser while still allowing for free resonance of the cylinder.
Attachment of the impedance analyser prope leads (copper wires) were to the outer and
inner electrodes of the piezoceramic tube (Figure 3-1(b)).

Impedance Min.

Impedance Max.
Copper Wires

Sample

Electrodes

Display

Sample Location

Figure 3-2 – Typical test set up for impedance response of piezoceramic tube, with impedance
versus frequency generated curve, with resonance found at minimum impedance.

Piezoelectric tubes are used in applications such as scanning microscopy, micropositioning devices and vibration detection.

Experimentation also allowed for the

investigation into the effects of change of length on the impedance response of ‘hard’
BM800 and ‘soft’ BM500 materials supplied by Sensor Technology, Canada. This allowed
for validation of the FEA model of harmonic response with regards to geometrical
variation in piezoceramic tubes.

An initial tube length of 25.4mm to ~17mm was

investigated for this study and tubes were gradually reduced in length by a diamond wire
saw to provide a range of tube geometries.

The understanding of the resonance characteristics of piezoceramic tubes can be
investigated by visualisation of the displacement generated in the structure at resonant
frequencies which provides the resulting modal shapes [1,3].
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Vibrational modes

calculated by the FEA modelling illustrate the modal shape associated with the resonant
frequency and clarify the nature of the modes. This is of interest to device specific
applications, in particular for the touch sensor.

The three main factors determining the resonance frequencies are length (l), diameter
(d), and wall thickness (t) which were investigated in the FEA model. Models were
constructed that explored a change in l with constant d and t, change in d with constant
an l and t, and change in t with a constant l and d. Three separate models for both the
‘soft’ and ‘hard’ materials were performed since they have different stiffness.

3.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 shows a comparison between experimental and FEM impedance
analysis for both ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ type PZT material respectively. It is seen that ‘hard’ PZT8 materials resonate at a higher frequency compared to a ‘soft’ PZT-5A, as predicted due
to the higher stiffness of the ‘hard’ material (Table 3-1). Secondly, the FEA axis-symmetric
model of the same dimensioned tube has produced a good agreement with experimental
measurements. This is also shown in Table 3-2 which compares the experimental and
modelled resonant frequencies. The resonant frequencies (a) to (h) in Figure 3-3, Figure
3-4 and Table 3-2 are the resonant frequencies of interest.

Modal shapes of the resonant frequencies (a) to (h) highlighted in Figure 3-4 have been
visualised in Figure 3-5 for the PZT-8 tube which illustrate the sum of displacement
generated during vibration.

The modal shapes in Figure 3-5 allow for the relation

between fundamental resonance frequency and its dimensional identity and harmonics.
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The modes (a) to (h) identified by the model and experimental measurements may be
summarised as:
(a) First harmonic of the length mode,
(b) First circumferential mode coupling with length mode,
(c), (d), (e) and (f) third, fifth, seventh and ninth length modes,
(g) First harmonic of wall thickness mode, and,
(h) Third harmonic of wall thickness mode.

Figure 3-3 – Comparisons of experimental and FEA model of ‘soft’ type PZT tubes, with
dimensions 25.4mmx6.6mmx5.3mm (lxodxid). Resonant frequencies of interest are highlighted
from a to h.
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Figure 3-4 – Comparisons of experimental and FEA model of ‘hard’ type PZT tubes, with
dimensions 25.4mmx6.6mmx5.3mm (lxodxid). Resonant frequencies of interest are highlighted
from a to h.

Table 3-2 – Evaluation of resonating frequencies (Hz) of experimental data in comparison to
computational FEM model of PZT tubes of similar material properties (PZT-5A and PZT-8).

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Soft PZT
Experiment
FEM
57304
53200
170143
161200
208468
200800
317534
303400
436947
416800
584069
530200
3143881
3016000
9892446
10900000

Hard PZT
Experiment
FEM
70211
66700
198555
193600
237550
233200
367120
361000
512564
497800
655961
636400
3189832
3322000
10483605
11800000
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Figure 3-5 – Modal shapes generated from computational analysis of ‘hard’ type material (PZT-8),
as related to analysis in Figure 3-4, not to scale.

Only odd harmonics (i.e. 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, etc) are observed from changes in impedance
with frequency. Even harmonics are not observed due to their symmetrical displacement,
leading to no piezoelectric charge.

3.3.1 Change of tube geometry
A further analysis of resonance of piezoceramic tubes now investigates the effects of the
manipulation of l, d, and t. Analysis of the effects of geometry variation on the resonance
is summarised in the three-dimensional charts in Figure 3-6, which illustrates the
behaviour of resonance with relation to variation in diameter (Figure 3-6a, b), wall
thickness (Figure 3-6c, d) and length (Figure 3-6e, f) for both PZT-5A (‘soft’) and PZT-8
(‘hard’) respectively. Resonant modes associated with the change in dimensions (l, d or t)
are seen to change frequency, and as predicted, as the dimension size is decreased the
resonant frequencies are increased. This further supports the conclusions established
from the modal shape analysis in Figure 3-5, as the associated resonance is seen to vary
with relation between mode shape and dimension. For example, a decrease in tube
length is clearly observed to lead to an increase in the first harmonic of length mode (a),
see Figure 3-6e, f. Similarly a change in wall thickness will change the wall thickness
modes at high frequencies (Figure 3-6e-f).
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3.3.2 Analysis of resonant modes
The data in Figure 3-6 may be summarised by plotting the individual resonant modes as a
function of the tube geometry (Figure 3-7 to Figure 3-9). Data from both ‘hard’ PZT-8
(dotted line) and ‘soft’ PZT-5A (solid line) are shown. By normalising the frequency data
on the y-axis with respect to a specific tube geometry (e.g. thickness), the resonant mode
associated with that geometry should be a horizontal straight line.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)
Figure 3-6 – 3-D wall plots for FEA modelled impedance analysis for the change of diameter (a,b), length
(c,d), and wall thickness (e,f) for both ‘soft’ (a,c,e) and ‘hard’ (b,d,f) type piezoceramic tubes.
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The resonant frequencies associated with wall thickness, or through thickness type
resonant frequencies (e.g. mode (g) and (h)) are shown in Figure 3-7 with the tube
dimension ratio, d/t, plotted against frequency (Hz.mm), normalised by the wall thickness
(t). The specific modes associated with through thickness resonances are presented as
horizontal straight lines. These are seen to be unaffected by the circumference and
length modes (i.e. no overlap) when d/t >2.5.

Figure 3-7 – Frequencies of resonance of piezoceramic tube associated with change in wall
thickness (t) for ‘hard’ type (dotted lines) and ‘soft’ type (solid lines) piezoceramics

Figure 3-8 shows the diameter resonant frequencies which are dictated by the diameter
of the tube. The aspect ratio, l/d, is plotted against the frequency (Hz.mm) normalised by
the length (l).

The relatively straight horizontal lines observed correspond to the

circumference resonant frequencies. Interaction with the length modes is observed, as
the fundamental circumference harmonic is seen to transverse through length harmonics.
Coupling with length modes produce the combined modal shapes visualised in Figure 3-5
(b) to (f).
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Figure 3-8 – Frequencies of resonance of piezoceramic tube associated with change in diameter
(d) for ‘hard’ type (dotted lines) and ‘soft’ type (solid lines) piezoceramics.

Analysis of the resonant frequencies with respect to the changing length of the tube (e.g.
mode a, c, d, e, f) is illustrated in Figure 3-9. The dimension ratio, l/d, is plotted against
the normalised frequency (Hz.mm) by its length (l). Resonant frequencies associated with
length are presented as near straight horizontal lines. It is seen that the length has the
largest collection of significant harmonics in comparison to the circumference and wall
thickness. An aspect ratio of l/d > 10 is found to have three or more pure length modes
without the interaction of circumference modes; in agreement with piezoelectric
standards [7]. Resonant frequencies at the aspect ratio (l/d) of the experimental data
(Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4), alongside the identification of modes, (a) to (h), linked to
modal shapes of Figure 3-5 are shown in Figure 3-9 with good agreement.
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Figure 3-9 – Frequencies of resonance of piezoceramic tube associated with change in length (l)
for ‘hard’ type (dotted lines) and ‘soft’ type (solid lines) piezoceramics

Figure 3-10 – Detailed frequencies of resonance of piezoceramic tube associated with change in
length (l) for ‘hard’ type (dotted lines) and ‘soft’ type (solid lines) piezoceramics. Comparisons with
experimental data for ‘hard’ (solid square) and ‘soft’ (open circles) type piezoceramic tube are
illustrated.
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Figure 3-10 shows a detailed section of Figure 3-9 of the aspect ratio range l/d from 2 to
4. Experimental data of a tube of varying length, constant diameter and wall thickness, is
presented alongside computational FEA results for both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ type
piezoceramics.

It is found that the FEA model has excellent agreement to the

experimental data of similar material groupings, with trends followed by both analysis
approaches. Associated length frequencies are represented by a horizontal straight line,
and the stiffer ‘hard’ type piezoceramics are seen to resonate at higher frequencies.

3.3.3 Conclusions
Computational 2-D axis-symmetric models have been successfully developed to predict
the vibration characteristics of radial polarised piezoceramic tubes. Good correlation
between model and experimental data has been observed with this modelling approach.
The model offers advantages as the analysis of piezoceramic tubes may be conducted for
a range of geometric variables and material properties, allowing for the optimisation of
vibrating piezoelectric structures.

Prediction of resultant modal shapes by the

visualisation of displacement results in the understanding of the physical behaviour at
selected resonant frequencies. Principally, the three modes associated with piezoceramic
tubes [8] are identified by the axis-symmetric model, and are seen to deviate in relation
to the affiliated dimension as found in the experimental investigation. In addition, by
generating a range of dimension and material variances, the investigation into recognising
resonating frequencies analytically allow for improved evaluation of cylindrical structures.
Development of the FEA model can be to include the effects of clamping on the free ends
and to take into consideration partially electroded piezoceramic cylinders, and its effects
on its vibration behaviour. One limitation of the model is that only symmetrical modes
can be predicted. The development of a 3-D solid tube would have the capability of
predicting non-symmetrical modal shapes, and to investigate complex electrode patterns.
This information presented is of interest for determination of the resonant frequencies of
piezoelectric tubes of a wide variety of geometries.

By understanding the mode of resonance the most appropriate mode for a touch trigger
probe can be considered and the appropriate geometry selected. For a touch trigger the
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most appropriate mode is likely to be the fundamental longitudinal mode, where the
length dimension is larger than the diameter and wall thickness dimensions. This is so
that the fundamental length mode is isolated from other resonant frequencies.
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Chapter 4: Mechanical characterisation of piezoceramic cylinders
4.1

Introduction

The work carried out in the previous chapter developed an understanding of the vibration
of piezoceramic tubes. This allowed for the development of finite element analysis tools
to allow prediction of the resonance behaviour and modal shapes of cylinders as a
function of geometry.

This chapter presents the experimental procedure which is

required for the successful analysis of the resonant behaviour of the tubes when
subjected to a compressive load such as in contact with a workpiece in a touch trigger.
Piezoelectric tubes of the material lead zirconate titanate (PZT) with an outside diameter
less than 8mm are subjected to compressive loads to eventual material failure. A test
method for the comparison of commercially available ceramics of the donor and acceptor
doped PZT, classed as ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ types respectively, is outlined. Concerning the
resonant behaviour of the tubes, the fundamental longitudinal mode of resonance is of
interest, as this is deemed to be of particular relevance to the touch trigger probe
application. Stress-strain data is also presented in this chapter as this is an indicator of
ferroelectric domain switching and eventually the development of micro-cracks within
the piezoceramics. The performance of the ceramics is evaluated with the use of
impedance analysis and along with the stress-strain response. The use of scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) allows for the inspection of the internal damage at failure.

Compression loading is significant to the operation as a touch trigger probe since the
probe is brought into contact with the sample being tested. An understanding of the
structural performance and the non-linear behaviour (depolarisation, micro-cracking) of
the piezoelectric ceramic will be investigated in this work for small piezoceramic tubes.
Similar work has been undertaken on standard cube shaped bulk materials by Cao and
Evans, and Schaulefe and Hardtl [1,2].
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4.2

Mechanical and electrical testing method

The experimental approach due to the combined mechanical (stress-strain) and electrical
(impedance-frequency)

characterisation

requires

particular

attention

to

the

instrumentation set-up. This section will discuss the testing method with regard to the
instrumentation, compression testing, and impedance analysis set-ups. A satisfactory
experimental set-up is critical to the measurement and recording so as to establish the
working characteristics of the piezoceramic tubes. Calibration of the novel set-up with
respect to the mechanical and electrical response is also discussed.

4.2.1 Materials and sample preparation
Small tubular structures of the ferroelectric, lead zirconate titanate (PZT) have been used
here as it is of most interest to the application of a touch trigger probe. The donor doped
(‘soft’) and acceptor doped (‘hard’) PZT have been investigated, enabling a detailed
understanding of electromechanical behaviour. Material properties and supplier details
are outlined in Table 4-1. Tubes are typically supplied with a radial polarization (i.e. poled
through the tube wall thickness) and are supplied with Ag coated electrodes on the
internal and outer diameter by the manufacturers (PI Ceramic, Germany) as seen in
Figure 3-1(c). However, for the touch trigger application it is of interest to the application
of as a touch trigger probe to have polarisation along the tube length. Samples with
longitudinal poled orientation (i.e. poled along tube length) were Ag coated on the top
and bottom faces. Since these are not commercially available this involved the purchase
of standard radial polarized tubes which required the removal of the internal and external
Ag electrode with nitric acid (HNO3). Top and bottom electrodes were applied using Ag
conductive paint. In order for the tubes to be fully polarized in the longitudinal direction
they had to be firstly de-polarised which was achieved by subjecting the material to a
temperature higher than that of the Curie temperature (Tc), 400C [3] for 1 hour. They
were then fully de-poled before the application of polarization voltage. This was
confirmed with the use of the Berlincourt Piezometer (Take Control PM25) both before
and after poling and the Agilent 4294A impedance analyser. An electric field of >2kV/mm
at 120C for the soft and hard type PZT tubes was used respectively to pole the tubes
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along its length. A selection of a range of piezoceramic types allowed for a deeper
understanding into the performance and differences between PZT materials. The hard
type piezoceramic were more difficult to pole due to its higher coercive field, where
samples failed by dielectric breakdown whilst being subjected to the large electric
voltages required for polarization (>25kV) across a tube of length ~15mm.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4-1 – Electrode arrangement with inside and outside electrode (a) for the radial activation, and
top and bottom electrode (b) for the longitudinal activation.

Figure 4-1 illustrates the electrode positions for application of a radial actuation with
radial electric field passing through the wall thickness (a), and the top and bottom
arrangement to allow for the electric field to travel through the length of the
piezoceramic tube (b). This allows for longitudinal mode actuation of the piezoelectric
tube.

Table 4-1 – Properties of piezoelectric ceramic tubes used for
characterisation of mechanical behaviour.

d31 (10-12m/V)
d33 (10-12m/V)
S11E
S3E3

(10-12m2/N)

(10-12m2/N)
ρ (103 g/m3)
QM

PIC-151
(‘soft’ type PZT)a
-210
500
15.0

BM800
(‘hard’ type PZT)b
-60
225
11.0

19.0
7.8
100

13.5
7.6
1000
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4.2.2 Instrumentation set-up
The investigation of the in situ piezoelectric response of piezoceramic tubes whilst being
subjected to a compressive stress required a novel test set-up to be developed. Primarily
two testing equipment were used; an Instron 3369 mechanical test machine and an
Agilent 4294A impedance analyser. The former allows for the application of a mechanical
force, with the capability of recording stress-strain behaviour. The impedance analyser
allows for the evaluation of piezoelectric response by recording the impedance and
capacitive behaviour (as in chapter 3).

Figure 4-2 outlines the working flow diagram of the experimental process with the
laboratory equipment. The process involves a cyclic compression test, where at each
increment the mechanical load is increased by steps of 10MPa, this allows for the
measurement of non-linearity in the piezoceramic as a result of domain switching. At the
unloading and loading stages in Figure 4-2 an impedance analysis is carried out. This is so
at the point of unloading any change in degradation in piezoelectric response may be
observed.

Figure 4-2 – Flow diagram of mechanical testing approach.

The experimental set-up required the connection of the piezoceramic samples to two
strain gauges for the mechanical characterization with the Instron testing machine, and
electrode wires to the Agilent impedance analyser from the materials electrodes. This
involved an approach to minimize interference with the resonant behaviour of the PZT
ceramics, and insulation from the Instron testing machine. Vishay EA-06-062AQ-350
strain gauges were selected in co-ordination with the required 350Ω rating of the Instron
3369 test rig.
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Figure 4-3 shows the arrangement of the instrumentation used for the experiment
undertaken. An alumina plate ensured the electrical isolation of the electrode surfaces
from the Instron anvil faces. Additionally the presence of the alumina plate created a
parallel surface between the tube face and the anvils, as this minimized any stress
concentrations and promotes uniaxial loads.

The arrangement of strain gauges and impedance analysis lead attachment is illustrated
in detain in Figure 4-3, where:
1. Instron 3369 load cell attachment,
2. Piezoceramic tube sample, where l=15-20mm, od=6mm and id=5mm,
3. Lead wires connection to tube sample and Agilent 4249A impedance analyser,
4. Connection wires from Vishy strain gauges to Instron 3369 external port,
5. Alumina electric insulating tiles,
6. Instron 3369 base anvil,
7. Jig manufactured for lead access to internal electrode wall.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4-3 – Schematic (a) and image (b) of test set-up for impedance analysis of piezoceramic tubes
during compression loading.

A user defined cyclic test profile was set-up using the Instron controller software, Bluehill
(vers.2). The use of the profile manager allowed for the incremental increase of
compression stress, with the required holds for measuring the piezoelectric response via
impedance analysis. The introduction of a hold period (see Figure 4-2) was kept to a
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minimum so that piezoelectric creep [1,2,4] in the test sample do not interfere with the
resulting behaviour. Creep in the system cannot be eradicated, but a reduction in the hold
period allows for minimal creep. A hold period of 30 seconds was used to measure the
impedance response which was sufficient for a full analytical sweep of frequencies from
1kHz to 100MHz.

The flow of experimental work allows for the incremental increase of compression load so
as to investigate the non-linear response of the material. Piezoelectric response is then
established from the impedance analysis at stages (2) and (4). This is so as to find the
response whilst under a compression load, and when the sample is subjected to no loads.
The latter is of importance as it will illustrate any piezoelectric degradation in ceramic,
and signify the point of stress exceeding that of the coercive stress (σcoer) as shown by Cao
and Evans and Schaufele [1,2]. Above the coercive stress significant domain motion can
lead to depolarisation of the ceramic and loss of piezoelectric properties. A detailed flow
diagram of the developed routine used by the impedance analyser is shown in Figure 4-4.
This was compiled in the HP language IBasic and loaded into the Agilent 4294A analyser.
This allowed for the repetition of impedance analysis of the piezoceramic tube in
synchronicity with the Instron compression loading.
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Figure 4-4 – Ibasic controller program work flow chart for Agilent 4294A Impedance Analyser with
external trigger. Code used is presented in appendix 10.15.

A quality factor, ΔZ, to summarise the piezoelectric performance was determined as a
figure of merit relating to the percentage change of impedance. Figure 4-5 shows a
typical anti-resonant peak and resonant trough for a resonating structure, where the
difference in the original impedance (load force) is defined with respect to an applied
load. From this a figure of merit, ∆Z, can be derived and is shown in equation 4.1.

Z%

Z
Z

a n

 Zr

n

a 0

 Zr

0

 100


Equation 4.1

Figure 4-5 – Illustration of the measurement of ∆│Z│ from the shifting impedance peaks.
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The load was gradually increased until mechanical failure of the tube. The eventual
failure mechanism of the piezoceramic tube was investigated with observations of the
internal microstructure with scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

4.3

Results and Discussion

This section presents the evaluation of the piezoceramic tube behaviour in relation to the
piezoelectric response (resonance behaviour), mechanical behaviour (stress-strain) and
analysis of mechanical failure with SEM.

4.3.1 PZT tube characterisation with respect to piezoelectric response
The figure of merit given in equation 4.1 was used to evaluate the ‘soft’ and ‘hard’
piezoelectric tubes during compression loading, and post-loading.

Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 both show a summary of the resonance response with the
application of equation 4.1 to find the relative change in impedance for both the soft and
hard type piezoceramics under an applied stress and post-compression load cycle for a
longitudinal polarised tube respectively (i.e. compressive load is parallel to poling
direction). It is seen that both materials have an initial increase in the relative change in
impedance, ∆Z, followed by a decrease. The decrease in Z is more rapid with respect to
stress for the soft type material (circles in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7). The hard material is
found to still be piezoelectric above its coercive stress of 100MPa as observed by Cao and
Evans [1]. The absolute change is greater for the soft type material because its initial
impedance is 1.25 times larger than the hard type ceramic. This illustrates that the soft
piezoceramic has the potential to be a more sensitive touch trigger under low stresses;
however, beyond 70MPa it cannot be utilized as it has reached is coercive stress, resulting
in significant stress-induced de-polarisation. This is further supported by the post load
results also shown as solid circles in Figure 4-7.
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Results show that ∆Z increases up to a compression stress of 30MPa for the soft type PZT
tube followed by a rapid decay of piezoelectric performance, with significant decrease at
stresses exceeding 50MPa. The hard type PZT is seen to decay at a slower and constant
rate, where the performance is more predictable. This is further supported by earlier
studies where non-linear behaviour in a hard type PZT was observed at ~200MPa [1] with
load parallel to the poling direction.

Figure 4-6 - Figure of merit ΔZ for longitudinal polarised for both hard and soft type PZT ceramic tubes
under compression loading.
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Figure 4-7 – Figure of merit ΔZ for longitudinal polarised for both hard and soft type PZT ceramic tubes
post loading.

4.3.2 PZT tube characterisation with respect to mechanical behaviour
The stress-strain behaviour of longitudinally poled PZT tubes is presented in this section.
Figure 4-8 illustrates the stress-strain curves for a hard type PZT tube under a cyclic
compressive load where the maximum stress is increased in each cycle. The presence of
a remnant strain suggests that domain motion is occurring, although the onset and
development of micro-cracking may also be occurring at stress levels close to the failure
stress. A change in the stiffness (gradient) at ~100MPa suggests domain reorientation
from longitudinal (parallel) to the radial (perpendicular) direction. Failure of the ceramic
at 230MPa is lower than the ~500MPa in earlier reported investigations [1,2]. Premature
failure of tubular structures indicates other failure mechanisms; a differing manufacturing
approach to that of simple ceramic shapes may lead to microstructural faults. In hard
type ceramics, micro-cracking is found to occur during the poling process as a result of
restricted domain motion [5]. Evaluation of the mechanical failure of the piezoceramic is
presented further in this chapter with SEM investigations of the fracture surface.
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Figure 4-8 – Stress/strain curve for hard type PZT. Strain derived from the cross-head displacement.

The stress-strain curve for a soft type PZT tube is presented in Figure 4-9. Increased
remnant strain is observed for these materials in comparison with the hard type
piezoelectric tube, since domain motion in these materials is less restricted. This suggests
that an increase domain motion is occurring. This trend was expected due to the addition
a donor in the ceramic which facilitates domain motion. The change in stiffness at
~55MPa suggests the domain reorientation from the longitudinal to radial direction, and
signifies the non-linear piezoceramic behaviour as shown in Figure 4-9. The increase of
gradient at >55MPa shows that the ceramic becomes stiffer in relation to the parallel
orientation of the dipole and ultimately domains. The σcoer for the soft type piezoceramic
is around half of the hard type piezoceramic, and is in good relation to that of earlier
investigations [1,2]. Premature failure of the soft type piezoceramic was not found
compared to the hard-PZT [1]. This suggests that no micro-cracking was present due to
the polarisation of the tube, unlike the hard type ceramic. This highlights the difficulty in
polarisation of hard type piezoceramics.
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Figure 4-9 – Stress/strain curve for soft type PZT longitudinal. Dotted black line shows change of
stiffness at ~55MPa.

4.3.3 SEM observation of failure mechanisms

The failure mechanism of the hard type piezoceramic tubes was further investigated with
the use of SEM. This was of greatest interest due to the premature failure of the ceramic
in comparison to earlier work [1,2] during compression loads and during polarisation [5].
Soft type PZT was found to polarise with no physical effects and its mechanical
performance was in good relation to reported studies [1,2].
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(ii)
(i)

(a)
(b)
Figure 4-10 – SEM micrographs of a hard type piezoceramic tube post failure from compressive stress,
where (i) highlights inter-granular and (ii) trans-granular micro-cracking.

Figure 4-10 both show the microscopy of the fracture surfaces of a hard type
piezoceramic tube. Micro-cracking at the fracture surfaces are observed in Figure 4-10.
Both intergranular and transgranular fractures are observed, supporting the observations
of of Mizuno et al [6]. The micro-cracking at high level of stress can contribute to the
degradation of both the piezoelectric and mechanical performance of the ceramic. The
onset of micro-cracking during the polarisation stage would allow for a premature failure
of the ceramic by promoting stress concentrations within the structure.

4.4

Conclusion

A measurement set-up for the investigation into the effects of compression stresses on
small piezoceramic tubes has been successfully developed and undertaken in this
chapter. This has involved the measurement of mechanical properties with the use of
strain gauges, and piezoelectric characterization from the impedance response. This
approach allows for the analysis of complex structures over a varied range of
compression stresses, with piezoelectric and mechanical degradation outlined.

Soft type PZT tubes were found to have a greater change in impedance at low
compression stresses in comparison to hard types. This was evaluated with the use of the
figure of merit (equation 4.1), and was presented in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7. It was
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determined that lower stresses resulted in a change in the resonance and anti-resonance
amplitude in the soft PZT in comparisons to the hard type.

PZT ceramics of the hard types were found to have superior performance at higher stress
levels (>50MPa), but were found to fail earlier in comparison to simple geometric shaped
ceramics [1,2,4]. Failure was observed at 230MPa. This can be attributed to the creation
of micro-cracks during the polarisation process which agrees with Ferguson et al [5].
Polarisation of the hard type PZT was found to be more difficult than the soft type.
Problems involved dielectric breakdown which did not allow for a satisfactory electric
field to be applied. Breakdown also resulted in the mechanical failure of the tube during
polarisation.

The work in this chapter has allowed for an understanding of the mechanical
performance of both hard and soft type PZT tubes with simultaneous recording of
piezoelectric behaviour so that the electromechanical behaviour may be summarized.
Hard type PZT tubes were found to perform better under high levels of mechanical
loading, but were found to be problematic in the preparation stage of polarisation. Soft
type PZT was found to perform better at lower stresses in relation to the
electromechanical performance, as summarised by the figure of merit. This chapter
described for the determination and further understanding of material performance in
relation to the PZT type for its role in a piezoceramic touch trigger probe. All aspects of
the investigation have been of interest from material preparation to the findings of the
experiments, which are of importance in deciding on material type. This work will be
considered in Chapter 7, where these investigations will be used in selecting a relevant
ceramic.

The following chapter will introduce and develop a novel finite element analysis process
that will allow for the prediction of the electric field, polarisation and eventually the
piezoelectric performance. This is of importance to the thesis work as it allows for a
greater accuracy in the prediction of the performance of piezoceramic structures which
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have a novel interdigitated electrode arrangement with a complex electric field
distribution through the material.
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Chapter 5: Poling Piezoceramics
5.1

Introduction

In chapter 3 the resonant modes of vibrating piezoceramic tubes were predicted using
computational finite element modelling, and it was found that the three resonance
modes are based on; length, radial and thickness modes. This was seen for standard
commercially available tubes with through the wall electrode arrangement, and therefore
the resonant response was dependant on the given geometry. In chapter 4 radially and
longitudinally polarised piezoceramic tubes were investigated with respect to their
mechanical characteristics, along with their resonant behaviour under mechanical stress.
The longitudinal (top and bottom surface) electrode arrangement was found to have poor
functionality due to the electrode large length separation with difficulty in polarisation
and end use application. The need for an interdigitated electrode arrangement is critical
for a successful piezoceramic touch trigger probe.

In order for the prediction of the resonant response of a piezoceramic tube activated with
an IDE pattern a number of factors must be taken into account. Due to the electrode
position being perpendicular to the active direction the electric field distribution is not
uniform in direction as shown in Figure 2-25. Earlier work has reported [1] that the
electric field distribution dictates the device performance. It must also be taken into
consideration that during the polarisation stage of the device, the poled/unpoled regions
will be also affected by the complex electric field distribution. An understanding of this is
imperative for actuation and sensing with possible effects on the resultant resonant
modes of the ceramic structure. FE prediction models do not take into consideration the
effects of electric field on the polarisation of the piezoceramic material [1]. This must be
investigated so that the successful prediction of a resonating piezoceramic tube can be
accomplished with an optimised IDE arrangement.

In this chapter, an FE model for predicting the poled/unpoled distribution in a
piezoceramic material under a complex electric field distribution is introduced. In order
to improve upon existing modelling approaches and include the effects of electric field
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distribution a current example of a bi-phasic (porous) piezoceramic material is used for
model development.

Current simplified models have failed to illustrate the

characteristics of porous piezoceramic materials. This over-simplification does not take
into consideration the effects on what a passive second phase which is believed to change
a direct electric field path to an indirect one, where it is therefore possible that the
piezoceramic is not fully polarised and domain orientation is not in a uniform direction.
FE modelling has failed to reproduce closely the experimental characterisation of the
piezocomposites where it is assumed that the piezoelectric is fully polarised in one
direction [1]. Therefore for the development of a FE model to predict the electric field
and consequential poled/unpoled regions in this current example is seen to be most
beneficial to the progression of this work. The core of the model approach can be
adopted with ease to any piezoceramic example, and will feed directly into the
optimisation of the IDE arrangement in the following chapter.

This chapter will give an initial overview of piezocomposite ceramics and current
modelling approaches used to predict the material characteristics. This is followed by an
overview of the modelling approach developed and the results produced from the novel
technique. This is then evaluated followed by the discussion and concluding remarks.

5.2

Introduction to Porous Piezo-composites

The development of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ferroelectric ceramics has seen the
introduction and development of piezoelectric composite structures to optimise specific
materials characteristics for sensor and actuator applications [2, 3]. The piezo-composite
route is of interest since it is possible to tailor and optimise the mechanical stress and
piezoelectric strain distribution within the material and to optimise the material
performance for specific applications.

Porous piezoelectrics are one example of a

piezoelectric composite structure which has been considered as sensor element for low
frequency hydrostatic waves, such as SONAR [4,5], due to the improved hydrostatic
figures of merit. In addition, the introduction of porosity into PZT also leads to improved
acoustic matching between the porous piezoelectric and other low impedance media,
such as biological tissue or water [5, 6].
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Porous piezoelectrics are of interest in SONAR applications since the presence of porosity
decreases the transverse piezoelectric effect (-d31) relative to the longitudinal
piezoelectric effect (d33), resulting in an increase of the hydrostatic strain coefficient (d h =
d33 + 2d31). As a result of their high dh, porous piezoelectric materials generate a high
electrical charge per unit hydrostatic force. The introduction of porosity into PZT also
decreases the permittivity at constant stress (), leading to an increase in gh (= dh/),
which is a measure of the electric field generated per unit hydrostatic stress.

To investigate the relationships between material performance and the volume fraction
of porosity in a ferroelectric ceramic a number of modelling approaches have been
considered [7-16]. Such models have been developed in an attempt to optimise the
porous structure for particular applications. Parameters often considered are pore
volume fraction [7], aspect ratio [9], shape, distribution [15] and connectivity [16].
Models consisting of a simple single pore within a PZT matrix have enabled the prediction
of the effects of the stiffness of a passive phase, such as a polymer, within the pore and
its influence on the piezoelectric coefficients [7-14].

For the determination of

piezoelectric coefficients and material permittivity, a simple single pore model is
effectively dependent on the serial and parallel connection formed with respect to a
porous system of PZT and air. This oversimplified model geometry can lead to poor
predictions compared to experimental data, since real porous materials consist of a
microstructure of many pores with a randomly distributed porosity in which some pores
and connected and some isolated. With the advent of larger computational powers,
more sophisticated models are achievable which can lead to the development of porous
piezoelectric models [17, 18] which consist of a large number of randomly distributed
pores within a PZT matrix.

Many of the approaches developed to date have not taken into consideration the effects
of the complex electric field (Ef) distribution within the porous ferroelectric, such as PZT.
Ferroelectric materials are initially ‘poled’ whereby a high electric field is applied to align
the ferroelectric domains in a particular direction to make the material piezoelectric. The
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application of an electric field to ‘pole’ the material is achieved by applying a potential
difference between the upper and lower electrodes of the material at elevated
temperature. For a dense material, with little or no porosity, the electric field is constant
in both magnitude and direction throughout the material. However, for a porous PZT the
presence of low permittivity porosity (relative permittivity, r=1) in a matrix of high
permittivity PZT (r > 1000) leads to a significant variation in both the direction and
magnitude of the electric field throughout the material microstructure. As a result, the
poling of a porous PZT can lead to the presence of unpoled areas and poled areas with
different poling directions.

This chapter develops a large three-dimensional network of cells consisting of air and PZT
in order to model a porous ferroelectric microstructure. To account for variation of poling
direction due the complex electric field distribution within the material the model initially
examines the electric field within the porous structure to determine the distribution of
polarisation directions within the composite and also identify any unpoled regions. After
modelling the polarisation distribution within the porous PZT the relevant materials
properties and hydrostatic figures of merit are then determined. The relevant figures of
merit for 3-3 piezoelectric composites will now be described in more detail.

5.3

Hydrostatic Figures of Merit

The characteristics of a piezoelectric sensor can be evaluated using the hydrostatic figure
of merit (HFOM) which is the product of the hydrostatic charge coefficient (dh) and the
piezoelectric voltage coefficient (gh) [19, 20]. In SONAR applications the hydrostatic
charge coefficient is used to define the hydrostatic strain per unit electric field or charge
per unit hydrostatic force, and is related to the material properties parallel and transverse
to the polarisation electric field direction (both d 31, d32 transversely and d33 parallel), as
defined by equation 5.1.
d h  d 33  d 31  d 32 

Equation 5.1
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The piezoelectric voltage coefficient (gh) is a figure of merit for a material for a
hydrophone, and is defined as the electric field generated per unit hydrostatic pressure.
This is calculated by the dh and the constant stress permittivity (

T
 33
), as shown in

equation 5.2.

gh 

dh



T
33

Vm

-1

Pa -1



Equation 5.2

From the product of equations 5.1 and 5.2, the hydrostatic figure of merit may be derived
(dh.gh), and is used to assess the properties of a hydrophone device in both active and
passive roles [20]

5.4

Modelling methodology

A variety of analytical and finite element approaches have been developed to evaluate
porous piezoceramic composites [7-16] for a number of different connectivity patterns.
The over-simplification of models consisting of single pores or the assumption of a fully
poled material can be overcome by the creation of a three-dimensional finite element
analysis (FEA) model. The approach used in the modelling considers a large network of
individual cells to represent a microstructure consisting a PZT cells or air cells (pores). The
size of the model employed, 27,000 cells (i.e. a 303 mesh), provides reasonable reliability
and computational economy. Modification of the porosity volume fraction within the
model was achieved with the ratio of assigned cells as either (i) PZT or (ii) air. Figure 5-1
shows and example of such a PZT-air network. Computational modelling was conducted
with the finite element package ANSYS 11.0 using a coupled 8-node element (SOLID5),
capable of modelling the linear piezoelectric effect. Once the 30x30x30 network of cells
was constructed, two electrodes were generated by coupling the voltage degrees of
freedom on the upper and lower faces of the network model. This was achieved by
selecting nodes associated with the bottom electrode and applying 0V degree of freedom.
Nodes selected on the top face were coupled and a voltage in order to exceed the
coercive field Ec was applied.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-1 - (a) initial 27,000 (303) cells with a distribution of PZT and air before poling (blue regions
represent unpoled PZT cells, empty regions are pores) (b) cells after ‘poling’ showing red poled cells.

Generate network
model geometry

Determine random biphase distribution (unpoled PZT and air
porosity)

Apply poling
voltage to
electrode surfaces
Clear
Model
Establish
polarised material
distribution

Characterise porous
piezoceramic
performance

Record results

Figure 5-2 - Flow chart showing the approach used to model porous piezoceramic structures, taking into
account the initial un-poled state and simple polarisation of the material. Code developed for use in
ANSYS from the outlined flow chart is seen in appendix 10.10.

5.4.1 Poling PZT cells
Figure 5-2 shows a flow diagram of the modelling process. Initially all the PZT cells were
considered to be unpoled, as in Figure 2-1(a). An electric field was applied to the network
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by applying a potential difference between the upper and lower electrodes to ‘pole’ the
material and the electric field in each of the cells examined. If the local electric field
within a PZT cell (Ef) was less than the coercive field (Ec) the cell was considered to remain
unpoled as found in Figure 2-13. If Ef exceeded Ec in a PZT cell it considered to be poled
(Figure 5-1(b)). The magnitude of the coercive field is shown in Table 5.1. For poled cells,
the poling direction also needs to be assigned and a simplified approach was used to
assign material properties to six polarisation directions (x, -x, y, -y, z and -z), based on the
direction of the electric field in the cell. This can be considered analogous to the six
polarisation directions in the tetragonal unit cell of a ferroelectric, such as PZT [23]. Once
the poled properties (and orientation) were applied to the model the piezoelectric
properties of the poled porous ferroelectric could then be predicted for the network of
cells for a given PZT-pore volume fraction.

5.4.2 Determination of figures of merit
After poling the model network, the next stage was to determine the relevant material
properties and figures of merit of the PZT-air network. To determine the piezoelectric
strain coefficients (dij), a potential difference (V) was again applied to the model using the
upper and lower electrodes, resulting in a strain of the network as a consequence of the
piezoelectric effect in the poled PZT cells.

From the resulting displacement of the

network in the x, y, and z directions, the strain per unit electric field, and the d 33, d31 and
d32 coefficients were determined. The dh parameter was then determined from equation
5.1. By determining the charge (Q) developed at the model electrodes under the applied
potential (V) and knowing the electrode separation (t) and area (A), the effective
permittivity at constant stress

T
 33
was established via equation 5.3, based on the simple

Q = CV relationship between charge, capacitance (C) and voltage (V), when

Hence:Q

T
A. r 33
.V
t

Equation 5.3
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.

The gh figure of merit was calculated from equation 5.2, since dh and permittivity was
known. The hydrostatic figure of merit was finally determined from the product d h.gh.

5.4.3 Materials properties
Table 5.1 and 5.2 show the material properties used to model the porous PZT. The
properties of air (εr=1 and zero stiffness) were applied to the porosity component of the
model.

A commercial ‘soft’ piezoelectric material, PZT-5H, was chosen for this

investigation for the poled PZT cells since as it is a ‘soft’ material typically used for
hydrostatic sensors due to its high d33 coefficient. Poled PZT is anisotropic and for coupled
field modelling of the piezoelectric effect, the relevant properties are the stiffness matrix
[cij], piezoelectric matrix [eij] and permittivity at a constant strain [k ijs]. For the six
different polarisation directions the material matrices were changed so that the 3direction (or z-direction) in the matrix in Table 5.1 represented the polarisation direction.
The unpoled material is isotropic in terms of elastic properties and the piezoelectric
coefficients, eij, are simply zero. The elastic properties of the unpoled regions were
determined using an equation developed by Dent [24] and are seen in Table 5.2.
Table 5-1 – Anisotropic material data required for modelling of materials with ANSYS. Data for PZT-5H
obtained from [21] and Ec at 100C [22].
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126
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84.1

117

23.0

-6.55

23.3

17.0

(kV/cm)
1700

1470

4

Table 5-2 – Isotropic material data required for modelling of un-poled PZT-5H [24].

Material

Density
(kg.m-3)

Relative
Permittivity

Un-poled PZT-5H

7500

1585

Young’s
Modulus
(GPa)
65

Poisson Ratio
0.37

It was expected that some differences would be observed between individual models at a
specific pore volume fraction due to the differences in the random distribution of pores
within the network. This may be particularly important for low volume fractions of PZT
where the PZT cells become mechanically isolated in the network (i.e. surrounded by air
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cells). To examine this potential variation, 50 models were developed and tested for each
PZT volume fraction.

5.5

Results

The FE modelling carried out in this work has enabled the determination of the
piezoelectric coefficients, hydrostatic figures of merit and permittivity of the PZT-air
biphasic composite as a function of PZT volume fraction. The influence of the complex
electric field distribution during the poling process could also be examined. Figure 5-3
shows the predicted d33 and d31 as a function of PZT volume fraction. The modelling
results based on the approach used in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2 is termed ‘Poling Model’
and is compared to experimental data taken from the literature [25, 26]. To observe the
influence of the polarisation process on the model output an additional set of modelling
data is also shown in Figure 5-3 labelled ‘Fully-poled model’; these results relate to the
model where the PZT cells are considered to be fully poled in the same direction, an
assumption in many models. It can be seen that without the poling process the d 33
coefficient for ‘Fully-poled model’ is almost constant as the PZT volume fraction
decreases from 1 to 0.15 and there is poor agreement with experimental data. This type
of model over-predicts the magnitude of the d33 value compared to experimental data
and many models of this type [7, 8, 9, 27] predict a constant d33 with PZT volume fraction.
A constant d33 can be understood by considering a force applied to the porous
piezoelectric. Since the PZT is significantly stiffer than air, all of the force is concentrated
into the PZT matrix irrespective of the PZT volume fraction; as a result the d 33 coefficient
is predicted to be independent of porosity level.

At a PZT volume fraction of ~0.15 the d33 of ‘Fully poled model’ falls as the PZT cells
become mechanically isolated in the PZT-air network structure. For the ‘Poling model’ the
d33 falls gradually as porosity is introduced into the PZT phase with much improved
agreement with experimental data. A comparison of the results of the ‘Poling model’ and
‘Fully-poled model’ clearly show that the gradual decrease in d 33 is due to a greater
fraction of unpoled material or material poled in different orientations.
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Figure 5-3 - FEA predicted d33 and d31 piezoelectric coefficients compared to experimental results.
Experimental data from [25,26] and fully poled data from [17].

The model outputs of the transverse piezoelectric coefficient, -d31, as a function of PZT
volume fraction are also shown in Figure 5-3. In the range of PZT volume fractions from
0.30 to 0.95, the predicted modelled results are higher in magnitude than those of the
experimental findings. The –d31 values of the ‘Poling model’ are again lower in magnitude
than ‘Fully-poled model’ as a result of the reduced degree of polarisation in the material,
and are closer to the experimental data.

The high d33 and small –d31 values for the porous PZT lead to high d h coefficients. Figure
5-4 shows experimental data and modelling data for only the ‘Poling model’ for simplicity.
Since the FEA model predicts larger –d31 than the experimental data (Figure 5-3) the dh
values of the model are smaller than the experimental data. Nevertheless, the general
pattern of the dh rising as porosity is introduced into the PZT structure is observed in both
the model and experimental results. At a PZT volume fraction 0.4 - 0.5 the dh is at a
maximum since the d33 value is still relatively large, while the –d31 value has fallen
considerably in magnitude (see Figure 5-3). At very low PZT volume fractions (<0.3) the
value of dh begins to fall as both d33 and -d31 are small.
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Figure 5-4 - FEA modelling of the variation of the hydrostatic charge coefficient (dh) with PZT volume
fraction with dh largest at 40% PZT density. Experimental data from [25,26].

Divergence in resulting data for d31 and dh seen in Figures-3 and 4 respectively may be
attributed to the model not taking into account the aspect ratio of pores. Additionally
experimental data from Bowen and Perry exhibited cracking during the pressing
manufacturing stage for samples prepared with the burnt out polymer process. This is
thought to influence the measurement [25,26]. Defects such as cracking are not taken
into consideration in the modelling used in this work.
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Figure 5-5 - Variation of relative permittivity at constant stress (εT33) as a function of PZT volume
fraction. Experimental data from [25,26] and fully poled model from [17].

Figure 5-5 shows the variation in relative permittivity at constant stress (εT33) for both
models as a function of PZT volume fraction, which are again compared with
experimental data. The dense material, (PZT volume fraction =1), has a high permittivity
which begins to falls as porosity is introduced into the structure. The models predict a
slightly higher permittivity compared to the experimental data. At a constant stress
condition, the permittivity of poled PZT in greater than unpoled PZT, therefore the ‘Fullypoled model’ has a higher permittivity than the ‘Poling model’ and the agreement with
experimental data is poorer. The fact that the model over-estimates both the permittivity
at constant stress and piezoelectric coefficient such as d31 indicates there may be more
unpoled regions or regions poled in different directions in the real material compared to
the models. This could be adjusted by the choice of coercive field or by increasing the
number of potential polarisation directions.
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Figure 5-6 - Variation of gh as a function of PZT volume fraction. Experimental data from [25, 26].
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Figure 5-7 - Variation of dh.gh as a function of PZT volume fraction. Experimental data from [25, 26].

Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-7 show the variation of gh and dh.gh as a function of PZT volume
fraction respectively. The increase in dh (Figure 5-4) and the decrease in permittivity
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(Figure 5-5) leads to an increase in gh as the PZT volume fraction is reduced from unity
(dense PZT) to ~0.2 (highly porous). At very low PZT volume fractions (<0.2) the d 33
(Figure 5-3) and dh (Figure 5-4) then begin to fall to small values, leading to a decrease in
gh. The dh.gh follows a similar pattern with an increase in the figure of merit relative to the
dense material, which a maximum figure of merit at ~0.2-0.3 PZT volume fraction. At a
PZT volume fraction below 0.2, the dh.gh decreases as the piezoelectric activity and d33
coefficients begin to fall. Good agreement between experimental predictions and the
model is observed. At a PZT volume between 0.1 and 0.4, a significant variation between
the individual models at the same PZT volume fraction is observed in g h and dh.gh. This is
thought to be due to PZT cells becoming isolated and dis-connected at such low PZT
volume fractions.

5.6

Conclusions

This chapter has described the development of a FE model to predict the electric field
distribution and its effects on the predicted polarisation distribution. The development
has been applied to a three-dimensional network consisting of a piezoelectric phase and
air, and has been summarised with the structure-property relationships of porous
piezoelectric composites. The model includes the initial prediction of the electric field
distribution in the PZT-air structure to replicate the poling process and to determine the
distribution of the unpoled and poled regions within the material.

The approach was then summarised with comparisons of the model outputs with an
earlier model that assumes a fully polarised PZT material. This allows the conclusion that
the gradual decrease in d33 coefficient as porosity is introduced into the PZT matrix is
primarily due to an increase in the volume fraction of unpoled regions (or regions poled in
different orientations), rather than being due to a redistribution of electro-mechanical
stress or strain within the structure.

The addition of the poling process to the material enabled good agreement with
experimental data which was much improved compared to a model which assumes a fully
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polarised model. The approach described is relatively simple and can be used to predict
the piezoelectric properties of any composite structure with contrasting permittivity
and/or complex electric field distributions.

The FE model developed shows good agreement with experimental data illustrating that
the effects of electric field distribution on the polarisation is critical in regards to the final
piezo-composite characteristics. Confidence in the model approach has been proven and
can therefore be used in the modelling of resonating piezoceramic tubes with an IDE. The
model can be adapted by using a multi-physics model where an initial prediction of the
unpoled/poled regions is performed and then subjected to resonance analysis as
developed in chapter 3. The effects of the unpoled and differing material property
orientations on a resonating structure can be evaluated appropriately. In the following
chapter the application of the developed modelling approach is applied to the
optimisation of an IDE pattern for a resonating PZT tube for the touch trigger probe. The
development of the IDE pattern in the next chapter will also discuss the fabrication
process needed to develop a novel electrode as the model must be applicable to the
device and manufacturing method.
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Chapter 6: FE Modelling of IDE on PZT tubes
6.1

Introduction

In chapter 5 the development of a finite element modelling methodology which allows for
the distribution of poled/unpoled material in a piezoelectric was developed. This allowed
for the effects of the electric field distribution in a piezoelectric network to be taken into
account during the polarisation and manufacturing stage. The approach developed in
chapter 5 illustrated the effects and influence of the electric field distribution, and
highlighted the necessity for its application in the prediction of resulting piezoelectric
characteristics. The modelling approach developed in chapter 5 is particularly important
when the electric field distribution in a piezoelectric device is complex. From the review in
chapter 2 and investigations from chapter 3 and 4, it was concluded that for a
piezoelectric touch trigger probe to successfully work an interdigitated electrode (IDE) is
required in order to promote longitudinal resonance modes. This chapter will apply the
work of the earlier chapters in developing an understanding the poling characteristics of
IDE electrodes and determining the optimum IDE arrangement.

This will take into

consideration the materials geometries, electrode dimensions and the final resonance
characteristics.

This chapter will introduce the parameters that are required such as material properties,
dimensions, and a brief description of limitations regarding the end use application and
manufacturing processes.

The FE computational approach will then be discussed,

following an investigation into the IDE/PZT dimensions versus the electric field and its
effects on polarisation. This will then be applied to a resonance analysis which will
include a selection of IDE arrangements. Discussion of the results will be followed by a
conclusion of this chapter.

6.2

FE Computational Modelling of IDE Patterns

The computational modelling approach used to optimise an electrode pattern for the
manufacturing of a novel prototype piezoelectric touch trigger probe will involve two
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finite element models (Model 1 and Model 2). The manufactured prototype (Chapter 7)
will be a cylindrical piezoelectric structure with an electrode pattern which will allow for
activation perpendicular to its electrode surface. The computational models will firstly
investigate the IDE electrode arrangement and its effects on the electric field distribution
in the piezoelectric cylinder during 'poling'. The polarisation distribution and active
regions of the piezoelectric are dependent on the electric field.

Prediction of the

electrode and electric field distribution with respect to the electrode geometry will first
be investigated (Model 1). This model will investigate the electric field distribution with
the use of a representative section of the electrode and PZT substrate. Using this model
the distribution of poled/unpoled regions and the initial orientation of the poled structure
can be predicted. An optimisation of the IDE geometry will then be undertaken, with
consideration of the processing limitations of the laser ablation process used to
manufacture the IDE electrodes, which are outlined in the following chapter. The model
is then developed to include a prediction of the resonance behaviour of the piezoelectric
cylinder with the optimised electrode geometry (Model 2).

Both hard and soft type PZT piezoceramic materials will be investigated in this chapter.
For Model 1, the poled/unpoled distribution with a cylinder poled with an IDE will be
applicable to both types of material. This is due to the applied electric field during
simulated polarisation being only relative to the coercive field, Ec, of the material type.
The applied voltage will be relative to the materials Ec and the electrode separation,
therefore the effects of electric field on the distribution of the polarised elements will be
the same for both material types. Model 2 will take into consideration both material
types, as the resonant frequencies will be dependent on the property (e.g. stiffness and
density) which is different for each material. This is discussed further in this chapter in
section 6.3.4.

6.2.1 IDE Arrangements
Two electrode arrangements are presented in this work; a parallel and a series electrode
arrangement Figure 6-1. It can be seen that the parallel electrode arrangement (Figure
6-1(a)) uses two spine/feed electrodes which feed the active electrode fingers. The active
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area is found between the +ve and –ve feed electrodes. This arrangement has an
increased ‘dead’ or non-active area due to the feed electrodes. An advantage of this
geometry is that if conductivity is affected along any of the electrode finger (e.g. due to a
defect on the electrode surface or dielectric breakdown during poling), the fault remains
localised. A series electrode arrangement is shown in Figure 6-1(b) and involves the use
of two continuous electrodes in a double helix geometry. The active area is found
through the full circumference, but the geometry may affect the helical angle and the
direction of the electric field. This would occur on significantly large electrode patterns.
If conductivity is lost in one of the electrodes, a loss of electrical supply would occur from
that point onwards, and may prove to be problematic if the defect occurred near the
voltage source.

The modelling approach used for this work will take into consideration both electrode
arrangements. The modelling work carried out in this chapter allows for the prediction of
piezoelectric behaviour and initial polarisation where the electrode geometry is applied to
both arrangements. The differences in geometry and their effects on the resulting
behaviour will be discussed in further detail.
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(a)i

(b)i

(a)ii

(b)ii

Figure 6-1 – Electrode arrangements, (a) parallel, and (b) series, with 3D (i) and 2D (ii) representation of
the patterns. In the illustrated diagrams it is seen that the piezoceramic substrate is represented by
yellow, and the positive and negative electrodes by the red and blue respectively.

6.2.2 Initial Parameters and IDE definitions
The dimensions of the structures that were modelled include both the IDE electrode
geometry and the piezoceramic cylinder. For a parallel electrode pattern the following
dimensions must be taken into consideration, and can be seen in Figure 6-2:
i.

Gap between electrodes or substrate width (sw),

ii.

Electrode width (ew),

iii.

Feed electrode width (few)

iv.

Feed electrode to electrode tip (fet),

v.

Finger electrode length (fel).
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For simplification at this stage of work, the electrode pads for the physical connection of
the voltage supply is not considered.

Figure 6-2 – Dimensions for a parallel interdigitated electrode pattern.

Dimensions for the series interdigitated electrode design are defined in Figure 6-3, and
are summarised as:
i.

Gap between electrodes or Substrate width (sw),

ii.

Electrode width (ew),

iii.

Electrode pitch (ep).

From the dimensions above, the double helical angle may be derived.
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Figure 6-3 – Dimensions for a series interdigitated electrode pattern.

For the piezoceramic tube, we take into consideration its length (l), outside diameter (od),
and inside diameter (id). For this section of work the thickness of the tube wall, or
substrate thickness (t) will be discussed (t=od-id).
6.2.3 Piezoelectric cylinders.
Piezoceramic cylinders were supplied by Boston Piezo Optics, USA, of the hard (PZT-8),
and soft (PZT-5A) type PZT. Dimensions of the piezoceramic tubes used are shown in
Table 6-1.
Table 6-1 – Details of piezoceramic tubes used for a piezoceramic touch trigger probe development.

Material

PZT-5A/PZT-8

Length (l)

30mm

Inside diameter (id)

5mm

Outside diameter (od)

6mm

Substrate thickness (t)

0.5mm

The dimensions of the piezoceramic cylinder will remain constant during the finite
element modelling of the electrode patterns. This is so that the modelling will be
representative of the ceramics supplied to this investigation.
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6.2.4 Simplification for computational modelling
The geometries of the electrode patterns may be simplified for the prediction of electric
field distribution and modelling of the resulting resonance behaviour. A 2-dimensional
finite element approach can be used to evaluate the electrode patterns for both series
and parallel arrangements.

This can be achieved by investigating the areas of the

electrode pattern which are considered to influence the electric field the greatest. This
has been illustrated with the work carried out by Bowen and Nelson [1, 2] on
interdigitated electrodes. It can then be summarised that the objectives of the work is to
investigate the following parameters on the resulting electric field distribution and the
resonance frequencies:
i.

Substrate width (Sw),

ii.

Electrode width (ew),

iii.

Substrate thickness (t).

As discussed, t will remain constant at 0.5mm as this applies to the dimensions of the
piezoceramic tube.

The poled and unpoled material will be defined as follows:
i.

Poled along the length, perpendicular to the electrode and longitudinal = P long,

ii.

Poled through thickness, or radially = Prad,

iii.

Unpoled = Pu.

The evaluation of the polarised material distribution can then be evaluated with the
following figure of merit (FOM):

Equation 6.1

The characteristic of the representative element that is modelled can be assessed with
the figure of merit which provides the relationship between the longitudinal poled area
and the radial poled and unpoled areas. A large fraction of material poled along P long is
required from the electrode arrangement for longitudinal resonance modes to be
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prominent (as this leads to a high FOM). For P long to be greater than the combined
unpoled and radial poled areas, we find that FOM>1.

6.2.4.1 Model 1
As discussed, Model 1 was developed for the prediction of the electric field distribution
with respect to the variation of the substrate width and electrode width, with a constant
substrate thickness. A representative element of the 2D electrode/cylinder system is
used to model the distribution of field and its effects on the poled/unpoled regions
(Figure 6-4). The model allows for the variation in the electrode width and substrate
width so that the electric field effect on the poled and unpoled regions may be predicted.
This will also take into consideration the orientation of the poled regions with respect to
the electric field direction, as discussed in chapter 5.

Figure 6-4 – Schematic of representative element to investigate the effects of the substrate, electrode
width and substrate thickness relationship on the electric field distribution. Element is used to model
effects of interdigitated electrode geometry on electric field distribution in FE model. Schematic for the
ANSYS model is seen with selection of nodal points for the application of voltage constraints at V 1 and
V 2.
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An initial understanding of the problem of modelling the electric field distribution within a
novel interdigitated electrode pattern allows for the simplification of the model. It has
been shown by Bowen and Nelson [1, 2] that a representative volume element with
symmetries can be adopted to predict the behaviour of piezoceramic substrates with an
IDE electrode. The approach used in this thesis differs to the work of Bowen and Nelson
[1,2] since the electrode is found on only one surface (the outer) of the piezoceramic
substrate (in this case the piezoelectric cylinder).

In addition, the interest in the

modelling approach here is to predict the electric field distribution and its effects on the
polarisation and poled/unpoled regions in the material; therefore it is of interest to
include both the positive and negative electrodes. Poled elements in the parallel or
longitudinal direction are of the most interest to this work, as they are seen to promote
resonance in the longitudinal mode. A simplification of the work of Nelson was that the
material was assumed to be fully poled in one direction, which is clearly not the case
when the electric field distribution is complex. This work takes into consideration the
important stage of polarisation of the ceramic which is integral to its performance, unlike
earlier work with simplified assumptions [1,2].

The electric field is distributed from one electrode to the two opposite polarities which
are located on either side. Thus the representative element includes only half of the
positive and negative electrodes (ew/2) as shown in Figure 6-4. The representative
element can therefore be used to predict the electric field distribution between the
electrodes and its resulting effects on the piezoelectric characteristics of the substrate.
Flexibility in the model allows for the variation in the substrate and electrode width.

Finite element analysis of the representative model shown in Figure 6-4 was carried out
using ANSYS 11.0. The 2D coupled-field solid PLANE13 element was chosen to model the
representative section of the piezoceramic cylinder. The element is used for 2D analysis
with the UX, UY displacements and voltage degree of freedoms selected and plane stress
applied for the structural degree of freedoms. Construction of the model involves three
separate areas. Two areas correspond to below the positive and negative electrode.
These have the dimensions = t × (ew/2). The middle area is corresponding to the gap
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between the electrodes, and has the dimensions = t × sw. A voltage is applied by selecting
the nodal points on the substrate surface where the electrodes are located. The model
does not take into account the electrode material and its characteristics due to the
minimal dimensions of the nickel electrode. A working example of the code developed
for model 1 is seen in appendix 10.11.

The material properties selected for the model approach are adopted for 2D modelling of
a piezoceramic material. This is of importance as the material matrices in the ANSYS
model must be adjusted accordingly for a 2D approach with the X and Y constituents. The
initial state of the piezoelectric substrate is unpoled and adopts the approach developed
in chapter 5.

The 'poling' model developed in chapter 5 is used in this approach for the prediction of
the unpoled/poled regions in response to the electric field produced by the IDE. Figure
6-5 shows the flow chart of the model approach. The piezoelectric substrate is firstly
treated as a virgin unpoled material. The application of a voltage will result in an electric
field being generated which is greater than the coercive field (Ec) of the piezoelectric.
Modelling takes into consideration the real physical limitations of poling the
piezoceramic, with the Ec corresponding to the value at 120⁰C and can be determined
from Figure 6-6 for the soft type PZT-5A.
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Generate network
model geometry

Determine random biphase distribution (unpoled PZT and air
porosity)

Apply poling
voltage to
electrode surfaces
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distribution
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piezoceramic
performance

Record results

Figure 6-5 – Flow chart showing the approach used to predict the unpoled/poled regions with respects
to the electric field distribution. Example of the FE model APDL code is seen in appendix 10.11.

Figure 6-6 – Coercive field (Ec) for PZT-5A, with remenant polarisation (PR) and saturisation polarisation
(PSAT) [4].

Experimentally, polarisation is conducted by heating the piezoceramic tube to 120⁰C in
either air or silicone oil. Under excessive applied voltages (and electric fields) dielectric
breakdown can occur in the ceramic or between the electrodes. This may be detrimental
to the electrode or to the structure of the ceramic and this must be taken into
consideration with the modelling approach. If the potential for dielectric breakdown is
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not considered in the model, very large voltages could be applied to the electrodes and
the predictions of the poled regions may be false due to a large electric field being
applied, resulting in far greater areas of poled material. The dielectric breakdown of the
surrounding environment is taken into account whilst modelling the polarisation. For a
simple ceramic disk of thickness t with electrodes parallel one to the other the Ec required
to polarise a piezoelectric substrate is estimated from the applied voltage and the
distance between the two electrodes (E=V/t). For an IDE it is not so simple since the
electrodes are situated side by side. In an IDE the distance that the electric field travels
will not be the same as the distance of the electrode gap or the substrate width (s w). As a
result, estimating the electric field magnitude is more complex. The assumption that the
electric field could arc from one electrode to the other must also be taken into account.
The electric field will travel from the mid-point of the electrode, into the substrate
thickness, and to the mid-point of the opposite electrode (Figure 6-7). This will occur
under circumstances where the electrode width is t≥ew. It may be assumed that the
penetration of the electric field into the substrate thickness is dependent on the
electrode width.

The polarisation voltage required must be sufficiently large to generate an electric field
larger than the coercive field of the poled material without exceeding the dielectric
breakdown of the environment and the piezoceramic substrate itself between the
electrodes (sw). It will therefore be taken that the simulated voltage for modelled poling
(Vpolarisation) in the representative element is:

VPZT breakdown > Vpolarisation > Vcoercive

Where Vcoercive=Ecoer × distance.
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Figure 6-7 – Electric field distribution during poling and issues regarding the polarisation voltage.

The process used for the prediction of the poled/unpoled areas in the representative
model is outlined in Figure 6-5. After the geometry of the model is constructed in ANSYS
the model is then meshed. The mesh is defined so that a greater number of nodes and
elements are situated in the areas of greatest interest and where the electric field
magnitude and direction is changing rapidly. In the case of the representative model
used, this is located close to the areas below the electrode to substrate border. There
were 10,000 meshed elements which have a fixed mapped mesh shape (square). The
number of meshed elements was determined from a comparison of results of varying
element numbers to examine that the model was converged. It was found that 10,000
elements showed consistency to larger mesh sizes without the need for greater
computational times. Comparisons are shown in Figure 6-8 where consistent results were
observed after 10,000 elements.
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Figure 6-8 – Summary of mesh sizes and the resulting values of poled and unpoled elements, where
sw=1mm and ew=0.5mm.

From this type of model the simulated polarisation voltage can be effectively applied to
the positive electrode surface. The negative electrode surface has a 0V potential applied.
The finite element model is then solved where an electric field is produced through the
piezoceramic substrate. Post processing analysis of the electric field distribution with
respect to the magnitude and orientation is then carried out. This is achieved in ANSYS by
reading each value of the electric field (Ef) value in every element found in the meshed
model (appendix 10.12). From this an element table is formed where the summation of
the electric field in each cell is stored. In addition the vector magnitude for the electric
field is stored for the 2D co-ordinates in x, -x, y, and –y directions. The electric field
recorded in each element is then compared to the Ec of PZT-5A with the use of a logic 'if'
statement. If the Ec is greater than the sum of the electric field in the element, then it is
declared that the element cell has the material properties of unpoled PZT-5A. From the
post-processing analysis of the electric field in each individual modelled element the
poled/unpoled regions can be summarised, with additional predictions of the direction of
the poled material with respects to the applied electric field.

Parameters for polarisation of the material with respect to the coercive field and the
electric field with respect to the model geometry are outlined in Table 6-2. The voltage
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must be variable and be in relation to ew and sw. The electric field must not be greater
than the dielectric breakdown of the shortest distance of the system which is found to be
sw between the +ve and –ve electrodes. The maximum electric field that can be applied
that will take into consideration the dielectric breakdown of the ceramic and of the
environment in which polarisation takes place. Typical environments are air or silicone
oil.
Table 6-2 – Parameters for model 1 polarisation model of the representative model,

Material
Air
Silicone oil
PZT-5H
PZT-8

E_coer
0.4×106 V/m
1.5×106 V/m

Dielectric breakdown
3.0×106 V/m
10.0×106 V/m
4.0×106 V/m
5.8×106 V/m

The predicted distribution of poled and unpoled materials with respect to the electric
field and electrode width and substrate width is discussed further in this chapter.

6.2.4.2 Model 2
Model 2 expands on the approach outlined for Model 1. The application of Model 2 is to
predict the resonance of a piezoceramic tube that has been polarised with an
interdigitated electrode pattern. The model expands on the simple 2D representative
element along the length of a piezoceramic tube. The 2D approach is axis-symmetric so
that the resonance behaviour of the tube may be predicted. This approach includes the
prediction of the poling behaviour of the ceramic material but also includes the second
analytical process for the harmonic response of the structure. To date no models have
determined the poled distribution of material properties through a complete device and
determined subsequent resonant behaviour.

A PLANE13 element type for axis-symmetric modelling is used for the construction of
Model 2.

This allows for the analysis of an axis-symmetric structure such as the

piezoceramic tube.

In order to build the piezoceramic tube with an effective

interdigitated electrode arrangement and include the substrate and electrode width in
the computational model, the area associated with one electrode width and one
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substrate width by the thickness of the tube wall is used. This is known as the section
length or sectionlength and is given by:

The number of sections (sectionn) is determined by the defined length of the
piezoceramic tube (30mm from Table 6-1), so:

(

)

( )

When sectionn does not equal to a round number, the length of the piezoceramic tube is
shortened so that length < 30mm. But it is taken into account that no significant variation
in the length occurs (±0.25mm).
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Figure 6-9 – Area of ew and sw which is generated into the full length axis-symmetric model of a
piezoceramic tube with a simplified interdigitated electrode arrangement.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6-10 – Captured images of ANSYS model developed from Figure 6-9. (a) shows the areas
corresponding to ew (A1) and sw (A2). Generation of a full length is model en in (b).

The representative element area is then re-generated a number of times so that it is near
to the total length of the piezoceramic tube. This is accomplished in ANSYS using the
AGEN command. A diagrammatic representation of the model building approach is
shown in Figure 6-9. The initial areas corresponding to the electrode and substrate
section as outlined as taken from ANSYS is shown in Figure 6-10 (a) and the generated
(AGEN) full length model Figure 6-10(b). Meshing of the model cannot involve a large
number of elements per representative element as found with the model 1 approach due
to the greater number of sections. Figure 6-11 shows the change in poled and unpoled
values for the axis-symmetric model with respect to the change in the number of
elements. The number of poled and unpoled elements differs from model 1 due to the
sections of model 2 that includes the areas where the electrode end is supplying the
electric field in one direction only. From Figure 6-11 the number of elements for the
model is selected to be 15,000. This was found to be an optimum number as there is a
low variation in the fraction of poled and unpoled elements. Additionally the model
approach is multi-physical in terms of solving the electric field behaviour and the
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resonance (harmonic) analysis. The analysis time will be significantly increased not only
for the prediction of poled/unpoled regions, but for the harmonic analysis.

Figure 6-11 – Summary of mesh sizes and the resulting values of poled and unpoled elements, where
sw=1mm and ew=0.5mm.

The prediction of the poled and unpoled regions is carried out in the first part. The
approach used is outlined in Model 1.

The predicted material properties of the

piezoceramic tube include the unpoled regions where the electric field is less than the
coercive field. Where the electric field is greater than the coercive field the orientation of
the electric field is taken into consideration. For the 2D model, the poled elements
include material properties in the x, -x, y, and –y orientations. The application of the
material properties with respect to the electric field distribution and orientation is then
used for the analysis of the resonant response of the structure. The magnitude of the
applied electric field is outlined in Table 6-2. In Figure 6-12 the built axis-symmetric
model is shown with the change in material properties after polarisation highlighted.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6-12 – Built Model 2 in ANSYS, (a) shows axis-symmetric model (i) with centre of tube on y-axis of
the co-ordinate triad, and detail (ii) showing material properties after prediction of polarisation with
respects to electric field. Three-quarter axis-symmetry expansion is shown in (b).

The resonance behaviour of the piezoceramic structure is then carried out using harmonic
analysis. The 2D analysis of an axis-symmetric model is taken forward from the model
given in chapter 3. In chapter 3 the material properties was fully poled through the wall,
with an inside and outside electrode for the promotion of the radial mode. The material
properties for Model 2 is as for Model 1, with the electrode arrangement of the simplified
interdigitated electrode. Harmonic analysis carried out involved a frequency range from
1kHz to 100MHz at 0.5V. The number of analysis steps used is 500 steps per one order of
magnitude. Therefore the number of steps for an analysis from 1kHz to 100MHz is 2500
steps.

Geometries of the substrate and electrode width for Model 2 are taken from the
optimum dimensions established from Model 1. Due to the computational requirements
it would not have been sensible to optimise the electrode by using Model 2. The
predicted poled regions and resulting resonating behaviour is then investigated, which
are presented in section 6.3.4.
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6.3

Results and Discussion

The predictions of the unpoled/and poled regions of the represented element of Model 1
is given in the first part of the result section. Discussion of the findings with conclusions
with respects to the optimum geometry is given in this section. This is then taken forward
to the Model 2 where the resonant response of the piezoceramic tube with a novel
interdigitated electrode is presented and discussed. Optimisation of the interdigitated
electrode geometry will take into consideration the limits of the laser ablation
manufacturing process which is outlined in greater detail in the following chapter
(chapter 7).

6.3.1 Model 1 – Prediction of poled and unpoled regions
In order to promote the longitudinal resonance mode of the piezoceramic tube, it is
clearly of importance to increase the electric field in the longitudinal direction and
maximise the amount of material polarised in this direction. The electric field must
therefore be perpendicular to the electrode surface. Due to the electric field distribution
in IDE system, so-called 'dead' areas of unpoled material will be observed directly
beneath the electrode (Figure 2-26). Additionally, due to the electrode arrangement, the
poled material will be found to be in parallel to the electrode. With respect to the 2D
model geometry, the longitudinal direction is found in the x-axis, and radial direction in
the y-axis.

The predicted values of these regions have been established in the

representative element given by Model 1.

In Figure 6-13 the area fractions of the model which is found to have elements that are
polarised in the longitudinal x-axis are shown. The figure shows the variation in poled
elements with respect to the substrate width with a variation in the electrode width. It is
seen that increasing the substrate width (sw) the area fraction of the longitudinally poled
elements increase.

The increase of the electrode width (ew) is seen to affect the longitudinal poled elements
with an initial increase in material poled in this direction. However, a further increase of
ew is found to decrease the number of longitudinally poled elements.
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This is in

agreement with the work carried out by Bowen and Nelson [1, 2], and is explained by the
inclusion of dead or unpoled areas. An optimum electrode width is ideally found when
the substrate thickness, t = ew. However, this is only found when the substrate width (sw)
is of sufficient value for the electric field distribution to allow full penetration into the
substrate thickness.

It can be assumed that the minimum substrate width for

optimisation of poling must be in relation to the substrate thickness. Observations show
the minimum point of optimisation to be where:

Under these conditions we find that 50% of the representative element model is
polarised in the longitudinal y-axis.

When, sw>t, and ew/2<sw a further increase in the number of poled elements in the
longitudinal direction is observed. This is due to the model also considering the potential
for dielectric breakdown. The electric field must take into consideration the electric field
distribution into the substrate as outlined by Maxwell’s electromagnetism theory [3].

Figure 6-13 – Area fraction of poled material in the longitudinal direction predicted by the model 1
representative element.
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In Figure 6-14 the area fraction of the poled material in the radial or y-axis is presented.
We find that the maximum poled material in this direction is when e w=t=sw. It can be said
from the predictions outlined that for the full polarisation of the substrate thickness, the
electrode width must equal the thickness. It is seen that as s w>ew the longitudinal poled
area fraction increases and the radial area fraction decreases and the longitudinal poled
elements increase. It should be noted that the representative element is increasing in the
longitudinal length with respect to ew and sw. It is observed that the fraction of radial
poled material increases to ew=t=sw. When sw>ew>t it is observed that the radial poled
fraction of the representative element decreases. This is due to the area of substrate
between the electrodes increasing, and the area below the electrodes decreasing.

Figure 6-14 - Area fraction of poled material in the radial or y-axis direction predicted by the model 1
representative element.
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Figure 6-15 - Area fraction of unpoled material predicted by the model 1 representative element.

The predicted fraction of unpoled regions is shown in Figure 6-15, where a decrease in sw
increases the unpoled fraction.

The relation between the electrode width and the

substrate thickness is illustrated by the predicted unpoled areas. It is seen that when
ew=t, the unpoled area fraction is at the minimum with respect to the given sw. The
overall unpoled fraction of the representative model decreases as the substrate width
increases. It is seen that the area fraction of unpoled material decreases with the
increase of ew until it is at its lowest, it is then seen to increase. In Figure 6-16 we observe
all unpoled and poled data for the modelled system with s w=500μm. The u-shaped trend
of the poled regions changing with the electrode width is seen in greater detail. It can be
taken from the modelling that there are three significant conditions which result in:
1. The initial high unpoled areas (Stage I),
2. The optimum range of dimensions and decrease in unpoled areas (Stage
II),
3. The increase of unpoled areas with the increase of ew (Stage III).

In Stage I the fraction of unpoled material is high owing to the electrode width being too
small, and therefore an insignificant level of electric field can be supplied to the modelled
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element. This results in poor penetration through the substrate thickness. Stage II is the
range of dimensions where the electrode width is sufficient to feed an electric field that is
distributed evenly through the substrate thickness. In Figure 6-16 we find this to be when
ew=t (500μm). When the electrode width is increased further, an increase in the unpoled
areas is observed (Stage III). This is due to the electrode width being too large in relation
to the substrate thickness. As ew>sw, the electric field is already distributed well through
the electrode thickness, and dead zones and unpoled material will increase at the centre
of the electrode arrangement, or in the case of the representative model at the extreme
edges of the feed electrodes. In Figure 6-17 the predicted poled and unpoled regions
from Model 1 are shown with sw=1. The three observations of the effects of the electric
width on the electric field distribution and the resulting behaviour on the poled and
unpoled properties are observed.

Figure 6-16 – Predicted unpoled and longitudinal and radial poled area fractions for a representative
element with a substrate width of 500μm over a range of electrode widths (ew).

Figure 6-16 is the predicted values for the both the poled (x and y axis) and unpoled area
fractions of the representative element model when the s w=500μm or sw=t. We find that
when sw=ew=t the poled fraction of the model is at its maximum in both radial and
longitudinal directions, and the unpoled area of the model is at its minimum. Figure 6-17
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shows the three significant stages of polarisation distribution when the electrode width is
varied.

ew=0.25mm

ew=0.5mm

ew=1mm

Figure 6-17 – Change in electrode width with a constant substrate width (sw=0.5mm) and the resulting
effects on the poled (longitude and radial) and unpoled distribution.

In Figure 6-18 the characteristics of Plong given by the figure of merit in Equation 6.1 is
shown. The change in electrode dimensions and its influence on the poled areas is
summarised by the changes in the magnitude of the figure of merit. For the longitudinal
polarised area to be greater than the combined unpoled and radial poled areas the figure
of merit must be greater than 1.

It is seen that for the FOM to exceed a value of 1, then sw>t. For the piezoceramic tube
that has been selected for this work, the minimum substrate width must be 0.5mm for
the polarisation to be sufficient to be in favour of the longitudinal direction. For s w=1mm,
the figure of merit is 3, indicating that the Plong is three times greater than the combined
unpoled and radial poled areas of the representative element model.
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Figure 6-18 – Evaluation of the longitudinal poled (Plong) using Figure of Merit (equation 6.1).

Therefore the final selection of the electrode dimensions from the work carried out with
Model 1 for a piezoceramic tube with a wall thickness of 0.5mm is that s w>0.5mm. If this
condition is achieved and Plong>1, then ew<sw/t, where ew/t=1.

6.3.2 Selection of material
From the work carried out so far in this thesis, the determination of the best PZT material
type may be undertaken. Taking into consideration every aspect of the manufacture and
development of a piezoceramic touch trigger probe it can be seen that the hard type PZT
ceramic with a high coercive field results in greater difficulty in the manufacturing stages
with no significant gain in the resulting behaviour. Due to the larger coercive field (Ec) of
the hard type PZT materials, the requirement of the increased electric fields during
polarisation could result in the failure of devices under polarisation. This high coercive
field limits the sw between electrodes and the machined finish of the electrode geometry.
The effects of any poor ablated electrode are found to be more detrimental in the hard
type PZT to the soft type due to the present of micro-cracking and the need for the
electric field having to travel further and deeper into the substrate (Figure 7-8). This is
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discussed in chapter 7.

Additionally the overall performance of the hard type PZT

material (higher Qm, strength, deploarisation stress) is not deemed sufficient for the
greater rate of failed devices.

6.3.3 Selection of dimensions
Prediction of the poled and unpoled distribution from the representative element Model
1 has indicated that the dimensions that are of interest is when s w≥0.5mm or t. However
we must also take into account the manufacturing limits of the laser ablation process that
will produce the IDE structure which is introduced in the following chapter. The typical
width of the laser ablation track is approximately 75μm, where multiple tracks will
produce wider ablation tracks with the issue of increased substrate damage and
manufacturing times.

The FOM (equation 6.1) is found to increase above 1 as the sw increases above 0.5mm
(Figure 6-18). Taking into consideration the predicted behaviour from Model 1 the s w of
interest for the resulting resonant behaviour of the ceramic tubes will include 0.5mm to
1mm.

Therefore optimisation of the electrode arrangement will investigate further

geometries that include a substrate width of 500μm and 1mm. By taking into account the
laser ablation process which is outlined in chapter 7 for Model 2, it is of interest to
investigate an interdigitated electrode arrangement which will include an IDE geometry
which will see a minimum process time. A minimum process time can be achieved by
reducing the amount of electrode metal that needs to be removed (i.e. minimum
electrode separation or sw).

6.3.4 Model 2 – Prediction of resonant behaviour
Model 1 provides predictions of the unpoled and poled distribution through a
representative element with respect to the variation of the electrode geometry. It has
allowed for the first stage of optimisation of the electrode arrangement by taking into
consideration the effects of the electrode arrangement on the electric field and resulting
material properties. This is taken further by applying the developed knowledge from
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Model 1 and applying it to the axis-symmetric model to predict the resonance response of
piezoceramic tubes with an interdigitated electrode.

The predictions of the resonant behaviour for the piezoceramic tubes have investigated
the range of electrode width (ew) from 50μm to 1mm for IDE’s with substrate widths (sw)
of 150μm, 500μm and 1mm.

Resonance behaviour of the piezoceramic tube will be predominantly dictated by the
structure geometry, material stiffness and density.

The resonance frequencies will

therefore be similar for the cylinders with a variation in electrode arrangements with the
resonance and anti-resonance frequencies related to the length, diameter and wall
thickness of the cylinder. The excitation of the piezoceramic tube and the resulting
harmonics will be expected to vary with the change in electrode geometry. The modelled
geometries of the piezoceramic tubes in this section of work are in 'free resonance' and
do not have the added masses of the end stylus which will be used for the final touch
trigger probe system.

Figure 6-19 – Harmonic response of PZT-5H (soft) at sw=150μm with ew=250μm, 500μm, 750μm and
1mm.
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Figure 6-19 shows the resonance response for a modelled piezoceramic tube with an
interdigitated electrode with an overall substrate width of 150μm for the electrode
widths of 250μm, 500μm, 750μm and 1mm. It is seen that increasing the electrode width
results in larger amplitudes in the anti-resonance and resonances at the fundamental and
harmonic frequencies. The frequencies of the resonant and anti-resonant frequencies are
seen to increase to ew=750μm and then decrease at ew=1mm. This resulting resonance is
following the trends of the poled and unpoled data predicted in Figure 6-16 (Stage I →
III).

Figure 6-20 - Harmonic response of PZT-5H (soft) at sw=500μm with ew=250μm, 500μm, 750μm and
1mm. Inset graph shows detail of the fundamental anti-resonance and resonance frequencies.

In Figure 6-20 the anti-resonance and resonance frequencies are given for the
piezoceramic tube with a substrate width of 500μm and electrode widths of 250μm,
500μm, 750μm and 1mm. This shows the same trends as seen in Figure 6-19 where the
increase in the substrate width results in the increase of the anti-resonance and
resonance amplitudes. The resonant and anti-resonant frequencies are seen to decrease
as the electrode width is increased and the unpoled area decreases (and agrees with the
predicted results in Figure 6-16). The decrease of the frequency of resonance with degree
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of poling is related to the fact that the poled ceramic has a slightly high stiffness than that
of the poled piezoceramic (Tables 5.1 and 5.2).

By increasing sw further to 1mm as seen in Figure 6-21 the amplitudes of the antiresonance and resonance impedance is greater than that of s w=500μm. The relationship
between the resonating frequencies and the electrode width (ew) is that the frequency
decreases as the width is increased. The decrease is non-linear and reflects upon the
non-linear behaviour of the fraction of poled areas and ew seen in Figure 6-18. An
increase in sw also leads to an improvement of the harmonic resonant frequencies of the
piezoceramic structure with a cleaner 3rd harmonic observed.

Figure 6-21 - Harmonic response of PZT-5H (soft) at sw=1mm with ew=250μm, 500μ, 750μm and 1mm.
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Figure 6-22 – The effective coupling factor keff of the piezoceramic cylinder with variation in the IDE
dimensions. For a substrate width (sw) of 150μm, 500μm and 1mm the electrode width (ew) is varied
from 50μm to 1mm. Hard and soft (PZT-8 and PZT-5H) are given.

Comparisons of the resonance behaviour of the PZT tubes with varying IDE geometries
are summarised in Figure 6-22 by investigating the relationship between the antiresonance and resonance frequencies.

Here we find the relationship of the

electromechanical characteristics of a piezoelectric structure. The electromechanical
behaviour of a resonating piezoelectric system can be characterised by the effective
coupling factor, keff, where,
(

)
Equation 6.2

Where, fn is the anti-resonance frequency, and fm is the resonance frequency.

The keff is a measure of the piezoelectric quality of a piezoceramic structure [5]. The
effects of changing the substrate width on the resonance behaviour and keff of the
piezoceramic tubes is shown in Figure 6-22, where the increase in sw results in the
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increase of the effective coupling factor. The effects of the increase of the electrode
width, ew, is also observed, and is a result of the relationship between the electric field
distribution in the longitudinal direction (Figure 6-18) and the resulting resonant
behaviour. Berlincourt indicated that the piezoelectric coupling factor (k) is an indicator
of the degree of poling of the ceramic [5]. The analysis of the resonance response of the
piezoceramic cylinders and the evaluation of the keff further supports the predictions
produced by model 1.
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6.4

Conclusions

The work carried out in this chapter has seen the further development of the finite
element model for the prediction of the unpoled/poled regions in a 2D planar model of
an interdigitated electrode system. From this the relationship between the substrate and
electrode dimensions have been predicted and outlined. The three fundamental stages
of the effects of the electrode geometry on the electric field distribution and its
subsequent effects on the unpoled and poled regions have been given. Additionally the
simplified orientation (x and y axis) of the polarised areas has been illustrated in this
work. The model has been taken further in this work for the prediction of the resonance
behaviour. Both models presented in this chapter have supported each other with their
resulting predictions of the poled/unpoled regions and the resonating behaviour. This
work inspired the confidence in the selection of the interdigitated electrode geometry
selection for the innovation of a touch trigger probe.

From the work carried out in this chapter, the geometry for a piezoceramic tube may be
determined. The aim of the interdigitated electrode geometry is to increase the electric
field in the longitudinal direction. This is of importance as the polarised areas of the
piezoceramic tube must be significant in the longitudinal direction so that the actuation is
most prominent in this direction. For this work it is seen that the longitudinal mode of
resonance must be optimised so that the touch response of a piezoceramic probe is
heightened.

The geometry of the piezoceramic tube was kept constant throughout this chapter to
reflect the manufactured structures that are commercially available.

Therefore the

relationship between sw, ew and t are seen to be of importance, with the latter staying
constant with respect to the tube geometry.

The predictions of the behaviour of

piezoceramic tube with variation in the IDE geometry gives an overall understanding of
the relationship between the manufacturing of the tube and the end behaviour.

Based on this data, the final selected geometry of the IDE selected is for the sw≥t, and for
the ew≥t/2 with the material of the piezoceramic to be a soft type PZT. No definitive
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electrode arrangement can be derived from this work as the manufacture of a
piezoceramic touch probe must also take into consideration the laser ablation process.
Details of the manufacturing process are presented in the following chapter where the
final agreement of the IDE geometry is also given. This work must take into account every
aspect of the manufacturing process and the optimisation of the geometry and material
selection must reflect this. This section of work has allowed for the further development
of the understanding of the behaviour of the interdigitated electrode arrangement and
the resulting performance of the piezoelectric cylinder.

Selection of the piezoelectric material has been achieved in this chapter, with the soft
type ceramic preferred to the hard type. This is due to the need to polarise the material
(and the differing in Ec) and the resulting performance. In the following chapter the work
developed in this chapter will be taken further in order to develop the laser ablation
process and to manufacture prototype piezoceramic cylinders with novel IDE
arrangements. Chapter 7 will allow for the evaluation of the resonance models which in
turn will develop the optimisation process of a piezoceramic touch trigger probe. The
laser ablation process will be presented and the manufacturing and evaluation of
piezoceramic tubes described.
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Chapter 7: Device manufacture and characterisation
7.1

Introduction

A summary of the interdigitated electrode arrangement has just been provided in chapter
6. This work is to be taken forward in this chapter and used to develop and manufacture
a prototype piezoceramic touch trigger probe. This chapter will introduce the laser
ablation approach used for the creation of novel interdigitated electrodes on a 3D
cylindrical surface.

The work carried out aimed characterise the laser ablation of

piezoceramic tube and its metal electrode surface.

The material selection of the

optimum piezoceramic and electrode metal will then be discussed.

A selection of

optimum IDE dimensions will be selected by taking into account the computational
models in Chapter 6 and the manufacturing limits of the ablation process outlined in this
chapter. A selection of manufactured prototype piezoceramic tubes with novel IDE
arrangements will then be presented alongside the evaluation of the performance. This
work will also be used to evaluate the computational model developed in chapter 6 which
allows for the prediction of the unpoled/poled distribution and resulting resonating
behaviour.

7.2

Manufacturing

7.2.1 Laser ablation
This section of work is concerned with the laser ablation of the piezoceramic surface for
the removal of the metallic electrode to create the electrode structure. The aim of the
work is to ultimately remove an electrode from a 3D surface, but this section is primarily
concerned with the process of a clean removal of the metallic layer by a laser. This
chapter section will introduce the laser ablation process, the characterisation of the
material post-processing, and a summary including computational modelling to create an
understand the undesirable effects of damage on the piezoceramic substrate. The laser
ablation process was developed by Mr Stephan Kloss (Renishaw Plc.), and the material
characterisation was carried out by the thesis author. The characterisation work allowed
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for the development of a working 5-axis laser ablation system for electrode removal from
a PZT piezoceramic.

The removal of electrode material from a piezoceramic is a new approach developed in
parallel with the work concerned in this thesis. Not only is the removal process new with
regards to the materials involved, but is also new concerning the laser machining of
complex 3D structures.

The ablation process used for this project is unique as it

implements a nano-second fibre optic laser, which is found in industrial milling
applications, delivered by means of a five axis kinematic stage. This will enable three
dimensional objects to be milled with laser ablation.

The ability to successfully ablate a metallic electrode from a piezoceramic substrate is
found to be dependent on the laser set-up and the electrode material. This has been
carried out with experimental work on 2D planar test samples, where the laser operation
(power, transverse speeds) and electrode materials were of interest. Characterisation
was carried out with the use of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and x-ray diffraction
techniques (energy-dispersion x-ray spectroscopy or EDX).

This allowed for the

evaluation of the laser ablation with respect to removal of electrode material and
subsequent damage to the substrate.

7.3

Laser ablation process

The determination of a working ablation process is critical to the production of a
prototype piezoceramic touch trigger probe.

7.3.1 Experimental laser set-up
The developed laser ablation set-up by Mr Stephan Kloss consisted of two different fibre
optic delivered nano-second pulsed lasers were used for the ablation of metal electrodes
and are outlined in Table 7-1. These had an achromatic lens (f=45mm) with a spot size of
20 and 120μm to focus the laser onto the material surface. Two lasers from different
manufacturers were used during separate instances during the investigation, where both
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are found to have similar performances. One difference between the ML-10-PL-R-OEM
and VPFL-8000 laser is the 8-bit and 5-bit port respectively for the output power setting.
This allows for a finer process control of ~200 usable power states in comparison to 32.
Table 7-1 – Yb doped ns pulsed laser used for experimental set-up

Laser Properties
Wavelength (nm)
Mac. Average Power (W)
Repetition Rate (kHz)
Max. Pulse Energy (J)
Beam Diameter, 1/e2 (mm)
Pulse Duration (FWHM)(ns)
Beam Quality Factor (M2)
Polarisation Ratio

VPFL-8000(a)

ML-10-PL-R-OEM(b)

1060-1080
8
16-100
500
8
50-150
<1.5
Random

1081
10
20-100
500
5
50
<1.5
Random

manufacturers (a)V-gen Electro-optics Ltd, and (b)Manlight S.A.S.

A novel 5-axis Parallel-Kinematic Machine (PKM) developed by Renishaw Plc. provides the
capability of a transit laser spot via a fibre optic onto a 3D specimen surface. The set-up
of the PKM is illustrated in Figure 7-1, and consists of two fundamental parts; a three axis
Cartesian platform which the fibre optic laser is situated, and a two axis rotational stage
that the sample is held during the machining process (Figure 7-2). This assembly is then
capable of laser machining a metallic electrode structure on a piezoceramic sample. The
laser delivery platform at the time of writing is being developed in parallel to this
research, but this investigation is only concerned with the characterisation of a working
regime to successfully ablate the metallic electrode. Figure 7-3 shows the adapted PKM
device in operation ablating the surface of a silver electroded PZT disk.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7-1 – (a) 5-axis Parallel-Kinematic Machine (PKM) developed by Renishaw, and (b) adapted PKM
with a 3-axis fibre optic cartesian stage and 2-axis rotational stage.

Figure 7-2 – PKM developed by Renishaw illustrating the set-up of the 3-axis laser delivered platform
and the 4th and 5th rotational platforms.
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Figure 7-3 – 8 second time delay photograph of the laser ablation of a piezoceramic disk surface with
PKM. Sample diameter is 20mm.

The ablation process was carried out on 2D planar disks both of a type II soft piezoceramic
material (PZT-5H). A comparison of two electrode materials was conducted so that a
satisfactory ablation process of the metallic surface material was established with respect
to the laser machine set-up. The ablation was characterised with respect to a single pass
and a composite pass of a number of very near passes of the laser for larger substrate
widths. Sample 1 had a silver metallic electrode and sample 2 had a copper nickel
electrode.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7-4 – Single track (a) and multiple track spacings to create a substrate width of 1mm (b). Disk
diameter is 20mm with Ag electrode surface.

Sample type 1 is a soft PZT (PZT-5H) disc with a 20mm diameter and thickness 1mm, with
a silver metallic electrode. On these samples, one side of the electroded surface was
ablated with a single laser track (Figure 7-4(a)) to assess laser power and laser scanning
velocity on ablation. On the opposite site a composite of lines was used to create an
effective ‘wide gap’ ablation width of 1mm (Figure 7-4(b)) to create 1mm electrode
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spacing. No actual IDE’s have been patterned on these samples. The laser velocity varied
from 0.94mm/s to 2.74mm/s and laser pulse energy varied from 0.037mJ to 0.241mJ.
These samples have been processed with the VPFL-8000, Repetition rate was fixed at
15kHz with a scanning speed varied between 2.74, 1.39 and 0.94mm/s. These scanning
speeds result from the different diameters of envisaged piezo tube samples to be
processed at a later stage, and the maximum rotational speed of the available rotary
stage. Note that the top and bottom surface of these samples were fully coated by the
silver electrodes.

Sample type 2 are soft PZT discs with a 20mm diameter and thickness of 0.5mm, with
Copper-Nickel electrodes (PIC 151 from PI (Physik Instrumente Ltd.). These samples have
been processed with the ML-10-PL-R-OEM, Rep. rate fixed at 20kHz and scanning speed
fixed at 2.74mm/s. As for the Ag-coated samples, single and multiple tracks have been
ablated; as well as four IDE’s with 500µm finger electrode width, 14mm electrode length
and 65, 100, 300 and 600µm electrode spacing, respectively.

In both cases the electrodes were sputtered onto the surface by the manufacturers.
Initially after processing, the electrical conductivity between two electrode strips
separated by a single ablated track was measured with a digital multi-meter (Fluke 115).
Ablated electrodes were analysed using optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and profilometry to characterise the ablated surface and measure the depth of the
heat affected zone (HAZ) into the silver electrode, Cu/Ni-electrode and PZT substrate.
Two approaches were adopted, SEM of the disk surface and cross-sectional SEM of a
polished surface.

7.3.2 Laser ablation of Ag-coated PZT (Sample 1)
Figure 7-5 shows a cross section of the as-received piezoelectric material and silver
electrode.

The investigation into the polished cross section has allowed for the

understanding of the initial depth of the electrode (typically ~6μm) and grain size of PZT
material (2-10μm). Ferroelectric domains can also be observed in the figure.
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Figure 7-5 – Polished section of PZT ceramic showing the Ag-electrode and PZT substrate interface. The
PZT internal grain structure with ferroelectric domain patterns is seen.

Preparation of the PZT section in Figure 7-5 used planar grinding using a Buehler machine
with increasing finer grades of silicon paper. A fine diamond media was used for polishing
with finishing completed with a 0.05mm dilute alumina. In order to observe grain
boundaries a hydrofluoric (HF) wet etch was used. The surface was exposed to HF to 10
to 30 seconds.

Exposure time was determined by frequent optical microscopy

observations. A conductive thin layer (~20nm) of gold was sputtered onto the sample
surface for scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

7.3.2.1 Influence of laser power
The influence of the laser power on the ablation of the Ag surface at a constant speed of
0.94mm/s is shown in Figure 7-6. It is found that the laser ablation process successfully
removes the Ag electrode at the impact site of the laser with the sample (Figure. 7.6 (a)).
However, as the laser power is increased there is substantial ablation and damage of the
piezoelectric substrate in addition to the electrode (Figure. 7.6 (b) and (c)). This will affect
the performance and polarisation of the piezoceramic material, and will significantly vary
the electric field distribution through the substrate.

This may result in increased

polarisation in the thickness direction, unpoled areas, or dielectric breakdown across the
substrate width before any successfully polarisation of the substrate has taken place.
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(a) low power –
0.56W average power
0.037mJ pulse energy.
(White circle indicates point at
which laser impacts on sample).

(b) medium power –
2W average power
0.133mJ pulse energy.

(c) high power –
3.62W average power
0.241mJ pulse energy.
Figure 7-6 – Polished sections of PZT substrate showing the influence of increasing power from (a) to
(c).

Figure 7-7 – Energy dispersive X-ray map of the laser ablation of the Ag surface and the PZT substrate
material, where silver (electrode) is red, lead is green and zirconium is blue. Distribution of amorphous
substrate is seen after laser ablation.

Figure 7-7 shows the dispersive x-ray map of the ablated electrode and substrate. Here
we see that the ablation of the electrode allows for the separation of the electrode
surfaces that is required. The ablation is also seen to remove the substrate material, and
additionally separates the lead (green) and zirconium (blue) present in lead zirconate
titante, leaving sites of increased density of both lead and zirconium. This illustrates the
damage that the ablation of the material exerts on the piezoceramic with a silver
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electrode. The possible effects of the ablated damage can be observed by a simple finite
element model which can predict the electric field distribution (Figure 7-8). This simple
FE model shows the effects of increased laser ablation depth damage in the PZT ceramic,
where an increase in the depth produces an increase in the polarised material in the
through the thickness direction (y-axis) as the electric field is forced to pass around the
ablation defect. For the touch trigger probe it is desirable to have as much electric field as
possible in the x-direction so the ablation defects should be avoided.

Figure 7-8 – Predicted electric field distribution in relation to the effects of increasing the laser
ablation depth. Summarised results shown in graph on right.

7.3.2.2 Influence of laser scanning speed
The influence of the laser scanning speed on ablation performance at a constant power
(3.62W average power and 0.241mJ average energy) is shown in Figure 7-9. It is found
that for a slower ablation scanning speed the track width is wider compared to the higher
scanning speeds. This results from the greater heating of the material from the laser
source.

Higher speeds show a more distinct ablated track with greater uniformity.
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Additionally, slower scanning speeds lead to an increased ablation depth, and this is
discussed in the following section.

(a) scanning speed = 0.94mm/s

(b) scanning speed = 1.39mm/s

(c) scanning speed = 2.74mm/s

Figure 7-9 – SEM images of PZT surfaces showing the influence of laser scanning speed increasing
from slow to fast from (a) to (c).

7.3.2.3 Summary of the laser ablation on Ag electroded ceramic
The summary of the laser ablation depth as a function of laser power and scanning speed
for all conditions is seen in Figure 7-10. Measurements were carried out from SEM
observations of polished cross sections of the ablated ceramics using image processing
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software (ImageJ). It can be seen that as the laser ablation power is increased the depth
of ablation into both the electrode and substrate is also increased. A low laser power
(0.56W) tends to produce poor ablation of the electrode and substrate surface, and is
incapable of removing a uniform ablation track. In addition, as the laser scanning speed
decreases, the ablation depth is found to increase.

Figure 7-10 – Summary of the ablation depth in comparison to the average laser power (at 16kHz
repetition rate) and scanning speed for all conditions evaluated.

The laser ablation approach adopted does not involve a feedback system regarding the
reflectivity of the surface during ablation. This would allow for the distinction between
the electrode metal and the PZT substrate with feedback leading to automatic control of
the laser power. This is as a result of the laser set-up being at the working prototype
stage. This addition would allow for greater flexibility in selectivity of ablation of the
electrode material type and thickness.

Work in this area would be for further

development by Renishaw Plc.

7.3.2.4 Influence of the laser separation (resolution)
Work so far has been concerned with a single ablation pass. In order to create a larger
electrode separation (sw), an increased number of laser passes must take place. This
would allow the formation of electrode widths of up to 1mm (Figure 7-11). The scanning
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speed and average laser power was kept at 0.93mm/s and 1.5W respectively. The
number of passes of the laser ablation is increased from Figure 7-11(a) to (c) which is
achieved by decreasing the laser displacement in each pass.

It can be seen that

significant damage of the substrate surface is achieved from the repeated ablation
passes. Damage is highlighted in the energy dispersive image seen in Figure 7-12. The
damage is evident with areas showing the separation of the lead and zirconium content
with greater areas of density. More significantly, re-deposition of the silver electrode is
found. This would affect the electric field distribution during polarisation and will have
the ability for poor polarisation of the substrate due to shortening.
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(a) coarse separation (25 passes)

(b) medium separation (35
passes)

(c) fine separation (50 passes)

Figure 7-11 – SEM of PZT piezoceramic showing the influence of laser ablation at constant scanning
speed and power, with decreasing laser track separation from (a) to (c) to create a 1mm electrode gap.
Upper image is a plan view of disk surface, and bottom is of disk in cross section.
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Figure 7-12 – Energy dispersive x-ray map (left) of multi-passes (50) where silver (Ag) is white, lead (Pb)
is green and zirconium is red, with the representative SEM micrograph (right).

7.3.3 Laser ablation of CuNi electroded ceramic (sample 2)
Investigations of the laser ablation of PZT ceramics with a CuNi electroded surface (~1μm
thickness) was also carried out so that a comparison between two metallic electrodes
may be achieved. An average laser power of >0.88W when 1200μm out of focus was
required for successful ablation of the electrode.

A pulse peak power of P peak =

6.19×106W.cm-2 was determined for the ablation threshold. Successful ablation of the
CuNi electrode is seen in Figure 7-13 and Figure 7-14. When compared to the Ag
electrode (Figure 7-4) at the macroscopic scale the heat affected zone is reduced, and
ablated substrate has decreased damage.

Figure 7-13 – Single track (a) with highlighted laser ablation average powers of 1.01, 1.06 and 1.14W
(i) to (iii) respectively and (b) multiple tracks to create 1mm spacing on a PZT piezoceramic with CuNi
electrode.
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(a) average power = 1.01W,
pulse energy = 0.050mJ

(b) average power = 1.06W,
pulse energy = 0.053mJ

(c) average power = 1.14W,
pulse energy = 0.057mJ

Figure 7-14 – Section of PZT piezoceramic with a single laser ablation track on a CuNi electrode
surface, with increased average power and pulse energy from (a) to (c).

Optical microscopy (Figure 7-15) shows the successful removal of the electrode material
from the piezoelectric surface. It can be seen that the uncoated surface of the PZT
ceramic near to the edge of the disk has not been damaged by the laser ablation even at
the highest irradiance tested; with 0.057mJ pulse energy (P peak = 8.014×106W.cm-2). The
ablation threshold for uncoated PZT was found to be at 2.84×107W.cm-2 (600μm out of
focus and 44μJ pulse energy).
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The influence of the laser power on the ablation of CuNi on a PZT piezoceramic is seen in
Figure 7-14. Laser ablation average powers of less than 0.88W were found to alter the
CuNi film, but damage to substrate and electrode removal could not be observed with the
SEM micrographs. This is much improved compared to the Ag electrode (Figure 7-6).

(a) start of ablation line

(b) end of ablation line

Figure 7-15 – Single line ablation of CuNi electrode on PZT piezoceramic. Process parameters: rep.
rate: 20kHz, laser scanning speed: 2.74mm/s, 1200μm out of focus, average power: 1.01W, pulse
energy: 50μJ. Scan process starts and ends outside the electrode surface on PZT only substrate, (a)
and (b) respectively; no damage found on exposed PZT ceramic.

7.3.3.1 Summary of ablation depths
Measurements of the ablation depths were taken from SEM images of polished cross
sections using image analysis software (ImageJ) and are summarised in Figure 7-16. It is
evident that heat affected zone (HAZ) increases with increasing laser power. The depth of
the laser ablation is difficult to evaluate due to the low number of samples together with
the surface roughness of ±5-6μm in the ablated trenches. It can be determined from SEM
investigations that the CuNi electrode is successfully removed from the PZT ceramic
surface, and that the laser ablation power is found to damage the PZT substrate in the
heat affected zones. In comparison to the Ag electrode surface, the damage to the PZT
substrate is significantly less for CuNi, for example up to 500μm for Ag electrode, and
~5μm for CuNi electrode at increased laser powers as summarised in Figure 7-16. Lower
ablation powers required to remove CuNi electrode layer in comparisons to Ag may be
attributed to reflectivity of the materials.
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Figure 7-16 – Summary of ablation depth versus the average power. Scan speed for all conditions was
2.74mm/s.

7.3.3.2 Influence of laser separation (resolution)
A single ablation pass produces a single track with a width of ~75μm, therefore the
production of the 1mm electrode separation requires multiple passes of the laser similar
to that of the sample type 1 (Figure 7-4). In this case a scanning speed of 2.74mm/s, and
laser power 1.01W were kept constant. The number of passes was increased by a
decrease in laser displacement from 50 to 20 passes (Figure 7-17(a) to (d)).

The

aggressive situation in the HAZ area may lead into cracking. This damage is up to 20μm in
depth and are evident in the back-scattered micrographs in Figure 7-17.

At 50μm

separation size the sub-surface damage created by each pass does not merge into one
and other, and the maximum depth of ablation is ~15μm.
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Figure 7-17 – Cross section SEM micrographs (back-scattered) of PZT piezoceramic showing the
influence of laser ablation at constant scanning speed and power with multiple tracks for 1mm
electrode gap. Heat effected zones (HAZ) are highlighted. Laser track separation increases in 10μm
steps from (a) 20μm to (d) 50μm.

Figure 7-18 shows detail of a trial ablation run of a interdigitated electrode (IDE) finger on
a flat surface. For an electrode separation of 300μm three laser passes was adopted, with
a finger width of 500μm. The HAZ is evident on the electrode material (CuNi), and the
individual ablated tracks. Additionally, where the laser scan has come to the end and
required to turn from an x to y motion an increased amount of damage is seen on the
substrate surface. This is as a result of the reduction of scan speed, and the laser dwell on
a particular spot. The damage of the substrate must be kept to a minimum during the IDE
manufacturing stage, but the areas in which this occurs (finger end and starts) is typically
areas which are least significant to the piezoelectric operation (large ‘dead zones’ as
discussed in chapter 6).
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Figure 7-18 – Detail of a interdigitated electrode separation (sw) created by three passes.

7.3.4 Summary of laser ablation
The ablation threshold required to remove the 1μm CuNi electrode film was found to be
6.19×106W.cm-2.

The damage threshold of the uncoated PZT was found to be

>2.3×107W.cm-2.

The minimum feature size of the successfully ablated CuNi was

65μm/220μm track width/HAZ. For this case the depth of ablation was 4.5μm with 44μJ
pulse energy at a repetition rate of 20kHz with a scanning speed of 2.74mm/s. For a 1mm
electrode separation with multiple ablation tracks the depth of the ablated tracks were
found to be 7μm. These conditions had laser parameters of 50.5μJ pulse energy, 20kHz
repetition rate, 1200μm out of focus and 50μm step displacement. This approach was
found to have the best electrode removal for a 1mm electrode gap.

Investigation into the laser ablation of the electrode on a PZT piezoceramic surface has
allowed for evaluation of both the laser parameters and the electrode material. It has
been determined that CuNi electrode material is preferred to Ag. The latter was found to
have significant damage to the substrate, which would be detrimental to the operation of
the piezoelectric. This may be attributed to the electrode thickness and the means of
attaching the electrode material. 90Cu:10Ni wt% composition electrodes are sputtered
onto the surface and a solution of solvent/Ag was painted and dried to the substrate.
Additionally with respect to the laser ablation performance on the electrode the
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reflectivity of Ag (99%) is much higher than that of CuNi (97% and 73% respectively [1])
requiring greater ablation powers on Ag. Once the laser has removed the Ag electrode
metal the higher power tends to damage the PZT substrate.

7.3.5 Laser set-up for the manufacture of IDE structures on PZT ceramics
Based on the work carried out so far on the ablation and characterisation of the ceramic
PZT samples, the following parameters were established to be suitable for the removal of
the CuNi electrode. These laser parameters are given in Table 7-2 and are used for all
manufacture of IDE electrodes on piezoceramic tubes.
Table 7-2 – Laser parameters for the ablation of CuNi electrode from a PZT ceramic surface

Average Power (calculated) [W]
Repetition rate [kHz]
Pulse Peak Power [kW]
Pulse Energy [μJ]
Spot Size diameter (
) [μJ]
2
Fluence [J/mm ]

7.4

1.252
25
0.304
50.056
131.68
1.21

Piezoceramic tube selection from manufacturer

The application of the interdigitated electrode arrangement for this work requires the use
of specific piezoceramic cylinders. ‘Off the shelf’ ceramic tubes have an inner and outer
electrode and are supplied fully poled in the radial orientation (i.e. through the tube
thickness). Our design with a novel electrode on the outside surface only requires the
ceramic to have an outside electrode. Polarisation of the piezoceramic tube with a novel
IDE requires the substrate to be initially unpoled.

Piezoceramic cylinders of the

dimensions 30mm × 6mm × 5mm (l×od×id) were supplied by Boston Piezo-Optics Inc.,
USA of both hard and soft type piezoceramic (PZT-8 and PZT-5A respectively). The
manufactured cylinders were unpoled and did not have an inside or outside electrode.
The outside electrode of CuNi was deposited onto the outside surface only by Teer
Coatings, UK.

The deposited electrode material was determined from the

characterisation work carried out on the laser ablation process.
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7.5

IDE arrangement selection and manufacture

The selection of the dimensions must take into consideration the optimised arrangement
with respect to the predicted resonance behaviour and the manufacturing constraints of
the laser ablation process. It was decided to investigate both the optimised geometries
with respect to characterisation from the finite element model and laser ablation process.
FEA predictions given in chapter 6 show that the gap between the electrodes (sw) must be
large, and the electrode width (ew) must be small.

However, this contradicts the

optimisation of the laser ablation process, as this would require an increased number of
passes to create a wide gap between the electrodes. This tends to increased ablation
times, and also increases the possibility of damage of the substrate material. Finite
element modelling in previous chapters show that an optimised laser ablation process (i.e
very narrow electrodes) will give a poor performance of the device. It will therefore be of
interest to also manufacture a prototype device with parameters on a small electrode gap
(sw). Optimised geometries are given in Table 7-3.
Table 7-3 – Optimised IDE geometries for the substrate width and electrode width.

Substrate width (sw)
Electrode width (ew)

Optimised for
resonance response
1mm
0.5mm

Optimised for laser
ablation
150μm
0.8mm

Parallel IDE arrangements will be predominantly investigated in this work.

The

manufacturing process would allow shorter ablation times in the series electrode
arrangement to that of the parallel, but in order to promote a full longitudinal electric
field, the former must be adopted. Parallel and series IDE arrangements were discussed
in chapter 6.

7.5.1 Laser ablation of IDE’s
The ablation of the CuNi electrode from the piezoceramic tube was carried out using the
laser ablation parameters defined in Table 7-2. The geometry of the IDE’s followed the
outlined dimensions in Table 7-3. A number of ablation runs was carried out with the
PKM-laser delivery system on dummy tubes so that the process could be developed for
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the PZT tubes. Failed attempts occurred during this process, and failed ablation routines
were found during the ablation of the electrode on the PZT tubes. This allowed for
improvement and understanding of the novel ablation routine. This led to the successful
creation of a parallel electrode IDE arrangement on PZT-5A cylinders which were
according to the optimised geometries (Table 7-3).

The interdigitated electrode structure can only be accomplished on a section of the
piezoceramic tube as illustrated in Figure 7-19. This is due to the need for the ceramic to
be clamped during the ablation process (Figure 7-19 (a)) and the requirement of
electrode pads (Figure 7-19 (b)), and remainder section near the tip (Figure 7-19 (d)). This
results in areas of the piezoceramic that have ‘dead zones’. The area which is only active
is seen in Figure 7-19(c). This area is found to be typically ~60% of the piezoceramic tube.
This is limited further on the parallel electrode arrangement due to the requirement of
the feed electrodes as discussed in chapter 6.

(i)

(ii)

Figure 7-19 – Diagram (i) showing the layout of the piezoceramic tube with respects to the laser
ablation process. The laser clamp (a), electrode pad (b), interdigitated electrode (c), and remainder
regions are highlighted. Ablated (ii) tube showing regions.

The accomplished ablated geometries are seen in Table 7-4. Both the completed and
failed ablation routines are highlighted.
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Table 7-4 – Dimensions of the laser ablated tubes, successful attempts are highlighted in shaded
areas.
Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4

Sample 5

Sample 6

Sample 7

Run 1

Run 2

Run 3

Run 4

Run 5

Run 6

Run 7

Run 8

Material

PZT-8

PZT-8

PZT-8

PZT-5A

PZT-5A

PZT-5A

PZT-5A

PZT-5A

DESIGN

Parallel

Parallel

Parallel

Parallel

Parallel

Parallel

Parallel

Series or
dbl

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.15
(150μm)

0.15
(150μm)

0.15
(150μm)

0.30
(300μm)

0.50
(500μm)

0.50
(500μm)

0.50
(500μm)

0.50
(500μm)

0.80
(800μm)

0.80
(800μm)

0.30
(300μm)

1.50

0.75
(750μm)

1.50

1.50

1.50

0.75
(750μm)

n/a

0.15
(150μm)

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

0.15
(150μm)

n/a

Tube was ablated successfully.

Width (ew)

1.00

Tube was ablated successfully.

Electrode

0.15
(150μm)

Feed
Electrode
Width (few)

completion.

Failure of ablation routine at ~50%

completion.

Failure of ablation routine at ~50%

as test sample.

between electrode pads. OK to use

Issues with laser ablation power

Issues in laser ablation power

resulted in poor ablation of metal.

Comment on ablation

electrode fingers.

(fet)

ablation resulted in isolation of

FEW to
Electrode Tip

Accumulatied errors during

Electrode Dimensions [mm]

Width (sw)

Tube was ablated successfully.

helical
Substrate

By taking into consideration the constraints of the ablation process (highlighted in Figure
7-19) and the requirement of the feed electrode and its spacing to the electrode finger
(Table 7-4) for a parallel electrode, the true active or used regions in the longitudinal
direction is reduced. Limitations attributed to the feed electrode width and the distance
between the feed electrode and fingertip is dependent on the defined substrate width
(sw). This must be greater than sw so that no shortening of the electric field takes place
during polarisation and loss of longitudinal poled elements. We find with the ablation
and for a helical or series arrangement that this area is ~60% of the piezoceramic tube.
For a parallel IDE with sw=1mm and ew=0.5mm this is reduced to ~30% of the
piezoceramic tube, and when sw=150μm and ew=0.8mm it is ~53%. It can be seen that
the dimensions that will influence the electric field in the longitudinal direction is the
latter arrangement of sw=150μm and ew=0.8mm.

However, the work of chapter 6

indicated that the electric field distribution through the thickness of the substrate must
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be taken into consideration in the development and prediction. Taking into account the
predicted data from figure 6.13, we find the following in Table 7-5. Modelled predictions
and calculated areas are only estimations as a real manufactured device will be
susceptible to environmental issues during polarisation and operation alongside variances
in the electrode arrangement due to ablation characteristics. The estimations allow for
an appreciation of the different elements that the development of the IDE consists of and
how optimisation must take into consideration all aspects.
Table 7-5 – Estimations of the active regions of piezoceramic tube in the longitudinal direction. It may
be assumed that for a series electrode at (b) that the helical angle is at a minimum and therefore the
electrodes are effectively parallel.
Parallel
Parallel
Series

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

sw =

1mm

0.15mm

0.15mm

ew =

0.5mm

0.80mm

0.80mm

Active area post
laser ablation
Active longitudinal
areas
(a) and (b)
combined
Predictions from
figure 6.13
Active longitudinal
volumes taking in
account (c) and (d)

60%

60%

60%

52%

89%

100%

30%

53%

60%

72%

5.4%

5.4%

22%

3%

3%

Figure 7-20 shows prototype piezoceramic tubes with interdigitated electrodes to
promote longitudinal resonance. Both parallel and series IDE electrodes are shown.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7-20 – Images of piezoceramic tubes with IDE electrodes, with parallel IDE’s with (a) sw = 1mm
and (b) sw = 150μm and series IDE sw = 150μm.

7.5.1.1 Polarisation
After creating the IDE structure the device must be polarised.

Polarisation was

undertaken at 120C so that the coercive field (Ec) of the ceramic was decreased to
10kV/cm for PZT-5A (Figure 6.7). To limit the possibility of electrical breakdown in the
atmosphere, the tube was placed into a heated silicon oil bath. The applied polarisation
voltage was derived from the Ec of the ceramic and the ablated electrode gap. Caution
was taken during the polarisation so that no dielectric breakdown between electrodes
would occur. Inspection of the electrode and ablated surface was carried out with optical
microscopy where no defects were observed.

The voltages used to polarise the

prototype piezoceramic tubes are given in Table 7-6.
Table 7-6 – Voltages used to polarise the prototype piezoceramic tubes.

Voltage

Parallel sw = 1mm

Parallel sw = 150μm

Series sw = 150μm

1.2kV (±0.05kV)

0.3kV (±0.05kV)

0.3kV (±0.05kV)
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7.6

Results and discussion

Three prototype piezoceramic tubes with interdigitated electrodes were manufactured
for this work. Two had conventional parallel IDE arrangements and a third consisted of a
series or double helical electrode. The latter was of interest for minimising the ablation
time of the PKM-laser delivery system and is reflected in the geometry (Table 7-4). The
IDE arrangements are seen to optimise the longitudinal activation of the piezoceramic
tube and optimised IDE dimensions for both strong resonance behaviour and low laser
ablation time were used (Table 7-3 and Table 7-4).

Figure 7-21 shows the resonance behaviour of the piezoceramic tube with a parallel and
series IDE arrangements.

The resonant and anti-resonant frequencies for all three

dimensions are seen to be approximately the same along with the natural frequency of
the piezoceramic tube in the fundamental and 3rd harmonic. It may be assumed that the
resonance is associated with the longitudinal mode of the cylinder from the work carried
out in chapter 3. Figure 7-22 directly compares the three resonant responses. It can be
seen that the series and parallel IDE where s w = 150μm the same, that the impedance
magnitude varies very little. This reflects the prediction of ~7% difference in the active
region (Table 7-1). The effective coupling coefficient is also found to be similar for both
arrangements (Table 7-7). Comparisons show an increase of the resonance and antiresonance amplitudes from sw = 150μm to 1mm. This is seen for both the fundamental
and 3rd harmonics and is supported by the predictions given by the FE analysis in chapter
6.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7-21 – Resonance behaviour of piezoceramic tube with a parallel IDE with sw =150μm (a),
1mm (b), and a series IDE with sw = 150μm (c). Fundamental and 3rd harmonic frequencies are
indicated.
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Figure 7-22 – Comparison of 3 electrode arrangements. IDE arrangements with electrode gaps of 1mm
and 150μm, and a helical arrangement with sw = 150μm.

If we take the effective coupling coefficients from Figure 7-22 we find that the keff are as
follows in Table 7-7. The k eff is found to improve with an increasing of the sw, and does
not vary when the sw is constant and the electrode arrangement varies. It may be noted
that this example is for when sw is small, and the active area is not significantly different.
Comparisons to the FE modelled predictions in chapter 6 are also given where the IDE
electrode was modelled on the full length of the piezoceramic tube and without a feed
electrode. For series and parallel electrodes when s w = 150μm there is only small
variation between the prototype and model. When s w = 1mm for a parallel IDE, the keff is
seen to reduce by half. This may be attributed to the decreased active regions as
discussed in Table 7-5 and that the prototype was not subjected to a large enough voltage
during polarisation (voltage was kept to a minimum to avoid dielectric breakdown of the
device).
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IDE
Helical

Substrate
width (sw)
150μm
1mm
150μm

keff

Predicted keff

0.19
0.27
0.19

0.18
0.50
0.18

Table 7-7 – Effective coupling coefficient (keff) of the manufactured IDE and helical electrode tubes.
Comparisons with predicted keff in figure 6.22.

From the analysis of the manufactured piezoceramic tubes, it is seen that the increase of
the electrode gap allows for the significant improvement in the resonant response. This
is in conjunction with the analytical modelling of the previous chapters. Predictions of the
models showed that increasing the electrode gap allowed for decreasing dead zones, and
the increasing of electric field in the longitudinal direction. This was seen in the axissymmetric FE model of the piezoceramic tube, and has been produced in the
manufactured IDE arrangements on the tubes.

7.6.1 Analysis with developed FEA model
A variation of the FE model n chapter 6 was used to model the resonance behaviour of
the piezoceramic tubes.

The model included the polarisation conditions used in

manufacture and the limitations introduced by the laser ablation process (Table 7-3).
The predicted resonance response is seen in Figure 7-23. There is good agreement
between the predicted impedance/frequency characteristics of the tube with an
electrode gap of 1mm. The resonance and anti-resonance frequencies are both found for
the fundamental and 3rd harmonic, with large amplitudes in the impedance.

The

relationship between the resonance and anti-resonance frequencies of the FE predicted
model is found to differ from that of the manufactured device. Reasons for this is that
the FE model does not take into consideration the inclusion of wires to the electrode pads
using solder and the overall electrode material. The FE model does not take into any
consideration of the losses that occur in the electromechanical system, nevertheless the
agreement is good.

The FE model allows the determination of the modal shape of the piezoceramic tube.
Figure 7-24 shows the un-deformed axisymmetric model (a) and the modal shape of the
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fundamental (b) and 3rd harmonic (c). It can be determined from this analysis that the
resonant frequencies that are most prominent in the impedance analysis at ~48kHz
(Figure 7-21) is the longitudinal mode of operation.

Figure 7-23 – Resonance behaviour of piezoceramic tube with a parallel IDE with sw=1mm (solid line)
compared to FE analysis of tube of same geometry, electrode and substrate (dashed line).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7-24 – Images of the axisymmetric FE model of a piezoceramic tube (sw = 1mm) un-deformed (a),
fundamental (b) and 3rd harmonic (c) deformed modal shape.

Predictions of the resonant behaviour was also carried out for s w = 150μm, and is seen in
Figure 7-25. It shows good agreement between the resonance and anti-resonance
frequencies.

The FE model takes into consideration the polarisation, electric field

distribution and the poled and unpoled areas. This is reflected in the reduction of the
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amplitude of the impedance at resonance. This agrees with the manufactured prototype
tubes of the same dimension. The modes of resonance can be summarised with the FE
model by investigating the modal shapes at the fundamental and 3rd harmonic resonance
frequencies (Figure 7-26). From these predictions it can be determined that the resonant
frequencies are attributed to the longitudinal mode of vibration of the piezoceramic
cylinder.

Figure 7-25 - Resonance behaviour of piezoceramic tube with a parallel IDE with sw=150μm (solid line)
compared to FE analysis of tube of same geometry, electrode and substrate (dashed line).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7-26 - Images of the axisymmetric FE model of a piezoceramic tube (sw = 1mm) un-deformed (a),
fundamental (b) and 3rd harmonic (c) deformed modal shape.
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7.6.2 Influence of a touch or mass
The work so far in this chapter has seen the development and manufacturing of
resonating prototype piezoceramic tubes with novel IDE arrangements. These have been
evaluated using impedance analysis techniques combined with the developed FE model.
This has allowed for the establishment of IDE dimensions of interest that excite the
longitudinal mode of vibration, which is of importance to the innovation of a touch trigger
probe. This section of work will investigate the response of the prototype probe when
subjected to an end load. This is a simplified approach to investigate a touch contact
where a mass is placed on the tube end. A range of applied mass were used; 0.25, 2.8, 5
and 8g.

Application of a mass aims to simulate a touch contact in the z-axis or

longitudinal direction.

Figure 7-27 – Resonance behaviour of parallel IDE with 1mm electrode gap with no touch conditions
(red), and applied masses of 0.25g (green), 2.8g (purple), and 8g (blue).

Figure 7-27 shows the impedance behaviours of the piezoceramic tube with an ablated
parallel IDE with sw = 1mm in response to the application of a mass to the tube end.
Loading the sample in the longitudinal direction resulted in the resonance and antiresonance impedance amplitude of both the fundamental and 3rd harmonic to decrease.
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Increasing the load decreases the amplitude and sharpness (mechanical quality) of the
resonance and anti-resonance peaks. The sensitivity of the prototype was successful in
responding to a mass load of 0.25g.

Figure 7-28 – Resonance behaviour of parallel IDE with 150μm electrode gap with no touch conditions
(red), and applied masses of 2.8g (green) and 8g (blue).

Figure 7-28 shows the resonance behaviour in response of the application of a mass to
the end of the prototype piezoceramic tube with a parallel IDE with s w = 150μm.
Variances on the fundamental resonance and anti-resonance frequencies were observed.
The application of a load in the longitudinal direction of the tube resulted in a reduction
of the resonance and anti-resonance peaks, as observed in Figure 7-27. The sensitivity of
the load or touch condition was found to require a larger applied mass (2.8g) for a change
in the resonant behaviour to occur.

In Figure 7-29 the resonant behaviour of the series IDE with sw = 150μm with responses to
mechanical loading is shown.

Applying a load decreases the resonance and anti-

resonance peak amplitudes and follows the same behaviour of the first two electrode
arrangements. In comparison to the parallel electrode arrangements, the series required
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a larger load (5g) in the longitudinal direction for the resonance behaviour to be affected.
Increasing the load decreases the resonance response but does not significantly affect the
overall performance. This is notable when comparing to the parallel IDE arrangement
with sw = 1mm (Figure 7-27).

Figure 7-29 - Resonance behaviour of series helical IDE with 150μm electrode gap with no touch
conditions (red), and applied masses of 5g (blue) and 8g (purple).
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Figure 7-30 - Comparisons of the effective coupling coefficient (keff) of the parallel IDE arrangement with
sw = 1mm (red), sw = 150μm (blue) and the series helical arrangement with sw = 150μm (green).

Comparisons of the three manufactured prototype piezoceramic tubes is given in Figure
7-30, where the device performance is summarised by the effective electromechanical
coupling coefficient or keff. The parallel IDE with sw=1mm attains the highest coupling
coefficient whilst being subjected to a force in the longitudinal direction. It also shows a
difference between the unloaded and loaded state (applied mass of 0.25g) which signifies
a change in the resonance and anti-resonance frequencies. The prototype devices that
have sw=150μm do not exhibit a significant change in the resonance behaviour. The
relationship summarised by keff does not show any significant changes for these devices
as the applied mass is increased to 8g. The IDE sw = 1mm is the most sensitive as it is the
electrode arrangement that possesses the highest levels of polarisation and strongest
longitudinal resonance.

7.7

Conclusions

This chapter describes the development of a novel laser ablation process that would allow
for the removal of a metal electrode from a 3D surface (piezoceramic tube).

An

optimised laser set-up for the ablation of a metallic thin film from a PZT substrate was
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developed. This allowed for the successful removal of a CuNi electrode material for the
manufacture of a novel electrode pattern on the cylinder surface. Three prototype
piezoceramic tubes were successfully manufactured using the laser ablation process
developed at Renishaw Plc.

They included two interdigitated electrode parallel

arrangements with sw = 150μm and 1mm, and a series arrangement with s w = 150μm.
These were evaluated by analysing the impedance response over a range of frequencies,
which indicated the resonant behaviour.

It was determined from this work that an electrode separation (s w) of 1mm resulted in a
superior resonant behaviour and response to a simulated touch response in comparison
to sw = 150μm. This included an electrode geometry that required feed electrodes which
promoted dead zones in the piezoceramic substrate which is highlighted in Table 7-5.
This work supported that of the optimisation given in chapter 6. Use of the FE model
developed in chapter 6 was applied to determine the modal shapes of the piezoceramic
tubes at resonance. This allowed for an evaluation of the developed model, as the
predicted resonance response showed good agreement with the manufactured
piezoceramic tube. The FE model took into consideration the electrode separation and
the effects of the electric field at polarisation.

Comparisons of the FE model to the measured resonant response of the manufactured
piezoceramic tubes showed good agreement. Some differences were observed in the
resonance to anti-resonance relationship, and this may be attributed to the FE model not
taking into consideration losses in the electromechanical system.

Additionally the

amplitude of the resonant and anti-resonant impedance was significantly larger from the
FE model on the parallel IDE arrangement when sw = 1mm. This may be an indication that
the manufactured piezoceramic tube was not subjected to sufficient voltage for full
polarisation to take place.

It has been established that for a piezoceramic tube to be successful in longitudinal
resonance and to respond readily to a simulated touch situation the electrode gap must
be significantly large enough, e.g. 1mm. This supports the work of chapter 6 where the
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electrode gap, sw must be larger than the substrate thickness, t. It has also been found
that this relationship is of importance, even if it is detrimental to the active zones of the
PZT substrate. It is of importance to promote the electric field in the longitudinal
direction. This is also illustrated by analysis of a series electrode with s w=150μm, as the
dead area within the substrate thickness is too significant for a good resonant response to
occur.

The following chapter will introduce prototypes of piezoceramic touch sensors which
include the attaching of the stylus base and ball. Resonance response is investigated with
additional finite element analysis. Suggestions of future work are also discussed in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 8: Prototype touch trigger probe build
8.1

Introduction

Manufacture and characterisation of piezoceramic tubes with novel interdigitated
electrodes were seen in Chapter 7. The work in this chapter investigates the effect of the
addition of a stylus attachments and the resulting performance. The effects of the
attachment of the stylus ball and base will add mass and clamping to the resonating
piezoceramic tube. Finite element analysis which takes into consideration the addition of
stylus parts is also introduced in this chapter.

A 3D finite element model is introduced in the second half of this chapter. The model
developed allows for the building of a piezoceramic tube in ANSYS with a parallel IDE
electrode arrangement. The effects of electric field on the polarisation of the ceramic can
be predicted and resonant behaviour over a range of frequencies.

8.2

Stylus investigation and Prototype

For the further development of a piezoelectric touch trigger probe it is of great
importance to investigate the performance of the probe when attached to the stylus ball.
Continuation of this investigation would allow for the attachment of the probe to a
Renishaw CMM device so that it may be developed in a product specific environment.
This work will take into consideration the effects of clamping the piezoceramic cylinder,
gluing of the attachments and the mass and position of the attachments and bonding.

Figure 8-1 illustrates a simple set-up of the stylus attachments. This includes,





Stylus ball,
Stylus ball attachment/insert,
Stylus base,
Piezoceramic element.
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Figure 8-1 – Stylus set-up for a piezoceramic tube sensor with attachments required for connection to a
ruby stylus ball and to a Renishaw CMM device.

Preliminary investigations used a Renishaw ruby ball (ϕ = 8mm). Figure 8-2 shows the
individual parts and assembled prototype piezoceramic stylus. The development of a
working prototype for the application requires further investigations. Early evaluations of
the manufactured samples from Chapter 7 with the assembled stylus format (Figure 8-1)
illustrated the potential of the device. When sw = 1mm a touch event was seen in the zaxis. Issues in the assembly of a prototype illustrated the issues regarding:




Added mass to the piezoceramic tube,
Clamped at the stylus base,
Clamping due to the high stiffness dental cement used for assembly.

The outlined issues from preliminary investigations are summarised in Figure 8-3, where
it is seen that by clamping the ceramic tube that the resonant and anti-resonant
frequencies decrease in amplitude, notably the third harmonic, and the frequencies are
lowered. Addition of assembled parts, including clamping decreases the amplitude and
frequency further. This is found to be detrimental to the sensing capabilities of the
device. The addition of mass and clamping can be attributed to the damping of the
piezoceramic system.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8-2 – Individual components of a simple stylus set-up (a) including from left to right the base
attachment, stylus insert, ruby stylus ball, and prepared helical electrode piezoceramic tube.
Assembled prototype stylus in (b), attached with standard dental ceramic.

Figure 8-3 – Summary of resonant behaviour of a piezoceramic tube when in free vibration, clamped at
base, and fully assembled and clamped at base, on a parallel IDE piezoceramic tube with sw=1mm.
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The stylus set-up must then be developed further. This includes the development of an
FE model that allows for the understanding the system, and give opportunity to evaluate
a range of materials that may be used for the individual parts and the glue. Additionally
geometries may be investigated further, such as the piezoceramic tube so that the aspect
ratio would allow for further promotion of the longitudinal response.

An initial

development of a FE model to investigate the effects of the stylus arrangement is seen in
Figure 8-4, with comparisons to experimental results in Figure 8-5. Such approaches
would allow for the development and understanding of the system as a whole.

(a)
(b)
Figure 8-4 – FE model of a assembled stylus with (a) axis-symmetric model, and (b) ¾ rotation of model.
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Figure 8-5 – Comparisons of an assembled prototype experimental and FE model.

Development of the stylus may involve the addition of a stem and different materials that
may promote a modal shape that will allow for 3 dimensional sensing. A preliminary
design of an arrangement to involve a stem is seen in Figure 8-6. This may be evaluated
using FE modelling techniques as illustrated in the modelled geometry in Figure 8-7.

Figure 8-6 – Design of a stylus with the addition of a tungsten carbide or ruby stem.

Figure 8-7 – Geometry design of a piezoceramic touch sensor with a tungsten carbide stem.
Piezoceramic tube illustrates the polarised elements, with model being a 2D axis-symmetrical model.
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8.2.1 3D model development
A 3D model is of interest to investigate the 3D modal shapes that may not be predicted by
the use of a 2D axis-symmetric model.

It is also of interest as it allows for the

investigation of the effects of the feed electrodes and its influence on the electrode
fingers of opposite polarity. This approach involves the creation of a large number of
individual areas with respect to the features on the cylinder and selection of nodes for
the applied voltage. The investigated approach could adopt a fully parametric controlled
model, so that the electrode and tube dimensions could be manipulated by the user, and
the model geometry is seen in Figure 8-8. The approach would allow for the initial
polarisation predictions of the material, and resulting resonance response.

The FE 3D model seen in Figure 8-8 was constructed using a SOLID5 brick mesh for the
piezoceramic tube. Associated areas to the dimensions outlined in Figure 6-2 are used to
build 3D elements and are used as variables so that geometry is flexible. This is in order
that mesh densities match throughout the 3D model allowing for a full brick mesh. A
section is first built which is then generated with respect to the tube length similar to
model 2 in Figure 6-12. The changes in material properties with respect to poled/unpoled
elements in six different dipole orientations may be predicted by the 3D model. This is
seen in Figure 8-9. Appendix 10.14 shows a full working code for a 3D model.

Figure 8-8 – 3D model of a piezoceramic tube with a parallel IDE arrangement. FE model includes the
glued attachment of a ruby stylus ball. Light blue area is unpoled PZT ceramic, red is the +ve electrode,
purple –ve electrode and blue is the spherical ruby stylus ball.
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Figure 8-9 – 3D FE model approach post polarisation predictions. Different colours represent different
material type for 6 polarisation directions, +x, -x, +y, -y, +z, and –z and unpoled.

A 3D model is limited due to the large number of nodes required for a suitable mesh. This
results in a longer computational modelling time.

This would require larger

computational powers which may be achieved with the development of technology. An
approach in 3D must take into consideration that it is not a Cartesian co-ordinate system
(x, y, z), but a cylindrical co-ordinate (r, ϕ, z). Adopting this in an FE model will allow for
the material properties to be understood in the correct terms, and not that of a Cartesian
system, and has been evaluated in ANSYS 11.

8.3

Conclusions

The effects of the addition of stylus parts were investigated in this chapter. It is seen that
the added mass and clamping effects of both the parts and dental cement are detrimental
to the overall performance of the device. This was also predicted using FEA modelling of
the constructed device.

A 3D modelling approach is introduced. This approach has the potential of exploring unsymmetrical modal shapes with the effects of electric field on polarisation taken into
consideration. Current computational powers cannot utilise the 3D approach as large
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enough mesh densities cannot be modelled.

Additionally, computational times are

significantly large, notably for harmonic analysis with a large range of frequencies.
Selective analysis may be achieved with a combination of 2D and 3D model approach to
decrease computation on complicated 3D models.

It may be concluded from this work that the development of a touch sensor may be
achieved from the application of a novel interdigitated electrode on the outer surface of a
piezoceramic tube. Combined with a novel 3D laser ablation process it has the potential
of creating new electrode geometries on piezoceramic tubes. This may be taken further,
where a range of piezoceramic 3D structures may be manipulated with the removal of
electrode material in a desired fashion.

This may be on 2D disks to 3D spherical

structures. The work carried out in this thesis has allowed for the further understanding
of piezoceramic structures, but also has developed the tools that allow for its
understanding and ultimately its progression.

This works objectives has been to

innovated a piezoceramic touch trigger probe, but also to lay the foundation for further
work to be carried out in the area of the touch trigger probe and piezoelectric materials.
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Chapter 9: General Conclusions and Future Work
9.1

Conclusions

This thesis has considered all factors in order to develop an optimised piezoelectric touch
trigger probe. Working prototypes have been manufactured and characterised in this
work and have been sensitive to 0.25g mass touches. It can be concluded that:


Longitudinal modes of resonance are required to be promoted with the use of
interdigitated electrodes,



FEA models to include the effects of electric field developed in this work improve
predictions of the behaviour of piezoelectric behaviour,



Developed modelling approaches allow for the optimisation of IDE arrangements
on piezoceramic tubes, where:
o sw≥t
o ew≥t/2



Optimised electrode material and laser set-up has been determined for the
successful removal of metal during ablation, with substrate widths of 150μm and
1mm achieved.



Electrode geometry was successfully predicted with finite element modelling
developed in this work,



Performance of a touch event on a piezoceramic tube has been investigated with
IDE with a substrate width of 1mm having the ability to sense a mass of 0.25g.
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9.2

Suggestions for future work

Work carried out in thesis may be developed further by the further development of a
piezoceramic touch trigger probe. Additionally, the modelling approaches developed in
this thesis have the potential to develop the understanding of piezoelectric materials with
respect to other end applications. The following points are suggestions to further work in
the area of the objectives of developing the piezoelectric touch trigger probe:


Expansion of model to incorporate 3D modelling to explore feed electrode and
non-symmetrical modes of resonance.



A 3D model has potential to investigate novel IDE arrangements including both
series and parallel.



Investigations into stylus set-up that may involve the design of a new stylus
configuration.
o Stylus ball;
o Incorporation of supplement shaft;
o Bondage of shaft to stylus ball (i.e. epoxy, cement, etc) and potential
damping.



Investigations of stylus set-up with FE modelling combined with experimental
work.



Use of more than two electrodes (simplified +ve and –ve) so that 3-axis may be
sensed during touch event (x, y and z directions).



Evaluation of experimental work with tools such as Laser vibrometry (Doppler
response).

Further work into the material performance may involve the investigation of the use of
electrodes to influence the overall performance of the ceramic. This may be in areas
where the increased area of unpoled material due to the electric field will produce the
soft type performing as a hard type PZT ceramic under certain conditions with selectivity
in the stiffness of the material compared to the electromechanical performance. This
may adopt the use of IDE electrodes to create specific material properties that are
desired for an application (other than a touch trigger probe).
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Just as iron rusts unless it is used, and water putrifies or, in cold, turns to ice, so our
intellect spoils unless it is kept in use.
The Notebooks of Leonardo Da Vinci
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Chapter 10: Appendix
10.1 Appendix A:
An Introduction:
Piezoelectric Materials

Static & Dynamic Analysis of

10.2 Introduction
The finite element analysis (FEA) package, ANSYS allows the user to investigate the cyclic response
of a designed part, therefore enabling the user to characterisation the dynamic performance.
Modal analysis enables the investigation of the vibration behaviour of a structure, giving the
natural frequencies and mode shapes). Harmonic analysis can then build on the found knowledge
of modal analysis by applying a sustained cyclic load, thus producing a cyclic response. This can
therefore predict the sustained dynamic behaviour of a designed structure.

This appendix section shall introduce the basic concepts of dynamic analysis of piezoelectric
materials, and illustrate the methodology for the successful performance of dynamic analysis with
the use of ANSYS1.

A typical ANSYS model will have the following steps:
1. Building of the model
2. Application of loads
3. Obtaining of results
This work will talk about both 2-D and 3-D modelling of piezoelectric materials.

The modelling of piezoelectric ceramics in the finite element analysis package ANSYS, must take
some careful thought prior to any investigations take place. Initial considerations must be in the
choice of element, and the use of manufacturer supplied data for the piezoelectric material. Only
certain elements allow for piezoelectric investigations, with both 2-D and 3-D modelling
permitted. Summarisations of the elements that can be applied to a piezoelectric model are
found in table 1. The choice of approach; be it 3-D or 2-D, is purely due to which approach is the
simplest and most practical to the given application.

1

At time of writing, ANSYS 11.0 software was used.
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SOLID5

Coupled-Field Solid Element

PLANE13

2-D Coupled-Field Solid Element

SOLID98

Tetrahedral Coupled-Field Solid Element

PLANE223

2-D 8-Node Coupled-Field Solid Element

SOLID226

3-D 20-Node Coupled-Field Solid Element

SOLID227

3-D 10-Node Coupled-Field Solid Element

2-D and 3-D solid modelling is of most interest because in the former, planar and axisymmetric
structures may be modelled, and the latter enables the investigation of thick structures.

10.3 Piezoelectric Materials Properties for ANSYS Analysis

10.3.1 Piezoelectric Material Behaviour of a 3-D Model
Fundamental piezoelectric behaviour can be described as follows, and is given typically by
manufacturers and academics alike:

S  d  E  sE T

Equation A1

D   T  E  d T

For theoretical modelling, ANSYS uses the following form of the equation where stress is the
subject rather than strain. Where T is stress, D is electric flux density, S is strain and E is electric
field.

[e]   {S}
{T } [c E ]

 T

S 
{D} [e]  [ ]  {E}

Equation A2

Where it is in relation to the material properties; elasticity matrix at constant electric field [cE]

As a result of the anisotropic characteristics of piezoelectric ceramics stiffness, and piezoelectric
and dielectric constants must be related to the correct co-ordinate.
summarised in the correct matrix format for the given problem.
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The relation can be

Stress in a body can be represented by the following stress tensor with 9 stress components,

 11  12  13 
 ij   21  22  23 
 31  32  33 

Equation A3

If the body is in equilibrium, and not subjected to any rotational force, then the following is true,

 ij   ji

Equation A4

Therefore, giving the stress tensor containing symmetry in equation A5.

 11  12  13 
 ij   12  22  23 
 13  23  33 

Equation A5

And can be simplified as:

 1
 ij   6
 5

6 5
 2  4 
 4  3 

Equation A6

Simultaneously, strain may be summarised in a 9 tensor component matrix. A deformation
resulting in the strain in a body will see a displacement of a given point, which can be resolved by
the components u, v, and w parallel to x, y and z axis. Hence displacement of a given point
becomes: x + u, y + v, z + w. This is defined by equation A7.


u

x

 1  v u 
 ij     
 2  x y 
 1  w u 
 2  x  z 

 

1  v u 
  
2  x y 
v
y
1  v w 
 

2  z y 
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1  w u 
 

2  x z 
1  v w  
 
  Equation A7
2  z y  
w


z


This can be simplified as:

 11  12  13 
 ij   12  22  23 
 13  23  33 

Equation A8

And reduced further to:

 1
 ij   6
 5

6 5 
 2  4 
 4  3 

Equation A9

Stress and strain tensors are found to be in relation to the stiffness, c and compliance, s tensors of
the material, thus:

   c 
   s 

Equation A10

This gives the following 6x6 matrix:

 1   c11
  c
 2   21
 3  c31
 
 4  c41
 5  c51
  
 6  c61

c12
c 22
c32
c 42
c52
c62

c13 c14
c 23 c 24
c33 c34
c 43 c 44
c53 c54
c63 c64

c15
c25
c35
c45
c55
c65

c16   1 
c 26   2 
c36   3 
 
c 46   4 
c56   5 
 
c66   6 

Equation A11

As cij  c ji , the tensor in equation A11 can become symmetrical, thus the stiffness matrix for an
anisotropic material is fully shown in equation A12.
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c11
c
 12
c
cij   13
c14
c15

c16

 

c12
c22
c23
c24
c25
c26

c13
c23
c33
c34
c35
c36

c14
c24
c34
c44
c45
c46

c15
c25
c35
c45
c55
c56

c16 
c26 
c36 

c46 
c56 

c66 

Equation A12

It is to be noted that the stress vector for equation A12 is:

    x Y  Z  YZ XZ  XY 

Equation A13

Whereas for ANSYS, the stress vector is found to be:

    x Y  Z  XY  YZ XZ 

Equation A14

Thus, the stiffness matrix (equation A12) for ANSYS becomes:

c11
c
 12
c
cij   13
c14
c15

c16

 

c12
c22
c23
c24
c25
c26

c13
c23
c33
c34
c35
c36

c14
c24
c34
c66
c45
c46

c15
c25
c35
c45
c44
c56

c16 
c26 
c36 

c46 
c56 

c55 

Equation A15

Most materials exhibit symmetry, including anisotropic materials such as orthotropic, which are
found to have three orthogonal planes of symmetry.

An orthotropic material exhibits no

interactions between the normal stresses and shear strains, or normal strains and shear stresses.
Therefore the stiffness tensor reduces to:

c11 c12
c
 12 c22
c
c
cij   13 23
0
0
0
0

0
 0

 

c13 0
c23 0
c33 0
0 c44
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
c55
0

0
0 
0

0
0

c66 

Equation A16

Further reduction can be applied to isotropic materials. Typically, piezoelectric materials are
poled through the 3 or Z axis of an isotropic material. It is therefore found, c23  c13 , c55  c44 ,

c22  c11 , so:
c11 c12 c13 0
c
 12 c11 c13 0
c
c
c
0
cij   13 13 33
0
0 c44
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
 0

 

0
0
0
0
c44
0

0
0 
0

0
0

c66 

Equation A17

0
0 
0

0
0

c44 

Equation A18

Equation A17 can be transcribed into ANSYS form to give:

c11 c12 c13 0
c
 12 c11 c13 0
c
c
c
0
cij   13 13 33
0
0 c66
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
 0

 

0
0
0
0
c44
0

Hence, equation A18 relates to the the 6 x 6 elastic matrix for ANSYS (equation A19).

 D11
D
 21
D
D   31
 D41
 D51

 D61

D22
D32
D42
D52
D62

D33
D43
D53
D63

D44
D54
D64



sym





D55

D65 D66 

Equation A19

The stiffness property matrix data for a piezoceramic are recognised by ANSYS as a tabulated
data. The full 6 x 6 coefficient matrix format for ANSYS contains 21 constants (C1-C21), which are
inputted 6 per command using the TBDATA command, as follows:
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Constant

Data Terms

C1-C6

D11, D21, D31, D41, D51, D61

C7-C12

D22, D32, D42, D52, D62, D33

C13-C18

D43, D53, D63, D44, D54, D64

C19-C21

D55, D65, D66

With respect to the piezoelectric properties of a ceramic, the matrix is the same irrelevant to the
symmetry of the constituent crystals. Poling of a ceramic result in cylindrical symmetry about the
polar axis, and as shear stress has no direct effect on the piezoelectric behaviour of the material,
the matrix of the piezoelectric induced stress constants, eij reduces to:

0
0
0

eij   0
0
0
e31 e31 e33

0
e15

e15
0

0

0

0
0
0

Equation A20

Where the 6 x 3 matrix relates to x, y, z, yz, xz, xy. ANSYS requires the e coefficient matrix input to
be in 3 x 6 and relating to the terms x, y, z, xy, yz, xz, thus giving the 3-D matrix for ANSYS as:

 e11
e
 21
e
e   31
e41
e51

e61

e12
e22
e32
e42
e52
e62

e13 
e23 
e33 

e43 
e53 

e63 

Equation A21

e13 
e13 
e33 

0
0

0 

Equation A22

Thus transposing equation A20 to give:

0
0

0
eij  
0
0

e15

0
0
0
0
e15
0
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Piezoelectric material property data for a piezoceramic is recognised by ANSYS as tabulated data,
and are therefore inputted using the TBDATA command to define the 18 constants (C1-C18) with
6 per command as follows:

Constant

Data Terms

C1-C6

e11, e12, e13, e21, e22, e23

C7-C12

e31, e32, e33, e41, e42, e43

C13-C18

e51, e52, e53, e61, e62, e63

The dielectric constant tensor for a given piezoceramic may be defined with the following 3 x 3
matrix form for ANSYS (equation A23), which relates to the x, y, z components of the electric field
to the x, y, z components of electric flux density (6 constants).

  11  12  13 
   
 22  23 
sym
 33 

Equation A23

ANSYS allows the user to define either [εT] or [εS], where TBOPT command must equal 0 or 1
respectively. In relation to symmetry in the ceramic structure, only two constants are required to
describe the system fully, therefore ε22 = ε11, which gives:

 
ij

0
 11 0

  0  11 0 
 0
0  33 

Equation A24

Notation may be reduced further, giving ε1 and ε2, and input into ANSYS is achievable with the MP
command with the following labels; PERX, PERY, and PERZ.

10.4 Piezoelectric Material Behaviour of a 2-D Model
2-D models of piezoelectric structures are of great use to the prediction of material and structure
performance, such as for the analysis of thin and of ‘infinitely’ long structures. Thirdly, with the
use of symmetry, axisymmetric models can be analysed, allowing for the efficient computational
power resulting in the ability to analyse complex axisymmetric structures.
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As a 2-D ANSYS model has only 2 axes in the X-Y plane, transformation of available data of a 3-D
structure must be performed. Additionally, a 3-D model of a piezoelectric is poled through the Z
(3) axis which is absent in the 2-D model, therefore transformation of material data must take into
consideration the direction of poling.

Correct transformation of data matrices allow for a

variation of poling direction through either the x or y axis.

For a 2-D model, the stiffness constants may be reduced to a 4 x 4 matrix in relation to XX, YY, ZZ,
XY terms. A model poled in the Y-axis (2 direction) can have its notation rearranged accordingly
from the existing 3-D matrix (equation A18), where in the 3-D poling is through the Z-axis (3
direction). Therefore for the 2-D model, material property data Y-axis becomes the Z-axis data,
and vice versa. The 4 x 4 stiffness matrix for ANSYS becomes:

c11 c13 c12 0 
c
c33 c13 0 
13

cij 
c12 c13 c11 0 


0
0 c44 
0

 

Equation A25

Similarly, for poling through the x-axis (1 direction) for a 2-D model, the z-axis material property
data must be exchanged with the x-axis data, and vice versa. Thus, for an x-axis poled model, the
ANSYS stiffness tensor format is as follows:

c33 c13 c13 0 
c
c
c
0 
cij   13 11 12
c13 c12 c11 0 


0
0 c44 
0

 

Equation A26

2-D material matrices are inputted into ANSYS following the same procedure as 3-D models, using
the 6 x 6 matrix of equation A19.

The piezoelectric properties for a 2-D model must be rearranged from the existing 3-D e matrix
(equation A22), and additionally take into consideration the direction of poling. The piezoelectric
properties of a 2-D model is summarised by a 2 x 4 matrix. For a 2-D model poled in the y-axis the
z direction data is exchanged with the y data and vice versa, as is found with the stiffness matrix.
So the matrix for a 2-D model becomes:
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 0 e13 
0 e 
33 
eij  
 0 e13 


e15 0 

Equation A27

Similarly, for a 2-D model poled through its x-axis, the x direction data is swapped with the z
direction data, hence giving the matrix of the piezoelectric induced stress constants, eij for a 2-D
model as:

e33 0 
e
0 
13

eij 
e33 0 


 0 e15 

Equation A28

With reference to the dielectric properties of a 2-D piezoelectric model, transformation of the 3-D
properties for a y-axis poled model as:

 xx   11
 yy   33

Equation A29

 zz   11
And for a 2-D model poled through the x-axis, the dielectric properties are transformed from the
3-D properties as:

 xx   33
 yy   11

Equation A30

 zz   11
Material properties for a piezoelectric structure can be now successfully adapted to the finite
element analysis software, ANSYS for both 3-D and 2-D modelling problems.

10.5 Building of a Piezoelectric Model
Before the building of a model in ANSYS for any type of analysis, great care must be taken on the
selection of element type for both 2-D and 3-D modelling. Piezoelectric materials have two
natural properties; its structure and behaviour to electric field. Therefore, any analysis on a
piezoelectric will involve the coupling of the structure and electric field, so a coupled-field
element type must be used. Six element types are applicable to solving the problem, all being
coupled-field elements. Typically SOLID5 and SOLID 98 are applied to 3-D models, and PLANE13
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and PLANE223 for 2-D models. The key option (KEYOPT) for each element is activated for a
piezoelectric model with regards to the analysis required.

SOLID5

Coupled-Field Solid Element

PLANE13

2-D Coupled-Field Solid Element

SOLID98

Tetrahedral Coupled-Field Solid Element

PLANE223

2-D 8-Node Coupled-Field Solid Element

SOLID226

3-D 20-Node Coupled-Field Solid Element

SOLID227

3-D 10-Node Coupled-Field Solid Element

3-D Solid Modelling

3-D modelling can successfully execute the analysis of block and cylindrical structures. Certain
structures may also be further simplified with the exploitation of symmetry of the subject, for
example a solid block may be investigated with symmetry on three faces. Blocks can be modelled
using either the BLC4 or BLC5 command, with respect to corner or centre reference points
respectively.

The analysis of a disc or ring shaped structure can also be simplified with the use of symmetry,
and is modelled using the cylinder command, CYL4. Symmetry may be applied to the required
faces of the structure by selecting the appropriate face (NSEL) and then applying the necessary
symmetry constraints onto the degree of freedoms (DSYM). For cosmetic purposes in reviewing a
full structure, for example a full disc rather than ⅛ of disc with applied symmetry can be
performed with the graphical user interface (GUI) of ANSYS.

10.5.1 2-D Axisymmetric Modelling
Axisymmetric modelling is very useful in the modelling of cylindrical shaped bodies which have
symmetry around the central axis, such as a pipe or disc. The reduction in the size of the model
through symmetry allows for greater computational power, and give more accurate results than
a, equivalent 3-D model. Modelling requires only the x and y axis, with symmetry applied to the
global Cartesian y-axis. If required more complex shapes can be modelled using this technique,
but only if the structure is axisymmetric, such as a wheel or light bulb.
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Construction of a 2-D axisymmetric structure requires only the outline of a representative 2-D
form. A 2-D form of a ring can be constructed by a rectangular area (RECTNG), with an offset in
the x-axis to take into consideration the through hole in the centre of the structure. 2-D
axisymmetric model elements must be exclusively used in harmonic response analysis.

10.5.2 Limitations and Awareness of Certain Problems in FEA Modelling
It is good practice before any modelling that all limitations are known of a certain type of
structure, modelling approach, applied solver, and constraints. Regarding the use of symmetry, it
is of importance that not only the original built model is taken into consideration during the
building of the model in a FEA package, but also the resulting affects on the structure. Careful
thought into the possible outcomes of a modelled structure may lead to the conclusion that a
symmetrical shape possibly will not have a symmetrical resultant deformation. An example would
be that an axisymmetric model of a wheel would allow the structure to be built correctly, but
when a force applied to simulate the wheel hitting a kerb for example, it will apply the force to
the entire wheel circumference rather than the one point of impact. Not all outcomes are clear,
such as found in modal shapes of a structure, where a resultant shape would have a nonsymmetrical outcome.

10.5.3 Analysis of a Piezoceramic Model
The dynamic analysis of a piezoceramic model is only successful if the model is built correctly,
with all parameters satisfied. The application of loads during an analysis can be further conducted
with ease if a defined electrode or electrode pattern is completed during the building of the
model. This can be accomplished by selecting the node(s) (NSEL) and labelling the selection
accordingly. This label can then be referred to later in the analysis when applying the required
loads and constraints.
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10.5.4 Static Analysis of a Piezoceramic
Static analysis of a piezoelectric structure can be used to predict the piezoelectric performance of
a given shape. It is also a useful exercise so as to evaluate a working ANSYS model with reference
to the manufacturer or experimental data for the material. Static analysis can predict the
permittivity and d coefficients of a piezoelectric ceramic.

10.6 Modal Analysis of a Piezoceramic
It is of good practice to begin any vibration analysis of a structure in ANSYS with the
determination of natural frequencies and mode shapes with the use of modal analysis. Further
analysis can be carried out on a structure in greater detail after the conduction of modal analysis,
such as harmonic response and transient analysis. Modal analysis is strictly for the validation of
the linear behaviour of a structure, where a non-linear structure will be treated as linear.

Once a suitable structure for modal analysis is built, the user must enter the ANSYS solution mode
(/SOLU), whereupon the analysis type must be defined. Typically a new analysis is defined
(ANTYPE), where the analysis type for modal is MODAL. It is here as well the method of
extraction and number of modes required from the analysis is defined, this is completed with the
MODOPT command. A number or selection in a frequency range of modes to be expanded and
written is given by the MXPAND command. Expanding the resultant values at this stage allows for
the extraction of the modal shapes, but only eigenvectors and eigenvalues are outputted.

At this stage the analysis is set up accordingly to the required modal analysis, it must therefore
now be applied to the piezoelectric structure. It is imperative for the successful conduction of a
modal analysis that the correct definition of the master degree of freedom (MDOF) is adhered to.
MDOF are the significant degrees of freedom that characterise the vibration behaviour of a
structure during analysis, and typically twice the number of MDOF as the number of modes of
interest should be defined. Definition of MDOF is achievable with the M command. The total
number of master degree of freedom to be used during an analysis may be defined with the
TOTAL command.

Modal analysis allows only zero loads to be applied to a structure. Zero displacement constraints
that applicable to modal analysis, and are applied with the D command. With respect to a
piezoelectric material, the voltages (VOLT) on both electrode faces are equal to zero.
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The Block Lanczos solver is recommended for solving the modal analysis of a piezoceramic
structure, which is found to be the default solver for this analysis type. The solution must be
exited at this stage (FINISH) for any further analysis to take place, such as the expansion of modes
in a separate step.

After solving, the results may also be extracted at this stage in a separate step, thus allowing for
the full output of resulting data from a reduced modal analysis. Expansion of the resulting data is
the writing of the mode shapes to the results file, which can be reviewed and expanded. The
solution (/SOLU) mode must be re-entered before any extraction of the expanded modes. The
expansion pass must then be activated with on with the EXPASS command. The number of modes
and frequency range to analyse is determined with the MXPAND command. Selection and output
of resultant data must be defined; data to be printed to the output is selected with the OUTPR
command, with the file output determined with OUTRES. The expansion of the results can thus
be solved accordingly (SOLVE).

Reviewing of results post analysis must be conducted in the general postprocessor (/POST1).
Results from the modal analysis will consist of the natural frequencies, expanded mode shapes
and the stress and force distributions (if defined). Results may read and listed with the SET
command, and graphically displayed with the PLDISP command.

10.7 Harmonic Response Analysis of a Piezoceramic
Once a suitable model is built, be it 3-D or 2-D, harmonic analysis may be performed. With
reference to the results of a modal analysis, a frequency range of interest can be distinguished
which contains the natural frequencies of the structure. The harmonic analysis consists of a cyclic
load within a defined frequency range which is subjected onto the structure, hence resulting in
the harmonic response of the system. This analysis allows for further predictions into the
dynamic characteristics of a piezoceramic structure. Cyclic loads applied to the structure are
sinusoidal, and allow for the analysis of the harmonic response, allowing for calculations of a
displacement or in the case of a piezoelectric material, impedance versus frequency.

Harmonic response analysis of a piezoelectric structure is conducted with the full method, which
uses the full matrix for analysis. This method is of greatest ease as no master degree of freedoms
are required to be defined, and allows for solid model loading. To initiate the full harmonic
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response analysis on a suitable model of a piezoceramic structure, the solution must be entered
and a new analysis must be declared (ANTYPE). To define full analysis the solution method
(HROPT) is set to FULL. With regards to the solver, a default frontal solver is sufficient for
piezoceramic structural problems.

The frequency (Hz) range to analyse is defined (HARFRQ), alongside the number of steps to be
performed for the load step (NSUBST). Due to the loads stepping through the defined frequency
range, loading must be specified as stepped load with the KBC command. The model is now ready
for the application of the sinusoidal loads for a successful prediction of harmonic response.

Any application of load onto a structure during a harmonic type analysis is assumed to be
sinusoidal with time. Loading onto a piezoelectric structure is a voltage (VOLT) displacement
defined by the D command. The output option of the harmonic analysis results must be defined
so as to write the prediction for each frequency step (OUTRES). The solution can now be solved
(SOLVE).

Reviewing of the results can be performed in two postprocessor modes, POST1 and POST26. The
former allows for the evaluation of data over the entire model at a specific frequency, whereas
the latter allows for the review of results at specific over the entire frequency range. POST26
postprocessor results are stored by the ANSYS program into tables, where the result item
variables are versus the frequency. Due to the nature of piezoelectric materials, it is of interest to
analyse the reaction force data, amperes (AMPS), which is accomplished with the RFORCE
command. It is to be noted that the ANSYS defines each variable in the results table with a
reference number; where frequency = 1, and amperes = 2.

The resulting output from a harmonic response analysis is the current flow (AMPS) at a given
frequency step. This may be converted into impedance (Z) which is of use when analysing data
with experimental findings. Impedance can be determined by:

Z

V
2   f  Q

Equation A31

Where, V is the applied voltage (V), f is the frequency and Q is the current flow (AMPS).
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10.8 Appendix B: ANSYS APDL Codes
This section of the appendix will introduce the ANSYS Parametric Language (APDL) coding used for
analysis of the piezoceramic structures. This will include codes for all parts of this work with the
development required for successful analysis. It also includes variations of the code that were not
used for this thesis, but may be of interest to future work in the field. This includes variations of
the 2D axis-symmetric model introduced in this thesis in a 3D format, and application of the code
to construct and analyse a prototype device with simplified stylus attachments as discussed in the
concluding section of this thesis.

Formatting of the ANSYS code was achieved by using the programmer’s code editor PSPad
(http://www.pspad.com/).
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rectng,innerrad,outerrad,0,length

10.9 Axis-symmetric tube
!
!
!
!
!
!

SMRTSIZE,1
AMESH,ALL
NSEL,S,LOC,X,innerrad
CP,1,VOLT,ALL
CM,INTRFC,NODE
*GET,N1,NODE,,NUM,MIN

Parameters:
- arg1: Length
- arg2: Diameter
- arg3: Wall Thickness
- arg4: Start Frequency
- arg4: Finish Frequency

NSEL,S,LOC,X,outerrad
CP,2,VOLT,ALL
CM,OUTSIDE,NODE
*GET,N2,NODE,,NUM,MIN

FINISH
*DEL,ALL
/CLEAR,START
/CONFIG,NORSTGM,1
/CONFIG,NOELDB,1
/FILNAME, RL, 1
/TITLE, Piezo model of axisymmetric tube
/STITLE,1, R.W.C. Lewis 2007
/UNITS, SI

NSEL,ALL
FINISH
/UIS,MSGPOP,3
/UIS,ABORT,OFF
KEYW,PR_SGUI,1
/WINDOW,1,OFF

*IF,arg1,GT,0,THEN
length = arg1
*ELSE
length = 200E-3
*ENDIF

/SOLU
ANTYPE,HARM
HROPT,FULL
HARFRQ,start,finish
NSUBST,step

*IF,arg2,GT,0,THEN
diameter = arg2
*ELSE
diameter = 6E-3
*ENDIF

KBC,1
D,N1,VOLT,voltage
D,N2,VOLT,0.0

*IF,arg3,GT,0,THEN
wallthickness = arg3
*ELSE
wallthickness = 2E-3
*ENDIF

OUTRES,,1
SOLVE
FINISH

*IF,arg4,GT,0,THEN
start = arg4
*ELSE
start = 1E4
*ENDIF

/POST26
RFORCE,2,N1,AMPS
STORE,MERGE
*GET,size,VARI,,NSETS
*DIM,results,array,size,2

*IF,arg5,GT,0,THEN
finish = arg5
*ELSE
finish = 1e6
*ENDIF
outerrad = diameter/2
innerrad = outerrad-wallthickness
voltage = 0.5
step = 500

VGET,results(1,1),1
VGET,results(1,2),2
*CFOPEN,harmonic.%length%.%diameter%.%wall
thickness%.%start%.%finish%.HARD,csv
*VWRITE
('Frequency',',','Amperes')

/PREP7
SHPP,ON

*VWRITE,results(1,1),results(1,2)
%0.4G,%0.4G

ET,1,PLANE13,7,,1
EMUNIT,EPZRO,8.854E-12
PI = 3.14

*CFCLOS
FINISH

!PZT-8 -2D Model Poled through X-axis
MP,DENS,1,7600
MP,PERX,1,600
$
MP,PERY,1,900
MP,PERZ,1,900
TB,PIEZ,1
TBDATA,01,14.0,,,-4.1
TBDATA,07,-4.1,,,,10.3
TB,ANEL,1,1,,0
TBDATA,01,13.2E10,8.11E10,8.11E10
TBDATA,07,14.9E10,8.11E10
TBDATA,12,14.9E10
TBDATA,16,3.13E10

$
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MAT,1
MP,DENS,,7500
MP,PERX,,1585
MP,EX,,65E9
MP,PRXY,,0.37

10.10 Polarisation of a
Piezocomposite
FINISH
*DEL,ALL
/CLEAR,START
/CONFIG,NORSTGM,1
/CONFIG,NOELDB,1
/FILNAME, RLPOLPORE, 1
/TITLE, Piezoelectric Polarised
Structure
/STITLE,1, R.W.C. Lewis 2009
/UNITS, SI

!Material (2): PZT-5H Poled Z°-Z' (Nrm)
MP,DENS,2,7500
MP,PERX,2,1700
$
MP,PERY,1,1700
MP,PERZ,1,1470
TB,PIEZ,2
TBDATA,03,-6.55,,,-6.55
TBDATA,09,23.30
TBDATA,14,17.00,,17.00
TB,ANEL,2,1,,0
TBDATA,01,126.0E9,79.5E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,07,126.0E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,12,117.0E9,,,,23.5E9
TBDATA,19,23.0E9,,23.0E9

!
! Do
Porous

*IF,arg1,GT,0,THEN
density = arg1
*ELSE
density = 5
*ENDIF

!Material (3): PZT-5H Poled Z'-Z° (Rev)
MP,DENS,3,7500
MP,PERX,3,1700
$
MP,PERY,3,1700
MP,PERZ,3,1470
TB,PIEZ,3
TBDATA,03,6.55,,,6.55
TBDATA,09,-23.30
TBDATA,14,-17.00,,-17.00
TB,ANEL,3,1,,0
TBDATA,01,126.0E9,79.5E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,07,126.0E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,12,117.0E9,,,,23.5E9
TBDATA,19,23.0E9,,23.0E9

*IF,arg2,GT,0,THEN
airpore = arg2
*ELSE
airpore = 0
*ENDIF
*IF,arg3,GT,0,AND,arg3,LT,40,THEN
meshdivs = arg3
iterations = arg4
*ELSE
meshdivs = 30
iterations = 2
*ENDIF

!Material (4): PZT-5H Poled X°-X' (Nrm)
MP,DENS,4,7500
MP,PERX,4,1470
$
MP,PERY,4,1700
MP,PERZ,4,1700
TB,PIEZ,4
TBDATA,01,23.30,,,-6.55
TBDATA,07,-6.55,,,,17.00
TBDATA,18,17.00
TB,ANEL,4,1,,0
TBDATA,01,117.0E9,84.1E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,07,126.0E9,79.5E9
TBDATA,12,126.0E9,,,,23.0E9
TBDATA,19,23.5E9,,23.0E9

lz = 5e-3
lx = lz
ly = lz
pole_volt = 2.5E3
con_no = 10
area = lx*ly
f = 1e9
p = f/area
*DIM,res,ARRAY,iterations,10

!Material (5): PZT-5H Poled X'-X° (Rev)
MP,DENS,5,7500
MP,PERX,5,1470
$
MP,PERY,5,1700
MP,PERZ,5,1700
TB,PIEZ,5
TBDATA,01,-23.30,,,6.55
TBDATA,07,6.55,,,,-17.00
TBDATA,18,-17.00
TB,ANEL,5,1,,0
TBDATA,01,117.0E9,84.1E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,07,126.0E9,79.5E9
TBDATA,12,126.0E9,,,,23.0E9
TBDATA,19,23.5E9,,23.0E9

d33 = 0
d31 = 0
d32 = 0
d33v = 0
d31v = 0
d32v = 0
per33 = 0
a = 0
pzcomp = 100 - airpore
phaseone = (pzcomp/100)*density
phasetwo = pzcomp - phaseone

!Material (6): PZT-5H Poled Y°-Y' (Nrm)
MP,DENS,6,7500
MP,PERX,6,1700
$
MP,PERY,6,1470
MP,PERZ,6,1700
TB,PIEZ,6
TBDATA,02,-6.55,,,23.30
TBDATA,08,-6.55,,17.00
TBDATA,15,17.00
TB,ANEL,6,1,,0
TBDATA,01,126.0E9,84.1E9,79.5E9
TBDATA,07,117.0E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,12,126.0E9,,,,23.0E9
TBDATA,19,23.0E9,,23.5E9

*DIM,con_res,ARRAY,con_no,4
field=5/lz
permconst=(lx*ly*field*8.854E-12)

!

/PREP7
SHPP,ON
ET,1,SOLID5,3
EMUNIT,EPZRO,8.854E-12
!Material (1): PZT-5H Unpoled
!Elastic
properties
from
literature
(measured)
!Permittivity from Berlincourt 1964.
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$

$

$

$

$

!Material (7): PZT-5H Poled Y'-Y° (Rev)
MP,DENS,7,7500
MP,PERX,7,1700
$
MP,PERY,7,1470
$
MP,PERZ,7,1700
TB,PIEZ,7
TBDATA,02,6.55,,,-23.30
TBDATA,08,6.55,,-17.00
TBDATA,15,-17.00
TB,ANEL,7,1,,0
TBDATA,01,126.0E9,84.1E9,79.5E9
TBDATA,07,117.0E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,12,126.0E9,,,,23.0E9
TBDATA,19,23.0E9,,23.5E9
!Material (11) Air : Dry, at 0°C and 1 atm
pressure
!'Soft
Air'
approach
for
coupled/structural element
!Density: Cutnell & Johnson. 'Physics' 3rd
Edn, New York: Wiley. 1995: p315
MAT,11
MP,DENS,,1.3
MP,PERX,,1
MP,EX,,1e-12
MP,PRXY,,1e-12

aircontent=0
pzcontent=0
*DO, grain, element_1, element_n, 1
*IF,RAND(1,100),LE,airpore,THEN
MPCHG,11,grain
aircontent=aircontent+1
*ELSE
*IF,RAND(1,100),LE,density,THEN
MPCHG,1,grain
pzcontent=pzcontent+1
*ELSE
MPCHG,11,grain
pores=pores+1
*ENDIF
*ENDIF
*ENDDO
denstru=pzcontent/element_n
airdens=aircontent/element_n
denspore=pores/element_n
*DO,icon,1,con_no,1
/SOLU
SOLVE
/POST1
SET,1

BLC4,0,0,lx,ly,lz
VSEL,S,,,1
VATT,1,,1,0
MSHKEY,2
ESIZE,,meshdivs
VMESH,ALL

*GET,elem_1,ELEM,0,NUM,MIN
*GET,elem_no,ELEM,0,NUM,MAX
vf_air_post = 0
vf_poled_post = 0
vf_unpoled_post = 0

/UIS,MSGPOP,3
/UIS,ABORT,OFF
KEYW,PR_SGUI,1
/WINDOW,1,OFF
/PNUM,MAT,1
/NUMBER,1

elem_mat = 0
ETABLE,field_sum,EF,Z
ETABLE,field_x,EF,X
ETABLE,field_y,EF,Y
ETABLE,field_z,EF,Z

ALLSEL,ALL
*DO,it,1,iterations
Main loop- each iteration
different microstructure

!
creates

a

/PREP7
*DO,m,elem_1,elem_no,1
*GET,elec_field,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_sum
elec_field = ABS(elec_field)

/PREP7
*IF,it,GT,1,THEN
DDELE,ALL
CPDELE,ALL
*ENDIF

*GET,elem_mat,ELEM,m,ATTR,MAT
*IF,elem_mat,NE,11,THEN
*IF,elec_field,GE,0.4E6,THEN
MPCHG,2,m
*ENDIF
*ENDIF
*ENDDO

NSEL,S,LOC,Z,0
CP,1,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,pole_volt
NSEL,S,LOC,Z,lz
CP,2,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0
*GET,charge_node,CP,2,TERM,1,NODE
NSEL,S,LOC,X,0 $ DSYM,SYMM,X
NSEL,S,LOC,Y,0 $ DSYM,SYMM,Y
NSEL,S,LOC,Z,0 $ DSYM,SYMM,Z
NSEL,S,LOC,X,lx $ CP,3,UX,ALL
NSEL,S,LOC,Y,ly $ CP,4,UY,ALL
NSEL,S,LOC,Z,lz $ CP,5,UZ,ALL
ALLSEL,ALL

ESEL,S,MAT,,1
*GET,elem_unpoled_post,ELEM,0,COUNT
ESEL,S,MAT,,2
*GET,elem_poled_post,ELEM,0,COUNT
ESEL,S,MAT,,11
*GET,elem_air_post,ELEM,0,COUNT
ALLSEL,ALL
vf_air_post = elem_air_post/elem_no
vf_poled_post = elem_poled_post/elem_no
vf_unpoled_post
elem_unpoled_post/elem_no

!

*SET,a,NODE(lx,ly,lz)
con_res(icon,1) = vf_air_post
con_res(icon,2) = vf_poled_post
con_res(icon,3) = vf_unpoled_post

*GET,element_1,ELEM,,NUM,MIN
*GET,element_n,ELEM,,NUM,MAX
*GET,starttime,ACTIVE,0,TIME,WALL

*IF,icon,GE,2,THEN
/SOLU
pores=0

ic = icon - 1
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=

*VOPER,con_res(icon,4),con_res(ic,2),DIV,c
on_res(icon,2)
*IF,con_res(icon,4),GT,0.95,AND,con_res(ic
on,4),LT,1.05,EXIT
*ENDIF
*ENDDO
/POST1,
SET,1
*CFOPEN,convergenceTabernacle.%density%.%i
t%,csv
*VWRITE,density,pole_volt,meshdivs,con_no
Density: '%I' %/&
Pole Voltage: %I %/&
Mesh div's: %I %/&
Convergence : %0.3G %/%/&
Iterations,Air,Poled,UnPoled
*VWRITE,SEQU,con_res(1,1),con_res(1,2),con
_res(1,3)
%I,%0.4G,%0.4G,%0.4G
*CFCLOS
/PREP7
*DIM,Ef_table,ARRAY,elem_no,5
ef_array = 0
/POST1
*DO,m,elem_1,elem_no,1
ef_array = ef_array + 1
*GET,efield_x,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_x
*GET,efield_y,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_y
*GET,efield_z,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_z
*GET,elec_field,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_sum
*GET,material_no,ELEM,ef_array,ATTR,MAT
Ef_table(ef_array,1)
Ef_table(ef_array,2)
Ef_table(ef_array,3)
Ef_table(ef_array,4)
Ef_table(ef_array,5)

=
=
=
=
=

material_no
efield_x
efield_y
efield_z
elec_field

*ENDDO
*CFOPEN,electric_field_90_voltswap_all_5,c
sv
*VWRITE,SEQU,Ef_table(1,1),Ef_table(1,2),E
f_table(1,3),Ef_table(1,4),Ef_table(1,5)
%I,%0.4G,%0.4G,%0.4G,%0.4G,%0.4G
*CFCLOS
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10.11 Evaluation of Electric Field
and effects on Polarisation
(2D approach)

!PZT-8 -2D Model Poled through Y-axis
MP,DENS,4,7600
MP,PERX,4,900
$
MP,PERY,4,600
MP,PERZ,4,900
TB,PIEZ,4
TBDATA,02,-4.1,,,14.0
TBDATA,08,-4.1,,10.3
TB,ANEL,4,1,,0
TBDATA,01,14.9E10,8.11E10,8.11E10
TBDATA,07,13.2E10,8.11E10,,,,14.9E10
TBDATA,16,3.13E10

FINISH
*DEL,ALL
/CLEAR,START
/CONFIG,NORSTGM,1
/CONFIG,NOELDB,1
/CONFIG,NRES,100000
/FILNAME, RL, 1
/TITLE, Poling Evaluation
/STITLE,1, R.W.C. Lewis 2010
/UNITS, SI

!PZT-8 -2D Model Poled through Y-axis
(REVERSE)
MP,DENS,5,7600
MP,PERX,5,900
$
MP,PERY,5,600
$
MP,PERZ,5,900
TB,PIEZ,5
TBDATA,02,4.1,,,-14.0
TBDATA,08,4.1,,-10.3
TB,ANEL,5,1,,0
TBDATA,01,14.9E10,8.11E10,8.11E10
TBDATA,07,13.2E10,8.11E10,,,,14.9E10
TBDATA,16,3.13E10

step = 500
start = 1E3
finish = 1E6
model_no = arg1
s = arg2
w = arg3
pole_volt = arg4

RECTNG,0,s/2,0,t

t = 0.5E-3

RECTNG,s/2,s,0,t

voltage = 0.5

RECTNG,0,-w/2,0,t

E_coer=1.5E6

RECTNG,s,(w/2)+s,0,t

/PREP7
SHPP,ON

AGLUE,ALL

ET,1,PLANE13,7,,2

LESIZE,3,,,50,0.05,,,0
LESIZE,1,,,50,20,,,0

EMUNIT,EPZRO,8.854E-12
PI = 3.14
!Unpoled data for PZT-8 (RLewis work Oct
2010)
MAT,1
MP,DENS,7600
MP,PERX,,750
MP,EX,,90E9
MP,PRXY,,0.34
!PZT-8 -2D Model Poled through X-axis
MP,DENS,2,7600
MP,PERX,2,600
$
MP,PERY,2,900
MP,PERZ,2,900
TB,PIEZ,2
TBDATA,01,14.0,,,-4.1
TBDATA,07,-4.1,,,,10.3
TB,ANEL,2,1,,0
TBDATA,01,13.2E10,8.11E10,8.11E10
TBDATA,07,14.9E10,8.11E10
TBDATA,12,14.9E10
TBDATA,16,3.13E10

$

LESIZE,17,,,50,0.05,,,0
LESIZE,18,,,50,0.05,,,0
LSEL,S,LINE,,12
LSEL,A,LINE,,14
LSEL,A,LINE,,2
LSEL,A,LINE,,4
LSEL,A,LINE,,6
LESIZE,ALL,,,50,,,,0
ALLSEL,ALL

$

LESIZE,19,,,50,20,,,0
LESIZE,20,,,50,20,,,0
LESIZE,22,,,50,20,,,0
LESIZE,21,,,50,20,,,0
ALLSEL,ALL
MSHAPE,0,2D
MSHKEY,1
AMESH,ALL

!PZT-8 -2D Model Poled through X-axis
(REVERSE)
MP,DENS,3,7600
MP,PERX,3,600
$
MP,PERY,3,900
$
MP,PERZ,3,900
TB,PIEZ,3
TBDATA,01,-14.0,,,4.1
TBDATA,07,4.1,,,,-10.3
TB,ANEL,3,1,,0
TBDATA,01,13.2E10,8.11E10,8.11E10
TBDATA,07,14.9E10,8.11E10
TBDATA,12,14.9E10
TBDATA,16,3.13E10

NSEL,S,LOC,Y,t
NSEL,U,LOC,X,0,s+(w/2)
CP,1,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,pole_volt
NSEL,S,LOC,Y,t
NSEL,U,LOC,X,-w/2,s
CP,2,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0
ALLSEL,ALL
/UIS,MSGPOP,3
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/UIS,ABORT,OFF
KEYW,PR_SGUI,1

*GET,A_xrev,ELEM,mt,AREA
*ELSEIF,mat_no,EQ,4,THEN
*GET,A_ynrm,ELEM,mt,AREA
*ELSEIF,mat_no,EQ,5,THEN
*GET,A_yrev,ELEM,mt,AREA
*ENDIF

/SOLU
SOLVE
/POST1
SET,1

A_sum_unP=A_sum_unP+A_unP
A_sum_xnrm=A_sum_xnrm+A_xnrm
A_sum_xrev=A_sum_xrev+A_xrev
A_sum_ynrm=A_sum_ynrm+A_ynrm
A_sum_yrev=A_sum_yrev+A_yrev

ALLSEL,ALL
ETABLE,field_sum,EF,SUM
ETABLE,field_x,EF,X
ETABLE,field_y,EF,Y
ETABLE,field_z,EF,Z

*ENDDO
A_total=0

*GET,elem_1,ELEM,0,NUM,MIN
*GET,elem_no,ELEM,0,NUM,MAX

A_total=A_sum_unP+A_sum_xnrm+A_sum_xrev+A_
sum_ynrm+A_sum_yrev
A_total_dim=(s+w)*t

/PREP7
*DO,m,elem_1,elem_no,1
*GET,efield_x,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_x
*GET,efield_y,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_y

Perc_UnP=A_sum_unP/A_total
Perc_xnrm=A_sum_xnrm/A_total
Perc_xrev=A_sum_xrev/A_total
Perc_ynrm=A_sum_ynrm/A_total
Perc_yrev=A_sum_yrev/A_total

*SET,absfield_x,ABS(efield_x)
*SET,absfield_y,ABS(efield_y)

*CFOPEN,HARD_Poling_analysis_full_voltsb.%
model_no%,csv

*IF,absfield_x,GT,absfield_y,THEN
*IF,efield_x,GE,1.5E6,THEN
MPCHG,2,m
*ELSEIF,efield_x,LE,-1.5E6,THEN
MPCHG,3,m
!5
*ELSE
MPCHG,1,m
*ENDIF
*ELSEIF,absfield_y,GT,absfield_x,THEN
*IF,efield_y,GE,1.5E6,THEN
MPCHG,4,m
*ELSEIF,efield_y,LE,-1.5E6,THEN
MPCHG,5,m
!7
*ELSE
MPCHG,1,m
*ENDIF
*ENDIF

*VWRITE,Perc_UnP,Perc_xnrm,Perc_xrev,Perc_
ynrm,Perc_yrev,pole_volt
%0.4G,%0.4G,%0.4G,%0.4G,%0.4G,%0.4G
*CFCLOS

*ENDDO
ytot_count = yneg_count+y_count
/PNUM,MAT,1
/NUM,1
/GLINE,ALL,-1
A_sum_unP=0
A_sum_xnrm=0
A_sum_xrev=0
A_sum_ynrm=0
A_sum_yrev=0
*DO,mt,elem_1,elem_no,1
*GET,mat_no,ELEM,mt,ATTR,MAT
A_unP=0
A_xnrm=0
A_xrev=0
A_ynrm=0
A_yrev=0
*IF,mat_no,EQ,1,THEN
*GET,A_unP,ELEM,mt,AREA
*ELSEIF,mat_no,EQ,2,THEN
*GET,A_xnrm,ELEM,mt,AREA
*ELSEIF,mat_no,EQ,3,THEN
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TB,PIEZ,3
TBDATA,01,-23.3,,,6.55
TBDATA,07,6.55,,,,-17.0
TB,ANEL,3,1,,0
TBDATA,01,11.7E10,8.41E10,8.41E10
TBDATA,07,12.6E10,7.95E10
TBDATA,12,12.6E10
TBDATA,16,2.30E10

10.12 2D axis-symmetric model of
resonance
taking
into
consideration polarisation
FINISH
*DEL,ALL
/CLEAR,START
/CONFIG,NORSTGM,1
/CONFIG,NOELDB,1
/CONFIG,NRES,100000
/FILNAME, RL, 1
/TITLE, Poling and Resonance
/STITLE,1, R.W.C. Lewis 2010
/UNITS, SI

!PZT-5H -2D Model Poled through Y-axis
MP,DENS,4,7500
MP,PERX,4,1700
$
MP,PERY,3,1470
MP,PERZ,3,1700
TB,PIEZ,4
TBDATA,02,-6.55,,,23.3
TBDATA,08,-6.55,,17.0
TB,ANEL,4,1,,0
TBDATA,01,12.6E10,8.41E10,7.95E10
TBDATA,07,11.7E10,8.41E10,,,,12.6E10
TBDATA,16,2.30E10

start = 1E3
finish = 1E6
length=30e-3
od=6e-3
id=5e-3

$

model_no = arg1
s = arg2
w = arg3
pole_volt = arg4

!PZT - 5H -2D Model Poled through Y-axis
(REVERSE)
MP,DENS,5,7500
MP,PERX,5,1700
$
MP,PERY,4,1470
$
MP,PERZ,4,1700
TB,PIEZ,5
TBDATA,02,6.55,,,-23.3
TBDATA,08,6.55,,-17.0
TB,ANEL,5,1,,0
TBDATA,01,12.6E10,8.41E10,7.95E10
TBDATA,07,11.7E10,8.41E10,,,,12.6E10
TBDATA,16,2.30E10

voltage = 0.5
E_coer=0.4E6

RECTNG,ir,or,0,w
RECTNG,ir,or,w,w+s

sect_length=w+s
no_sect=length/sect_length

ALLSEL,ALL

or=od/2
ir=id/2
t=or-ir

AGEN,no_sect,ALL,,,,sect_length
/PREP7
SHPP,ON
ET,1,PLANE13,7,,1
EMUNIT,EPZRO,8.854E-12
PI = 3.14

AGLUE,ALL
AATT,1
ESIZE,,10
MSHKEY,1
AMESH,ALL

*GET,t_start,ACTIVE,0,TIME,WALL
!Material (1): PZT-5H Unpoled --!Elastic
properties
from
literature
(measured)
!Permittivity from Berlincourt 1964.
MAT,1
MP,DENS,,7500
MP,PERX,,1585
MP,EX,,65E9
MP,PRXY,,0.37
!PZT-5H -2D Model Poled through X-axis
MP,DENS,2,7500
MP,PERX,2,1470
$
MP,PERY,2,1700
MP,PERZ,2,1700
TB,PIEZ,2
TBDATA,01,23.3,,,-6.55
TBDATA,07,-6.55,,,,17.0
TB,ANEL,2,1,,0
TBDATA,01,11.7E10,8.41E10,8.41E10
TBDATA,07,12.6E10,7.95E10
TBDATA,12,12.6E10
TBDATA,16,2.30E10

c=0
*DO,i,0,no_sect,2
l_o=c*sect_length
ASEL,S,LOC,Y,l_o,l_o+(w/2)
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,1,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0

$

c=c+2
*ENDDO
c=1
*DO,i,0,no_sect,2
l_o=c*sect_length

!PZT-5H -2D Model Poled through X-axis
(REVERSE)
MP,DENS,3,7500
MP,PERX,3,1470
$
MP,PERY,2,1700
$
MP,PERZ,2,1700

ASEL,S,LOC,Y,l_o,l_o+(w/2)
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
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CP,2,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,pole_volt

A_xnrm=0
A_xrev=0
A_ynrm=0
A_yrev=0

c=c+2
*ENDDO

*IF,mat_no,EQ,1,THEN
*GET,A_unP,ELEM,mt,AREA
*ELSEIF,mat_no,EQ,2,THEN
*GET,A_xnrm,ELEM,mt,AREA
*ELSEIF,mat_no,EQ,3,THEN
*GET,A_xrev,ELEM,mt,AREA
*ELSEIF,mat_no,EQ,4,THEN
*GET,A_ynrm,ELEM,mt,AREA
*ELSEIF,mat_no,EQ,5,THEN
*GET,A_yrev,ELEM,mt,AREA
*ENDIF

ALLSEL,ALL
/UIS,MSGPOP,3
/UIS,ABORT,OFF
KEYW,PR_SGUI,1
/WINDOW,1,OFF
/SOLU
SOLVE
/POST1
SET,1

A_sum_unP=A_sum_unP+A_unP
A_sum_xnrm=A_sum_xnrm+A_xnrm
A_sum_xrev=A_sum_xrev+A_xrev
A_sum_ynrm=A_sum_ynrm+A_ynrm
A_sum_yrev=A_sum_yrev+A_yrev

ALLSEL,ALL
ETABLE,field_sum,EF,SUM
ETABLE,field_x,EF,X
ETABLE,field_y,EF,Y
ETABLE,field_z,EF,Z

*ENDDO
A_total=0

*GET,elem_1,ELEM,0,NUM,MIN
*GET,elem_no,ELEM,0,NUM,MAX

A_total=A_sum_unP+A_sum_xnrm+A_sum_xrev+A_
sum_ynrm+A_sum_yrev
A_total_dim=(s+w)*t

/PREP7
Perc_UnP=A_sum_unP/A_total
Perc_xnrm=A_sum_xnrm/A_total
Perc_xrev=A_sum_xrev/A_total
Perc_ynrm=A_sum_ynrm/A_total
Perc_yrev=A_sum_yrev/A_total

*DO,m,elem_1,elem_no,1
*GET,efield_x,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_x
*GET,efield_y,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_y
*SET,absfield_x,ABS(efield_x)
*SET,absfield_y,ABS(efield_y)
*IF,absfield_x,GT,absfield_y,THEN
*IF,efield_x,GE,0.4E6,THEN
MPCHG,2,m
*ELSEIF,efield_x,LE,-0.4E6,THEN
MPCHG,3,m
!5
*ELSE
MPCHG,1,m
*ENDIF
*ELSEIF,absfield_y,GT,absfield_x,THEN
*IF,efield_y,GE,0.4E6,THEN
MPCHG,4,m
*ELSEIF,efield_y,LE,-0.4E6,THEN
MPCHG,5,m
!7
*ELSE
MPCHG,1,m
*ENDIF
*ENDIF

DDELE,ALL
CPDELE,ALL
i=0
c=0
*DO,i,0,no_sect,2
l_o=c*sect_length
ASEL,S,LOC,Y,l_o,l_o+(w/2)
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,1,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0
c=c+2

*ENDDO
*ENDDO
ytot_count = yneg_count+y_count
c=1
/PNUM,MAT,1
/NUM,1
/GLINE,ALL,-1

*DO,i,0,no_sect,2
l_o=c*sect_length
ASEL,S,LOC,Y,l_o,l_o+(w/2)
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,2,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0.5

A_sum_unP=0
A_sum_xnrm=0
A_sum_xrev=0
A_sum_ynrm=0
A_sum_yrev=0
*DO,mt,elem_1,elem_no,1

c=c+2
*GET,mat_no,ELEM,mt,ATTR,MAT
*ENDDO
A_unP=0
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ALLSEL,ALL

X (Nrm):,
X (Rev):,
Y (Nrm):,
Y (Rev):,
Unpoled:,

NSEL,S,CP,,1
*GET,N2,NODE,,NUM,MIN
*ALLSEL,ALL
NSEL,S,CP,,2
*GET,N1,NODE,,NUM,MIN

%0.3G
%0.3G
%0.3G
%0.3G
%0.3G

%/&
%/&
%/&
%/&
%/&

*VWRITE,time_all,time_harm
Run Time:, %I %/&
Harmonic Analysis Run Time:, %I %/&

ALLSEL,ALL

*VWRITE
('Frequency',',','Amperes')
*VWRITE,results(1,1),results(1,2)
%0.4G,%0.4G

/UIS,MSGPOP,3
/UIS,ABORT,OFF
KEYW,PR_SGUI,1
step=500

*CFCLOS
*GET,t_harmstart,ACTIVE,0,TIME,WALL
/SOLU
EQSLV,SPARSE
ANTYPE,HARMIC
HROPT,FULL
HROUT,OFF,ON
OUTRES,ALL,ALL
HARFRQ,1e3,1e4
NSUBST,step
KBC,1
SOLVE
HARFRQ,1e4,1e5
SOLVE
HARFRQ,1e5,1e6
SOLVE
HARFRQ,1e6,1e7
SOLVE
HARFRQ,1e7,1e8
SOLVE
FINISH
/POST26
PRCPLX,1
RFORCE,2,N1,AMPS
STORE,MERGE
*GET,size,VARI,,NSETS
*DIM,results,array,size,2
VGET,results(1,1),1
VGET,results(1,2),2
*GET,t_end,ACTIVE,0,TIME,WALL
time_harm = (t_end-t_harmstart)*3600
time_all = (t_end-t_start)*3600
*CFOPEN,Hawthorn.%model_no%,csv
*VWRITE,length,Or,Ir,w,no_sect,sect_length
,s
Length:, %0.3G %/&
Outside Radius:, %0.3G %/&
Inside Radius:, %0.3G %/&
Electrode Width:, %0.3G %/&
Number of sections:, %I %/&
Section Length:, %0.3G %/&
Electrode Gap:, %0.3G %/&
*VWRITE,100*Perc_xnrm,100*Perc_xrev,100*Pe
rc_ynrm,100*Perc_yrev,100*Perc_UnP
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!PZT-5A -2D Model Poled through X-axis
(REVERSE))
MP,DENS,3,7500
MP,PERX,3,830
$
MP,PERY,3,916
$
MP,PERZ,3,916
TB,PIEZ,3
TBDATA,01,-15.8,,,5.4
TBDATA,07,5.4,,,,-12.3
TB,ANEL,3,1,,0
TBDATA,01,11.1E10,7.52E10,7.52E10
TBDATA,07,12.1E10,7.95E10
TBDATA,12,12.1E10
TBDATA,16,2.11E10

10.13 Prototype piezoceramic with
IDE and stylus attachments in
2D axis-symmetric
FINISH
*DEL,ALL
/CLEAR,START
/CONFIG,NORSTGM,1
/CONFIG,NOELDB,1
/CONFIG,NRES,100000
/FILNAME, RL, 1
/TITLE, Poling and Resonance
/STITLE,1, R.W.C. Lewis 2011 1mm prototype
/UNITS, SI

!PZT-5A -2D Model Poled through Y-axis
MP,DENS,4,7500
MP,PERX,4,916
$
MP,PERY,4,830
MP,PERZ,4,916
TB,PIEZ,4
TBDATA,02,-5.4,,,15.8
TBDATA,08,-5.4,,12.3
TB,ANEL,4,1,,0
TBDATA,01,12.1E10,7.52E10,7.95E10
TBDATA,07,11.1E10,7.52E10,,,,12.1E10
TBDATA,16,2.11E10

start = 1E3
finish = 1E6
length=30e-3
od=6e-3
id=5e-3
or=od/2
ir=id/2

$

!PZT-5A -2D Model Poled through Y-axis
(REVERSE)
MP,DENS,5,7500
MP,PERX,5,916
$
MP,PERY,5,830
$
MP,PERZ,5,916
TB,PIEZ,5
TBDATA,02,5.4,,,-15.8
TBDATA,08,5.4,,-12.3
TB,ANEL,5,1,,0
TBDATA,01,12.1E10,7.52E10,7.95E10
TBDATA,07,11.1E10,7.52E10,,,,12.1E10
TBDATA,16,2.11E10

t=or-ir
s = 1e-3
w = 0.5e-3
voltage = 0.5
pole_volt = 1.2e3
E_coer=0.9E6
s_tube = 5.1e-3
sect_length=w+s
no_sect=length/sect_length

!Stainless Steel
MAT,6
MP,DENS,,8000
MP,EX,,210E9
MP,PRXY,,0.33

real_length = no_sect*sect_length
/PREP7
SHPP,ON

!Stylus Ball Material
MAT,7
MP,DENS,,3980
MP,EX,,370E9
MP,PRXY,,0.22

ET,1,PLANE13,7,,1
ET,2,PLANE183,,,1
EMUNIT,EPZRO,8.854E-12
PI = 3.14

!Tungsten Carbide
MAT,8
MP,DENS,,1580
MP,EX,,650E9
MP,PRXY,,0.21

*GET,t_start,ACTIVE,0,TIME,WALL
!Material (1): PZT-5A Unpoled
MAT,1
MP,DENS,,7500
MP,PERX,,873
MP,EX,,66E9
MP,PRXY,,0.31

BOPTN,KEEP,NO
RECTNG,0,0.25e-3,43e-3,43.5e-3
CYL4,0,44e-3,1e-3,-90,,90
ASBA,2,1,,DELETE

!PZT-5A -2D Model Poled through X-axis
MP,DENS,2,7500
MP,PERX,2,830
$
MP,PERY,2,916
MP,PERZ,2,916
TB,PIEZ,2
TBDATA,01,15.8,,,-5.4
TBDATA,07,-5.4,,,,12.3
TB,ANEL,2,1,,0
TBDATA,01,11.1E10,7.52E10,7.52E10
TBDATA,07,12.1E10,7.95E10
TBDATA,12,12.1E10
TBDATA,16,2.11E10

K,101,1.5e-3,19e-3
K,102,1.5e-3,17e-3
K,103,ir,17e-3
K,104,ir,20e-3
K,105,or,20e-3
K,106,or,21e-3
K,107,0.5e-3,23e-3
K,108,0.5e-3,21e-3
K,109,0,21e-3
K,110,0,19e-3

$

A,101,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110
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ASEL,U,LOC,Y,18e-3,20e-3
ASEL,R,LOC,Y,l_o,l_o+(w/2)
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,2,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0

RECTNG,ir,or,0,s
RECTNG,ir,or,s,w+s
ALLSEL,ALL
ASEL,U,AREA,,3
ASEL,U,AREA,,1

c=c+2
AGEN,12,ALL,,,,sect_length

*ENDDO

RECTNG,ir,or,-2e-3,0
!Piezoceramic tube
RECTNG,ir,or,-10e-3,-2e-3
RECTNG,ir,or,18e-3,20e-3

ASEL,S,LOC,X,ir,or
ASEL,R,LOC,Y,-2e-3,0
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,2,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0

RECTNG,or,3.9e-3,-4.9e-3,-10e-3
!Bottom stainless steel
RECTNG,0,3.9e-3,-10e-3,-15.4e-3
RECTNG,0,1.5e-3,-15.4e-3,-19.9e-3

ALLSEL,ALL

RECTNG,0,0.5e-3,21e-3,43e-3
!Tungsten Carbide stem
RECTNG,0,0.25e-3,43e-3,43.5e-3
ALLSEL,ALL

/UIS,MSGPOP,3
/UIS,ABORT,OFF
KEYW,PR_SGUI,1
/SOLU
SOLVE

AGLUE,ALL
AATT,1

/POST1
SET,1

ASEL,S,LOC,X,ir,or
ASEL,U,LOC,Y,-10e-3,-2e-3
ESIZE,,10
MSHKEY,0
AMESH,ALL

ALLSEL,ALL
ETABLE,field_sum,EF,SUM
ETABLE,field_x,EF,X
ETABLE,field_y,EF,Y
ETABLE,field_z,EF,Z

ALLSEL,ALL
ASEL,U,LOC,X,ir,or
ASEL,A,LOC,Y,-10e-3,-2e-3

*GET,elem_1,ELEM,0,NUM,MIN
*GET,elem_no,ELEM,0,NUM,MAX

AATT,1,,2,
/PREP7
SMRTSIZE,1
MSHKEY,0
AMESH,ALL

*DO,m,elem_1,elem_no,1
*GET,efield_x,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_x
*GET,efield_y,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_y

ALLSEL,ALL
*SET,absfield_x,ABS(efield_x)
*SET,absfield_y,ABS(efield_y)
*IF,absfield_x,GT,absfield_y,THEN
*IF,efield_x,GE,0.9E6,THEN
MPCHG,2,m
*ELSEIF,efield_x,LE,-0.9E6,THEN
MPCHG,3,m
!5
*ELSE
MPCHG,1,m
*ENDIF
*ELSEIF,absfield_y,GT,absfield_x,THEN
*IF,efield_y,GE,0.9E6,THEN
MPCHG,4,m
*ELSEIF,efield_y,LE,-0.9E6,THEN
MPCHG,5,m
!7
*ELSE
MPCHG,1,m
*ENDIF
*ENDIF

c=0
*DO,i,0,no_sect,2
l_o=(c*(sect_length))+s
ASEL,S,LOC,X,ir,or
ASEL,U,LOC,Y,18e-3,20e-3
ASEL,R,LOC,Y,l_o,l_o+(w/2)
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,1,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,pole_volt
c=c+2
*ENDDO
c=1

*ENDDO

*DO,i,0,no_sect,2
l_o=(c*(sect_length))+s

/PNUM,MAT,1
/NUM,1
/GLINE,ALL,-1

ASEL,S,LOC,X,ir,or

ASEL,S,LOC,Y,-10e-3,-19.9e-3
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ESLA,S
NSLE,S
MPCHG,6,ALL

ALLSEL,ALL
NSEL,S,CP,,1
*GET,N2,NODE,,NUM,MIN
ALLSEL,ALL
NSEL,S,CP,,2
*GET,N1,NODE,,NUM,MIN

ASEL,S,LOC,X,or,3.9e-3
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
MPCHG,6,ALL
ASEL,S,AREA,,66
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
MPCHG,6,ALL

ALLSEL,ALL
ASEL,S,LOC,Y,-15.4e-3,-19.9e-3
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
NSEL,R,LOC,X,1.5e-3
D,ALL,UX,0
D,ALL,UY,0
ALLSEL,ALL

ASEL,S,AREA,,64
ASEL,A,AREA,,61
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
MPCHG,8,ALL

NSEL,S,LOC,Y,27.1E-3
D,ALL,UY,0
ALLSEL,ALL

ASEL,S,AREA,,3
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
MPCHG,7,ALL

NSEL,S,LOC,Y,-15.4e-3
NSEL,U,LOC,X,0,1.5e-3
D,ALL,UX,0
D,ALL,UY,0

ALLSEL,ALL
DDELE,ALL
CPDELE,ALL

ALLSEL,ALL

c=0
*DO,i,0,no_sect,2

/UIS,MSGPOP,3
/UIS,ABORT,OFF
KEYW,PR_SGUI,1

l_o=(c*(sect_length))+s

step=500

ASEL,S,LOC,X,ir,or
ASEL,U,LOC,Y,18e-3,20e-3
ASEL,R,LOC,Y,l_o,l_o+(w/2)
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,1,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0

*GET,t_harmstart,ACTIVE,0,TIME,WALL
/SOLU
EQSLV,SPARSE
ANTYPE,HARMIC
HROPT,FULL
HROUT,OFF,ON

c=c+2
OUTRES,ALL,ALL
HARFRQ,1e2,1e3
NSUBST,step
KBC,1
SOLVE
HARFRQ,1e3,1e4
SOLVE
HARFRQ,1e4,1e5
SOLVE
HARFRQ,1e5,1e6
SOLVE
HARFRQ,1e6,1e8
SOLVE
FINISH

*ENDDO
c=1
*DO,i,0,no_sect,2
l_o=(c*(sect_length))+s
ASEL,S,LOC,X,ir,or
ASEL,U,LOC,Y,18e-3,20e-3
ASEL,R,LOC,Y,l_o,l_o+(w/2)
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,2,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0.5

/POST26
PRCPLX,1

c=c+2
RFORCE,2,N2,AMPS
*ENDDO
STORE,MERGE
ASEL,S,LOC,X,ir,or
ASEL,R,LOC,Y,-2e-3,0
ESLA,S
NSLE,S
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,2,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0.5

*GET,size,VARI,,NSETS
*DIM,results,array,size,2
VGET,results(1,1),1
VGET,results(1,2),2
*GET,t_end,ACTIVE,0,TIME,WALL
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time_harm = (t_end-t_harmstart)*3600
time_all = (t_end-t_start)*3600
*CFOPEN,1mm_Prototype_test_KlossDESIGN_1.2
kV_widefreq,csv
*VWRITE,length,Or,Ir,w,no_sect,sect_length
,s
Length:, %0.3G %/&
Outside Radius:, %0.3G %/&
Inside Radius:, %0.3G %/&
Electrode Width:, %0.3G %/&
Number of sections:, %I %/&
Section Length:, %0.3G %/&
Electrode Gap:, %0.3G %/&
*VWRITE,100*Perc_xnrm,100*Perc_xrev,100*Pe
rc_ynrm,100*Perc_yrev,100*Perc_UnP
X (Nrm):, %0.3G %/&
X (Rev):, %0.3G %/&
Y (Nrm):, %0.3G %/&
Y (Rev):, %0.3G %/&
Unpoled:, %0.3G %/&
*VWRITE,time_all,time_harm
Run Time:, %I %/&
Harmonic Analysis Run Time:, %I %/&
*VWRITE
('Frequency',',','Amperes')
*VWRITE,results(1,1),results(1,2)
%0.4G,%0.4G
*CFCLOS
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MP,PERX,3,1700
$
MP,PERY,3,1700
MP,PERZ,3,1470
TB,PIEZ,3
TBDATA,03,6.55,,,6.55
TBDATA,09,-23.30
TBDATA,14,-17.00,,-17.00
TB,ANEL,3,1,,0
TBDATA,01,126.0E9,79.5E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,07,126.0E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,12,117.0E9,,,,23.5E9
TBDATA,19,23.0E9,,23.0E9

10.14 Experimental approach of
parallel IDE analysis in 3D
model, with full brick meshing
FINISH
*DEL,ALL
/CLEAR,START
/CONFIG,NORSTGM,1
/CONFIG,NOELDB,1
/CONFIG,NRES,10000
/FILNAME, RL_IDE_FINGER,1
/TITLE, IDE Finger electrode layout
/STITLE,1, R.W.C. Lewis 2009
/UNITS, SI

$

! --- Material (4): PZT-5H Poled X°-X'
(Nrm) --MP,DENS,4,7500
MP,PERX,4,1470
$
MP,PERY,4,1700
$
MP,PERZ,4,1700
TB,PIEZ,4
TBDATA,01,23.30,,,-6.55
TBDATA,07,-6.55,,,,17.00
TBDATA,18,17.00
TB,ANEL,4,1,,0
TBDATA,01,117.0E9,84.1E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,07,126.0E9,79.5E9
TBDATA,12,126.0E9,,,,23.0E9
TBDATA,19,23.5E9,,23.0E9

/UIS,MSGPOP,3
/UIS,ABORT,OFF
KEYW,PR_SGUI,1
/WINDOW,1,OFF
lz = 0.5e-3
lx = 20e-3
ly = lx

! --- Material (5): PZT-5H Poled X'-X°
(Rev) --MP,DENS,5,7500
MP,PERX,5,1470
$
MP,PERY,5,1700
$
MP,PERZ,5,1700
TB,PIEZ,5
TBDATA,01,-23.30,,,6.55
TBDATA,07,6.55,,,,-17.00
TBDATA,18,-17.00
TB,ANEL,5,1,,0
TBDATA,01,117.0E9,84.1E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,07,126.0E9,79.5E9
TBDATA,12,126.0E9,,,,23.0E9
TBDATA,19,23.5E9,,23.0E9

pole_volt = 2.5E3
pi = 3.141592654
ruby_r = 4e-3
/PREP7
SHPP,ON
ET,1,SOLID5,3
ET,2,SOLID5,3
ET,3,SOLID5,3
ET,4,SOLID98,3
EMUNIT,EPZRO,8.854E-12
SELTOL,1E-12

! --- Material (6): PZT-5H Poled Y°-Y'
(Nrm) --MP,DENS,6,7500
MP,PERX,6,1700
$
MP,PERY,6,1470
$
MP,PERZ,6,1700
TB,PIEZ,6
TBDATA,02,-6.55,,,23.30
TBDATA,08,-6.55,,17.00
TBDATA,15,17.00
TB,ANEL,6,1,,0
TBDATA,01,126.0E9,84.1E9,79.5E9
TBDATA,07,117.0E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,12,126.0E9,,,,23.0E9
TBDATA,19,23.0E9,,23.5E9

*GET,t_start,ACTIVE,0,TIME,WALL
!Material (1): PZT-5H Unpoled
!Elastic
properties
from
literature
(measured)
!\permittivity from Berlincourt 1964.
MAT,1
MP,DENS,,7500
MP,PERX,,1585
MP,EX,,65E9
MP,PRXY,,0.37

! --- Material (7): PZT-5H Poled Y'-Y°
(Rev) --MP,DENS,7,7500
MP,PERX,7,1700
$
MP,PERY,7,1470
$
MP,PERZ,7,1700
TB,PIEZ,7
TBDATA,02,6.55,,,-23.30
TBDATA,08,6.55,,-17.00
TBDATA,15,-17.00
TB,ANEL,7,1,,0
TBDATA,01,126.0E9,84.1E9,79.5E9
TBDATA,07,117.0E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,12,126.0E9,,,,23.0E9
TBDATA,19,23.0E9,,23.5E9

! --- Material (2): PZT-5H Poled Z°-Z'
(Nrm) --MP,DENS,2,7500
MP,PERX,2,1700
$
MP,PERY,1,1700
$
MP,PERZ,1,1470
TB,PIEZ,2
TBDATA,03,-6.55,,,-6.55
TBDATA,09,23.30
TBDATA,14,17.00,,17.00
TB,ANEL,2,1,,0
TBDATA,01,126.0E9,79.5E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,07,126.0E9,84.1E9
TBDATA,12,117.0E9,,,,23.5E9
TBDATA,19,23.0E9,,23.0E9

!Material Properties for Ruby
MAT,11
MP,DENS,11,3980
MP,EX,11,365E9

! --- Material (3): PZT-5H Poled Z'-Z°
(Rev) --MP,DENS,3,7500
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MP,PRXY,11,0.32
CYLIND,Ir,Or,0,e_width,f_length+s_width,18
0-f_length
CYLIND,Ir,Or,sect_lengthe_width,sect_length,f_length+s_width,180f_length

CSYS,1
elec_depth = 0.5e-3
Or = 6.6e-3/2
Ir = 5.3e-3/2

VGEN,n_sects,all,,,,,sect_length
VGLUE,ALL

Er = Or + elec_depth
length = 25.4e-3
s_width = 1e-3

NUMCMP,AREA
NUMCMP,LINE
NUMCMP,KP
NUMCMP,VOLU

e_width = 2.7e-4/2
f_length = 8e-3

*GET,elec_num1_min,VOLU,,NUM,MIN
*GET,elec_num1_max,VOLU,,NUM,MAX

circ = ((Or*2)*pi)

VATT,1,,2
VSEL,U,VOLU,,elec_num1_min,elec_num1_max

sp_elec_gap=(circ/2)-(f_length+s_width)
s_width = (180*s_width)/(pi*Or)
f_length = (180*f_length)/(pi*Or)
e_w = 2*e_width

!SECOND ELECTRODE
CYLIND,Ir,Or,e_width,elec_gap,180,180+s_wi
dth
! NOTE 2

subt_gap = 2.27e-3
sect_length = (subt_gap + (e_width*2))

CYLIND,Ir,Or,(sect_length/2)+e_width,sect_
length-e_width,180,180+s_width

n_sects = length/sect_length
elec_gap = (sect_length/2)-(e_width)
e_g = (sect_length/2)-(e_w)

CYLIND,Ir,Or,elec_gap,elec_gap+e_w,180,180
+s_width
CYLIND,Ir,Or,0,e_width,180,180+s_width
CYLIND,Ir,Or,sect_lengthe_width,sect_length,180,180+s_width

*SET,true_n_sects,NINT(n_sects)
true_length = true_n_sects*sect_length
sphere_apothem
=
((ruby_r*ruby_r)(Ir*Ir))
*SET,sphere_apothem,SQRT(sphere_apothem)
sphere_segh=ruby_r-sphere_apothem
ruby_cent=ruby_r-sphere_segh

CYLIND,Ir,Or,elec_gap,elec_gap+e_w,s_width
+f_length,180
CYLIND,Ir,Or,elec_gap,elec_gap+e_w,f_length,(180+s_width)-360
CYLIND,Ir,Or,elec_gap,elec_gap+e_w,f_lengt
h+s_width,180-f_length
CYLIND,Ir,Or,elec_gap,elec_gap+e_w,f_length,180+s_width+f_length

!********************************
!ELECTRODE VOLUMES WITH RESPECTS TO
MESHING DIVISIONS
!ELECTRODE 1
!FIRST FEED ELECTRODE
CYLIND,Ir,Or,e_width,elec_gap,0,s_width
!NOTE 1

VGEN,n_sects,all,,,,,sect_length
VGLUE,ALL
NUMCMP,AREA
NUMCMP,LINE
NUMCMP,KP
NUMCMP,VOLU

CYLIND,Ir,Or,(sect_length/2)+e_width,sect_
length-e_width,0,s_width
CYLIND,Ir,Or,elec_gap,elec_gap+e_w,0,s_wid
th
CYLIND,Ir,Or,0,e_width,0,s_width
CYLIND,Ir,Or,sect_lengthe_width,sect_length,0,s_width
! First finger division
CYLIND,Ir,Or,0,e_width,s_width,180f_length
CYLIND,Ir,Or,sect_lengthe_width,sect_length,s_width,180-f_length
!First finger

*GET,elec_num2_min,VOLU,,NUM,MIN
*GET,elec_num2_max,VOLU,,NUM,MAX
VATT,1,,3
VSEL,U,VOLU,,elec_num2_min,elec_num2_max
! VACANT PARTS OF CYLINDER
CYLIND,Ir,Or,e_width,elec_gap,f_length,180+s_width+f_length

!NOTE 3

CYLIND,Ir,Or,e_width,elec_gap,f_length+s_w
idth,180-f_length

CYLIND,Ir,Or,0,e_width,0,(180+s_width+f_le
ngth)-360
CYLIND,Ir,Or,sect_lengthe_width,sect_length,0,(180+s_width+f_lengt
h)-360 !First finger
CYLIND,Ir,Or,0,e_width,f_length,180+s_width+f_length
!NOTE 3
CYLIND,Ir,Or,sect_lengthe_width,sect_length,f_length,180+s_width+f_length
!NOTE 3

CYLIND,Ir,Or,(sect_length/2)+e_width,sect_
length-e_width,f_length,180+s_width+f_length
CYLIND,Ir,Or,(sect_length/2)+e_width,sect_
length-e_width,f_length+s_width,180f_length
CYLIND,Ir,Or,e_width,elec_gap,0,(180+s_wid
th+f_length)-360
!NOTE 1a
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CYLIND,ruby_r,,length,length+(ruby_r*2)
CYLIND,Ir,Or,(sect_length/2)+e_width,sect_
length-e_width,0,(180+s_width+f_length)360

VINP,ALL
VGLUE,ALL

CYLIND,Ir,Or,elec_gap,elec_gap+e_w,0,(180+
s_width+f_length)-360
CYLIND,Ir,Or,e_width,elec_gap,s_width,180f_length
!NOTE 1b

NUMCMP,AREA
NUMCMP,LINE
NUMCMP,KP
NUMCMP,VOLU

CYLIND,Ir,Or,(sect_length/2)+e_width,sect_
length-e_width,s_width,180-f_length

*GET,sph_min,VOLU,,NUM,MIN
*GET,sph_max,VOLU,,NUM,MAX

CYLIND,Ir,Or,elec_gap,elec_gap+e_w,s_width
,180-f_length
CYLIND,Ir,Or,e_width,elec_gap,f_length,(180+s_width)-360
!NOTE 2a

VATT,11,,4

CYLIND,Ir,Or,(sect_length/2)+e_width,sect_
length-e_width,-f_length,(180+s_width)-360
CYLIND,Ir,Or,0,e_width,f_length,(180+s_width)-360
!NOTE 2 = SPLIT WINGS
CYLIND,Ir,Or,sect_lengthe_width,sect_length,f_length,(180+s_width)-360

VGLUE,ALL

VSEL,ALL

CSYS,1
VSEL,S,LOC,Z,0,length
LSEL,S,LOC,Z,0
LSEL,R,LOC,X,Ir
LESIZE,ALL,,,12 !10

CYLIND,Ir,Or,e_width,elec_gap,s_width+f_le
ngth,180
!b
VSEL,S,LOC,Z,0,length
CYLIND,Ir,Or,(sect_length/2)+e_width,sect_
length-e_width,s_width+f_length,180

l_sel=0

CYLIND,Ir,Or,0,e_width,s_width+f_length,18
0
CYLIND,Ir,Or,sect_lengthe_width,sect_length,s_width+f_length,180

*DO,line_sel,0,n_sects,1
line_loc_1
(e_g+(e_width))+(sect_length*l_sel)
line_loc_2
e_width+(sect_length*l_sel)

VGEN,n_sects,all,,,,,sect_length
VGLUE,ALL
NUMCMP,AREA
NUMCMP,LINE
NUMCMP,KP
NUMCMP,VOLU

=
=

line_loc_4=((sect_length/2)+e_width)+(sect
_length*l_sel)
line_loc_5=(sect_lengthe_width)+(sect_length*l_sel)

*GET,cyl_num2_min,VOLU,,NUM,MIN
*GET,cyl_num2_max,VOLU,,NUM,MAX

LSEL,S,LOC,X,Ir
LSEL,R,LOC,Y,0
LSEL,R,LOC,Z,line_loc_2,line_loc_1
LESIZE,ALL,,,5
LSEL,S,LOC,X,Ir
LSEL,R,LOC,Y,0
LSEL,R,LOC,Z,line_loc_4,line_loc_5
LESIZE,ALL,,,5
l_sel=l_sel+1

VATT,1,,1
VSEL,ALL
VSEL,U,VOLU,,ALL
!Ruby Sphere Stylus Ball Tip
WPOFFS,,,ruby_cent+length

*ENDDO

SPHERE,ruby_r,,s_width
SPHERE,ruby_r,,s_width,180-f_length
SPHERE,ruby_r,,0,(180+s_width+f_length)360
SPHERE,ruby_r,,f_length+s_width,180f_length
SPHERE,ruby_r,,180,180+s_width
SPHERE,ruby_r,,-f_length,(180+s_width)360
SPHERE,ruby_r,,s_width+f_length,180
SPHERE,ruby_r,,-f_length,180+s_width+f_length !11111

VSEL,S,LOC,Z,0,length
l_sel2=0
LSEL,S,LOC,X,Ir
LSEL,R,LOC,Y,0
*DO,line_sel2,0,n_sects,1
line_loc_1
(e_g+(e_width))+(sect_length*l_sel2)
line_loc_2
e_width+(sect_length*l_sel2)

=
=

WPOFFS,,,-(ruby_cent+length)
line_loc_4=((sect_length/2)+e_width)+(sect
_length*l_sel2)

!VGLUE,ALL
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line_loc_5=(sect_lengthe_width)+(sect_length*l_sel2)

/PREP7

LSEL,U,LOC,Z,line_loc_2,line_loc_1
LSEL,U,LOC,Z,line_loc_4,line_loc_5
LSEL,R,LENGTH,,e_width
LESIZE,ALL,,,1
LSEL,S,LOC,X,Ir
LSEL,R,LOC,Y,0
LSEL,U,LOC,Z,line_loc_2,line_loc_1
LSEL,U,LOC,Z,line_loc_4,line_loc_5
LSEL,R,LENGTH,,e_w
LESIZE,ALL,,,2

*DO,m,elem_1,elem_no,1
*GET,efield_x,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_x
*GET,efield_y,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_y
*GET,efield_z,ELEM,m,ETAB,field_z
*SET,absfield_x,ABS(efield_x)
*SET,absfield_y,ABS(efield_y)
*SET,absfield_z,ABS(efield_z)
*IF,absfield_x,GT,absfield_y,AND,absfield_
x,GT,absfield_z,THEN
*IF,efield_x,GE,0.4E6,THEN
MPCHG,4,m
*ELSEIF,efield_x,LE,-0.4E6,THEN
MPCHG,5,m
!5
*ELSE
MPCHG,1,m
*ENDIF

l_sel2=l_sel2+1
*ENDDO
VSEL,S,LOC,Z,0,length
LSEL,S,LOC,X,((Or-Ir)/2)+Ir
LSEL,R,LOC,Y,0
LESIZE,ALL,,,3

*ELSEIF,absfield_y,GT,absfield_z,AND,absfi
eld_y,GT,absfield_x,THEN
*IF,efield_y,GE,0.4E6,THEN
MPCHG,6,m
*ELSEIF,efield_y,LE,-0.4E6,THEN
MPCHG,7,m
!7
*ELSE
MPCHG,1,m
*ENDIF

ALLSEL,ALL
!***** MESHING*******
!ESIZE,,5
VSEL,U,LOC,Z,0,length
VATT,11,,4
!VMESH,ALL
VSEL,ALL
!VSEL,S,LOC,X,0,Ir/2
VMESH,ALL

*ELSEIF,absfield_z,GT,absfield_y,AND,absfi
eld_z,GT,absfield_x,THEN
*IF,efield_z,GE,0.4E6,THEN
MPCHG,2,m
*ELSEIF,efield_z,LE,-0.4E6,THEN
MPCHG,3,m
!3
*ELSE
MPCHG,1,m
*ENDIF
*ENDIF

ESEL,ALL
ESEL,U,TYPE,,4
MPCHG,1,ALL
ESEL,S,TYPE,,2
NSLE,ALL
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,1,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0

*ENDDO
!Establish
percentages
of
poled
unpoled elements within the model

ESEL,S,TYPE,,3
NSLE,ALL
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,2,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,pole_volt

ESEL,S,MAT,,1
!Unpoled element count
*GET,elem_unpoled,ELEM,0,COUNT
ESEL,S,MAT,,2
!Poled Z (Nrm)
*GET,elem_Znrm,ELEM,0,COUNT
ESEL,S,MAT,,3
!Poled Z (Rev)
*GET,elem_Zrev,ELEM,0,COUNT
ESEL,S,MAT,,4
!Poled X (Nrm)
*GET,elem_Xnrm,ELEM,0,COUNT
ESEL,S,MAT,,5
!Poled X (Rev)
*GET,elem_Xrev,ELEM,0,COUNT
ESEL,S,MAT,,6
!Poled Y (Nrm)
*GET,elem_Ynrm,ELEM,0,COUNT
ESEL,S,MAT,,7
!Poled Y (Rev)
*GET,elem_Yrev,ELEM,0,COUNT
ALLSEL,ALL

ALLSEL,ALL
/SOLU
SOLVE
/POST1
SET,1
ALLSEL,ALL
CSYS,1
RSYS,1
*GET,elem_1,ELEM,0,NUM,MIN
*GET,elem_no,ELEM,0,NUM,MAX
ETABLE,field_sum,EF,SUM
ETABLE,field_x,EF,X
ETABLE,field_y,EF,Y
ETABLE,field_z,EF,Z

z_nrm
z_rev
x_nrm
x_rev
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=
=
=
=

(elem_Znrm/elem_no)
(elem_Zrev/elem_no)
(elem_Xnrm/elem_no)
(elem_Xrev/elem_no)

to

y_nrm = (elem_Ynrm/elem_no)
y_rev = (elem_Yrev/elem_no)
unpoled = (elem_unpoled/elem_no)
!z_poled = z_poled_pos+z_poled_neg
elem_all
=
elem_unpoled+elem_Znrm+elem_Zrev+elem_Xnrm
+elem_Xrev+elem_Ynrm+elem_Yrev

RFORCE,2,N1,AMPS
NSOL,3,disp_node0,U,Z
NSOL,4,disp_nodeend,U,Z
STORE,MERGE

IGES,D:\IDE_CYLINDER\output_test_070410
!Saves the model in a CAD 'IGES' file

*GET,size,VARI,,NSETS
*DIM,results,array,size,4

DDELE,ALL
CPDELE,ALL

VGET,results(1,1),1
VGET,results(1,2),2
VGET,results(1,3),3
VGET,results(1,4),4

ESEL,S,TYPE,,2
NSLE,ALL
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,2,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0.0
*GET,N1,NODE,,NUM,MIN

*GET,t_end,ACTIVE,0,TIME,WALL
time_harm = (t_end-t_harmstart)*3600
time_all = (t_end-t_start)*3600

ESEL,S,TYPE,,3
NSLE,ALL
NSEL,R,LOC,X,Or
CP,1,VOLT,ALL
D,ALL,VOLT,0.5
*GET,N2,NODE,,NUM,MIN

*CFOPEN,Mercury_1.01,csv
*VWRITE,length,Or,Ir,e_w,n_sects,sect_leng
th,e_g
Length: %0.3G %/&
Outside Radius:, %0.3G %/&
Inside Radius:, %0.3G %/&
Electrode Width:, %0.3G %/&
Number of sections:, %I %/&
Section Length:, %0.3G %/&
Electrode Gap:, %0.3G %/&

NSEL,S,LOC,Z,0
D,ALL,UZ,0
CP,3,UZ,ALL
*GET,disp_node0,NODE,,NUM,MIN
NSEL,S,LOC,Z,length+ruby_cent+ruby_r
CP,4,UZ,ALL
*GET,disp_nodeend,NODE,,NUM,MIN

*VWRITE,100*z_nrm,100*z_rev,100*x_nrm,100*
x_rev,100*y_nrm,100*y_rev,100*unpoled
Z (Nrm):, %0.3G %/&
Z (Rev):, %0.3G %/&
X (Nrm):, %0.3G %/&
X (Rev):, %0.3G %/&
Y (Nrm):, %0.3G %/&
Y (Rev):, %0.3G %/&
Unpoled:, %0.3G %/&

ALLSEL,ALL
/UIS,MSGPOP,3
/UIS,ABORT,OFF
KEYW,PR_SGUI,1
/WINDOW,1,OFF

*VWRITE,time_all,time_harm
Run Time:, %I %/&
Harmonic Analysis Run Time:, %I %/&

step=250
*GET,t_harmstart,ACTIVE,0,TIME,WALL

*VWRITE
('Frequency',',','Amperes')

/SOLU
EQSLV,SPARSE !SPARSE
ANTYPE,HARMIC
HROPT,FULL

*VWRITE,results(1,1),results(1,2),results(
1,4),results(1,4)
%0.4G,%0.4G,%0.4G,%0.4G

HROUT,OFF,ON
*CFCLOS

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

OUTRES,ALL,ALL
HARFRQ,1e4,1e5
NSUBST,step
KBC,1
SOLVE
EQSLV,ICCG
HARFRQ,1e4,1e5
SOLVE
HARFRQ,1e5,1e6
SOLVE
HARFRQ,1e6,1e7
SOLVE
HARFRQ,1e7,1e8
SOLVE
FINISH
/POST26
PRCPLX,1
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10.15 Code for recording of impedance during mechanical loading
This code is for the Agilent 4294A HP impedance analyser. This is written in HP IBASIC language
which is loaded into the impedance analyser. This program allows the user to activate an
impedance sweep with an external trigger.

This allows for synchronicity with the Instron

compression testing machine.
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10
!
******************************************
*
20
! Impedance analysis in conjunction
with Instron compression testing ******
30
! 0.5V applied through piezoceramic
tube
35
!
40
!
50
!
60
! R.W.C.Lewis, 22nd of March 2010
70
! Version 1.01
80
!
******************************************
****
90
!
100
DIM
Buff$[9],Command$[9],File$[9],okay$[9],fil
ename$[9]
110
!
120
IF SYSTEM$ ("SYSTEM ID")="HP4294A"
THEN
130
ASSIGN @Hp4294a TO 800
140
ELSE
150
ASSIGN @Hp4294a TO 717
160
END IF
165
!
170
REAL
freq_start,freq_stop,no_sweeps,no_p,b_w
180
INTEGER count, Scode
190
!
200
CLEAR SCREEN
210
!
220
PRINT "**Comp. Analysis 2010,
V1.01**"
230
PRINT "Trigger: Green-Red. YellowBlack"
240
!
250
INPUT "Start Frequency:",freq_start
260
INPUT "Stop Frequency:",freq_stop
270
INPUT "No. of Sweeps:",no_sweeps
280
INPUT "No. of Points:",no_p
290
INPUT "Bandwidth:",b_w
295
INPUT "Filename prefix (max.
3):",filename$
297
IF LEN(filename$)>3 THEN GOTO 295
300
!
305
CLEAR SCREEN
310
PRINT "****USER DEFINED
PARAMETERS****"
320
PRINT "Start Frequency:
";freq_start
330
PRINT "Stop Frequency: ";freq_stop
340
PRINT "No. of Sweeps: ";no_sweeps
350
PRINT "No. of points: ";no_p
360
PRINT "Bandwidth: ";b_w
365
PRINT "Filename prefix: ";filename$
370
!
380
INPUT "Is this ok? [Y]or[N]", okay$
390
!
400
IF UPC$(okay$)<> "Y" THEN GOTO 250
405
!
410
count=0
420
!
430
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "MEAS IMPH"
440
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "AVER OFF"
450
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "FORM4"
460
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "POIN " ;no_p
470
!
480
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "STAR ";freq_start
490
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "STOP ";freq_stop
500
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "BWFACT ";b_w
510
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "STOD DISK"
520
!
530
count=count+1
540
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "TRGS EXT"

550
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "TRGP NEG"
560
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "SING"
570
!
580
PRINT "Waiting...."
590
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "*OPC?"
600
ENTER @Hp4294a;Buff$
610
PRINT "Sweep no "; count
620
File$=filename$&VAL$(count)
630
PRINT "Processing file.....";File$
640
IF count=no_sweeps THEN
650
OUTPUT @Hp4294a;Command$&"
"""&File$&""""
660
BEEP
670
WAIT 0.5
680
BEEP
690
GOTO 1000
700
ELSE
710
Command$="SAVDASC"
720
OUTPUT @Hp4294a; "*CLS"
730
OUTPUT @Hp4294a;Command$&"
"""&File$&""""
740
BEEP
750
GOTO 530
760
END IF
1000
PRINT "End of analysis"
1100
END
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10.16 VBasic Program for generating standard piezoceramic properties in
ANSYS APDL language
Code and GUI interface (VBasic form) is given in this section of the appendix. This was used for
the generation of both 2D and 3D material properties of standard PZT type materials. This is
taken from the theory outlined in appendix A, and allowed greater ease of the use of material
properties during FE modelling, whilst decreasing the potential errors that may occur when
reproducing code. It allows the user to select from a library of PZT material types, or for the
generation of code from the input of material data into text boxes. The generated code can be
simply copied and pasted into the APDL code.
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TabIndex
Top
Width

VBasic code for Piezoelectric Material Code
Compiler (PMCC)

=
=
=

39
2280
855

End
End
Begin VB.TextBox txt_dir
Enabled
=
0
'False
Height
=
285
Left
=
240
TabIndex
=
37
Top
=
5040
Width
=
3015
End
Begin VB.TextBox txt_mat
Height
=
285
Left
=
4800
TabIndex
=
36
Text
=
"1"
Top
=
240
Width
=
495
End
Begin VB.CommandButton cmd_clr
Caption
=
"Clear"
Height
=
615
Left
=
5400
TabIndex
=
33
Top
=
4680
Width
=
1335
End
Begin VB.Frame fme2
Caption
=
"Poling
Direction"
Height
=
1695
Left
=
3720
TabIndex
=
30
Top
=
2160
Width
=
2775
Begin VB.OptionButton opt4
Caption
=
"Poled
through Y-axis"
Height
=
495
Left
=
120
TabIndex
=
32
Top
=
960
Width
=
2415
End
Begin VB.OptionButton opt3
Caption
=
"Poled
through X-axis"
Height
=
495
Left
=
120
TabIndex
=
31
Top
=
360
Value
=
-1 'True
Width
=
2295
End
End
Begin VB.TextBox txt_title
Height
=
285
Left
=
7680
TabIndex
=
26
Text
=
"PZT - 5H"
Top
=
240
Width
=
1215
End
Begin VB.CommandButton cmd1
Caption
=
"Calculate Code"
Height
=
615
Left
=
3600
TabIndex
=
25
Top
=
4680
Width
=
1455
End
Begin VB.TextBox txt_code
Height
=
3255
Left
=
3360

VERSION 5.00
Begin VB.Form frm1
Caption
=
"ANSYS
Piezoelectric Material Code Compiler"
ClientHeight
=
9225
ClientLeft
=
6135
ClientTop
=
2730
ClientWidth
=
10530
LinkTopic
=
"Form1"
ScaleHeight
=
9225
ScaleWidth
=
10530
Begin VB.Frame fme_mat
Caption
=
"Material
Database"
Height
=
4455
Left
=
480
TabIndex
=
38
Top
=
120
Width
=
2055
Begin VB.OptionButton opt_pzt2
Caption
=
"PZT-2"
Enabled
=
0
'False
Height
=
615
Left
=
240
TabIndex
=
44
Top
=
960
Width
=
1335
End
Begin VB.OptionButton opt_pzt4
Caption
=
"PZT-4"
Enabled
=
0
'False
Height
=
615
Left
=
240
TabIndex
=
43
Top
=
1560
Width
=
1335
End
Begin VB.OptionButton opt_pzt8
Caption
=
"PZT-8"
Enabled
=
0
'False
Height
=
615
Left
=
240
TabIndex
=
42
Top
=
3600
Width
=
1335
End
Begin VB.CheckBox chk_mat
Caption
=
"Read from
file"
Height
=
375
Left
=
240
TabIndex
=
41
Top
=
360
Width
=
1335
End
Begin VB.OptionButton opt_pzt5H
Caption
=
"PZT-5H"
Enabled
=
0
'False
Height
=
375
Left
=
240
TabIndex
=
40
Top
=
3000
Width
=
1095
End
Begin VB.OptionButton opt_pzt5A
Caption
=
"PZT-5A"
Enabled
=
0
'False
Height
=
495
Left
=
240
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MultiLine
TabIndex
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.TextBox
Height
Left
TabIndex
Text
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.TextBox
Height
Left
TabIndex
Text
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.TextBox
Height
Left
TabIndex
Text
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.TextBox
Height
Left
TabIndex
Text
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.TextBox
Height
Left
TabIndex
Text
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.TextBox
Height
Left
TabIndex
Text
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.TextBox
Height
Left
TabIndex
Text
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.TextBox
Height
Left
TabIndex
Text
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.TextBox
Height
Left
TabIndex
Text
Top
Width

=
=
=
=

End
Begin VB.TextBox txt_c44
Height
=
285
Left
=
8280
TabIndex
=
14
Text
=
"2.30E10"
Top
=
4320
Width
=
735
End
Begin VB.TextBox txt_c66
Height
=
285
Left
=
8280
TabIndex
=
13
Text
=
"2.35E10"
Top
=
4680
Width
=
735
End
Begin VB.TextBox txt_dens
Height
=
285
Left
=
8280
TabIndex
=
12
Text
=
"7500"
Top
=
720
Width
=
735
End
Begin VB.Frame fme1
Caption
=
"Dimension"
Height
=
1215
Left
=
3720
TabIndex
=
27
Top
=
720
Width
=
1335
Begin VB.OptionButton opt2
Caption
=
"2-D"
Height
=
375
Left
=
360
TabIndex
=
29
Top
=
720
Value
=
-1 'True
Width
=
735
End
Begin VB.OptionButton opt1
Caption
=
"3-D"
Height
=
375
Left
=
360
TabIndex
=
28
Top
=
240
Width
=
735
End
End
Begin VB.Label lbl_mat
Caption
=
"Material
Number:"
Height
=
255
Left
=
3480
TabIndex
=
35
Top
=
240
Width
=
1335
End
Begin VB.Label lbl_title
Caption
=
"Title:"
Height
=
255
Left
=
7200
TabIndex
=
34
Top
=
240
Width
=
375
End
Begin VB.Label lbl11
Caption
=
"c44"
Height
=
255
Left
=
7200
TabIndex
=
11
Top
=
4320
Width
=
975
End
Begin VB.Label lbl12

-1 'True
24
5520
6375

txt_E3r
=
285
=
8280
=
23
=
"1470"
=
1080
=
735
txt_E1r
=
285
=
8280
=
22
=
"1700"
=
1440
=
735
txt_e31
=
285
=
8280
=
21
=
"-6.55"
=
1800
=
735
txt_e33
=
285
=
8280
=
20
=
"23.3"
=
2160
=
735
txt_e15
=
285
=
8280
=
19
=
"17.0"
=
2520
=
735
txt_c11
=
285
=
8280
=
18
=
"12.6E10"
=
2880
=
735
txt_c12
=
285
=
8280
=
17
=
"7.95E10"
=
3240
=
735
txt_c13
=
285
=
8280
=
16
=
"8.41E10"
=
3600
=
735
txt_c33
=
285
=
8280
=
15
=
"11.7E10"
=
3960
=
735
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Caption
Height
Left
TabIndex
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.Label
Caption
Height
Left
TabIndex
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.Label
Caption
Height
Left
TabIndex
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.Label
Caption
Height
Left
TabIndex
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.Label
Caption
Height
Left
TabIndex
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.Label
Caption
Height
Left
TabIndex
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.Label
Caption
Height
Left
TabIndex
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.Label
Caption
Height
Left
TabIndex
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.Label
Caption
Height
Left
TabIndex
Top
Width
End
Begin VB.Label
Caption
Height
Left
TabIndex

=
=
=
=
=
=

"c66"
255
7200
10
4680
975

=
=
=
=
=
=

"c11"
255
7200
9
2880
975

Top
Width

End
Begin VB.Label lbl1
Caption
=
Height
=
Left
=
TabIndex
=
Top
=
Width
=
End
Begin VB.Menu About
Caption
=
End

lbl7

"c12"
255
7200
8
3240
975

=
=
=
=
=
=

"c13"
255
7200
7
3600
975

lbl10
=
=
=
=
=
=

"c33"
255
7200
6
3960
975

1080
975
"Density"
255
7200
0
720
975
"About"

End
Attribute VB_Name = "frm1"
Attribute VB_GlobalNameSpace = False
Attribute VB_Creatable = False
Attribute VB_PredeclaredId = True
Attribute VB_Exposed = False
Dim strMaterials As String
Dim file_array
Dim row_array

lbl8
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=

lbl9
Private Sub Label6_Click()
End Sub
Private Sub About_Click()
MsgBox "Copyright of Lewis, R.W.C.,
University of Bath", , "About PMCC v.2"
End Sub
Private Sub chk_mat_Click()
opt_pzt2.Enabled = True
opt_pzt4.Enabled = True
opt_pzt5A.Enabled = True
opt_pzt5H.Enabled = True
opt_pzt8.Enabled = True

lbl6
=
=
=
=
=
=

"e15"
255
7200
5
2520
975

=
=
=
=
=
=

"e33"
255
7200
4
2160
975

=
=
=
=
=
=

"e31"
255
7200
3
1800
975

=
=
=
=
=
=

"ES11/E0"
255
7200
2
1440
975

=
=
=
=

"ES33/E0"
255
7200
1

If chk_mat.Value = False Then
opt_pzt2.Enabled = False
opt_pzt4.Enabled = False
opt_pzt5A.Enabled = False
opt_pzt5H.Enabled = False
opt_pzt8.Enabled = False
End If

lbl5

End Sub
Private Sub cmd_clr_Click()
txt_code = ""
End Sub

lbl4

Private Sub cmd1_Click()
If opt1.Value = True Then
txt_code.Text = "!" & txt_title.Text & " 3D Model Poled through Z-axis" & vbCrLf &
_
"MP,DENS," & txt_mat.Text & "," &
txt_dens.Text & vbCrLf & _
"MP,PERX," & txt_mat.Text & "," &
txt_E3r.Text & " $ MP,PERY," &
txt_mat.Text & "," & txt_E1r.Text & " $
MP,PERZ," & txt_mat.Text & "," &
txt_E3r.Text & vbCrLf & _
"TB,PIEZ," & txt_mat.Text & vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,03," & txt_e31.Text & ",,," &
txt_e31.Text & vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,09," & txt_e33.Text & vbCrLf & _

lbl3

lbl2
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" TBDATA,14," & txt_e15.Text & ",," &
txt_e15.Text & vbCrLf & _
"TB,ANEL," & txt_mat.Text & ",1,,0" &
vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,01," & txt_c11.Text & "," &
txt_c12.Text & "," & txt_c13.Text & vbCrLf
& _
" TBDATA,07," & txt_c11.Text & "," &
txt_c13.Text & ",,,," & txt_c33.Text &
vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,16," & txt_c66.Text & vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,19," & txt_c44.Text & ",," &
txt_c44.Text

'txt13.Text = "hello world , " &
txt_title.Text
'txt13.Text = txt_title.Text
'txt13.Text = CStr(density)
End Sub
Private Sub txt1_Change()
End Sub

ElseIf opt2.Value = True Then
If opt3.Value = True Then
Private Sub Label1_Click()
txt_code.Text = "!" & txt_title.Text & "
-2D Model Poled through X-axis" & vbCrLf &
_
"MP,DENS," & txt_mat.Text & "," &
txt_dens.Text & vbCrLf & _
"MP,PERX," & txt_mat.Text & "," &
txt_E3r.Text & " $ MP,PERY," &
txt_mat.Text & "," & txt_E1r.Text & " $
MP,PERZ," & txt_mat.Text & "," &
txt_E1r.Text & vbCrLf & _
"TB,PIEZ," & txt_mat.Text & vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,01," & txt_e33.Text & ",,," &
txt_e31.Text & vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,07," & txt_e31.Text & ",,,," &
txt_e15.Text & vbCrLf & _
"TB,ANEL," & txt_mat.Text & ",1,,0" &
vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,01," & txt_c33.Text & "," &
txt_c13.Text & "," & txt_c13.Text & vbCrLf
& _
" TBDATA,07," & txt_c11.Text & "," &
txt_c12.Text & vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,12," & txt_c11.Text & vbCrLf &
_
" TBDATA,16," & txt_c44.Text

End Sub
Private Sub lbl_d11_Click()
End Sub
Private Sub Combo1_Change()
End Sub
Private Sub opt_5A_Click()
txt_dir.Text = "h:\vbasic\Material
layout\PZT-5A.txt"
Dim intFile As Integer
intFile = FreeFile
Open CurDir & "\PZT-5A.txt" For Input As
#intFile
Input #intFile, strMaterials
Close #intFile
file_array = Split(strMaterials, ";", -1,
1)
txt_title.Text = file_array(0)
txt_dens.Text = file_array(1)
txt_E3r.Text = file_array(2)
txt_E1r.Text = file_array(3)
txt_e31.Text = file_array(4)
txt_e33.Text = file_array(5)
txt_e15.Text = file_array(6)
txt_c11.Text = file_array(7)
txt_c12.Text = file_array(8)
txt_c13.Text = file_array(9)
txt_c33.Text = file_array(10)
txt_c44.Text = file_array(11)
txt_c66.Text = file_array(12)

ElseIf opt4.Value = True Then
txt_code.Text = "!" & txt_title.Text & "
-2D Model Poled through Y-axis" & vbCrLf &
_
"MP,DENS," & txt_mat.Text & "," &
txt_dens.Text & vbCrLf & _
"MP,PERX," & txt_mat.Text & "," &
txt_E1r.Text & " $ MP,PERY," &
txt_mat.Text & "," & txt_E3r.Text & " $
MP,PERZ," & txt_mat.Text & "," &
txt_E1r.Text & vbCrLf & _
"TB,PIEZ," & txt_mat.Text & vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,02," & txt_e31.Text & ",,," &
txt_e33.Text & vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,08," & txt_e31.Text & ",," &
txt_e15.Text & vbCrLf & _
"TB,ANEL," & txt_mat.Text & ",1,,0" &
vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,01," & txt_c11.Text & "," &
txt_c13.Text & "," & txt_c12 & vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,07," & txt_c33.Text & "," &
txt_c13.Text & ",,,," & txt_c11.Text &
vbCrLf & _
" TBDATA,16," & txt_c44.Text

End Sub
Private Sub opt_5H_Click()
txt_dir.Text = "h:\vbasic\Material
layout\PZT-5H.txt"
Dim intFile As Integer
intFile = FreeFile
Open "h:\vbasic\Material layout\PZT5H.txt" For Input As #intFile
Input #intFile, strMaterials
Close #intFile

End If
file_array = Split(strMaterials, ";", -1,
1)
End If

txt_title.Text = file_array(0)
txt_dens.Text = file_array(1)
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txt_E3r.Text
txt_E1r.Text
txt_e31.Text
txt_e33.Text
txt_e15.Text
txt_c11.Text
txt_c12.Text
txt_c13.Text
txt_c33.Text
txt_c44.Text
txt_c66.Text

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

intFile = FreeFile

file_array(2)
file_array(3)
file_array(4)
file_array(5)
file_array(6)
file_array(7)
file_array(8)
file_array(9)
file_array(10)
file_array(11)
file_array(12)

Open CurDir & "\PZT-5A.txt" For Input As
#intFile
Input #intFile, strMaterials
Close #intFile
file_array = Split(strMaterials, ";", -1,
1)
txt_title.Text = file_array(0)
txt_dens.Text = file_array(1)
txt_E3r.Text = file_array(2)
txt_E1r.Text = file_array(3)
txt_e31.Text = file_array(4)
txt_e33.Text = file_array(5)
txt_e15.Text = file_array(6)
txt_c11.Text = file_array(7)
txt_c12.Text = file_array(8)
txt_c13.Text = file_array(9)
txt_c33.Text = file_array(10)
txt_c44.Text = file_array(11)
txt_c66.Text = file_array(12)

End Sub
Private Sub opt_pzt2_Click()
txt_dir.Text = "PZT-2.txt"
Dim intFile As Integer
intFile = FreeFile
Open CurDir & "\PZT-2.txt" For Input As
#intFile
Input #intFile, strMaterials
Close #intFile

End Sub
file_array = Split(strMaterials, ";", -1,
1)

Private Sub opt_pzt5H_Click()

txt_title.Text = file_array(0)
txt_dens.Text = file_array(1)
txt_E3r.Text = file_array(2)
txt_E1r.Text = file_array(3)
txt_e31.Text = file_array(4)
txt_e33.Text = file_array(5)
txt_e15.Text = file_array(6)
txt_c11.Text = file_array(7)
txt_c12.Text = file_array(8)
txt_c13.Text = file_array(9)
txt_c33.Text = file_array(10)
txt_c44.Text = file_array(11)
txt_c66.Text = file_array(12)
End Sub

txt_dir.Text = "PZT-5H.txt"
Dim intFile As Integer
intFile = FreeFile
Open CurDir & "\PZT-5H.txt" For Input As
#intFile
Input #intFile, strMaterials
Close #intFile
file_array = Split(strMaterials, ";", -1,
1)
txt_title.Text = file_array(0)
txt_dens.Text = file_array(1)
txt_E3r.Text = file_array(2)
txt_E1r.Text = file_array(3)
txt_e31.Text = file_array(4)
txt_e33.Text = file_array(5)
txt_e15.Text = file_array(6)
txt_c11.Text = file_array(7)
txt_c12.Text = file_array(8)
txt_c13.Text = file_array(9)
txt_c33.Text = file_array(10)
txt_c44.Text = file_array(11)
txt_c66.Text = file_array(12)

Private Sub opt_pzt4_Click()
txt_dir.Text = "PZT-4.txt"
Dim intFile As Integer
intFile = FreeFile
Open CurDir & "\PZT-4.txt" For Input As
#intFile
Input #intFile, strMaterials
Close #intFile

End Sub

file_array = Split(strMaterials, ";", -1,
1)

Private Sub opt_pzt8_Click()
txt_title.Text = file_array(0)
txt_dens.Text = file_array(1)
txt_E3r.Text = file_array(2)
txt_E1r.Text = file_array(3)
txt_e31.Text = file_array(4)
txt_e33.Text = file_array(5)
txt_e15.Text = file_array(6)
txt_c11.Text = file_array(7)
txt_c12.Text = file_array(8)
txt_c13.Text = file_array(9)
txt_c33.Text = file_array(10)
txt_c44.Text = file_array(11)
txt_c66.Text = file_array(12)
End Sub

txt_dir.Text = "PZT-8.txt"
Dim intFile As Integer
intFile = FreeFile
Open CurDir & "\PZT-8.txt" For Input As
#intFile
Input #intFile, strMaterials
Close #intFile
file_array = Split(strMaterials, ";", -1,
1)
txt_title.Text = file_array(0)
txt_dens.Text = file_array(1)
txt_E3r.Text = file_array(2)
txt_E1r.Text = file_array(3)
txt_e31.Text = file_array(4)
txt_e33.Text = file_array(5)

Private Sub opt_pzt5A_Click()
txt_dir.Text = "PZT-5A.txt"
Dim intFile As Integer
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txt_e15.Text
txt_c11.Text
txt_c12.Text
txt_c13.Text
txt_c33.Text
txt_c44.Text
txt_c66.Text
End Sub

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

file_array(6)
file_array(7)
file_array(8)
file_array(9)
file_array(10)
file_array(11)
file_array(12)

Private Sub opt1_Click()
If opt1.Value = True Then
opt3.Enabled = False
opt4.Enabled = False
End If
End Sub
Private Sub opt2_Click()
If opt2.Value = True Then
opt3.Enabled = True
opt4.Enabled = True
End If
End Sub
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10.17 Appendix C: Publications, Conference Papers, and Oral and Poster
Presentations
Output from this work involved the publication of work in peer reviewed journals and peer
reviewed conference papers. Additionally work was presented at national and international
conferences within the work discipline. This included both oral and poster presentations. A
compilation of bibliographic work in association with this thesis is given. Associated papers are
also included in this section.
Journal and Conference Papers
1. Lewis, R.W.C., Dent, A.C., and Bowen, C.R., Network Modelling of 3-3 Piezocomposite
Materials, Ferroelectrics, 351:1-9, 2007.
2. Lewis, R.W.C., Bowen, C.R., Dent, A.C.E., Jonas, K., Finite Element and Experimental
Analysis of the Vibrational Response of Radially Poled Piezoceramic Cylinders.
Ferroelectrics. 389:95-106, 2009.
3. Kloss, S., Lewis, R. W. C., Dent, A. C. E., Weston, N., Jonas, K., Bowen, C. R., Hand, D. P.,
Shephard, J. D., Electrode patterning on piezoelectric ceramics by NS-pulsed laser
ablation for sensor applications, 14. In Program of ICALEO 2009 - 28th International
Congress on Applications of Lasers & Electro-Optics, 2009.
4. Lewis, R. W. C., Merrick, A.J., Dent, A. C. E., Bowen, C. R., The influence of mechanical
stress on piezoceramic tubes, 2010 IEEE International Symposium on the Application of
Ferroelectrics (ISAF). 2010.
5. Lewis, R. W. C., Dent, A. C. E., R. Stevens, Bowen, C. R., Microstructural modelling of the
polarization and properties of porous ferroelectrics, Smart Materials and Structures,
20(2011) 085002 (6pp).
Oral Presentation
1. Lewis, R.W.C., Kloss, S., Dent, A.C.E., Bowen, C.R., and Shephard, J.D. Complex electrode
patterning by laser ablation for advanced piezoelectric sensors and actuators,
Electroceramics XII, Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), Trondheim,
Norway (2010).
Poster Presentations
1.

The influence of mechanical stress on piezoceramic tubes (2010)
o The joint 19th International Symposium on the Application of Ferroelectrics and 10th
European Conference on the Application of Polar Dielectrics, Edinburgh.
2. Network modelling of poled 3-3 piezocomposite materials (2009)
o Dielectrics 2009, Institute of Physics, University of Reading.
3. The finite element and experimental analysis of the vibration response of radially poled
piezoceramic cylinders (2008)
o The 9th meeting of the European Conference on Applied Polar Dielectrics, Roma, Italy.
4. Network modelling of 3-3 Piezocomposites (2006).
th
o The 8 meeting of the European Conference on Applied Polar Dielectrics, ENSAM
Metz.
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